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From The Inside

“I’m surprised you applied, Joe. I thought you were happy where you are. People who 

work with me know I’m blunt. I tell it like it is. You’re no spring chicken.” 

For the past eighteen years I’d been Director of Pharmacy at a community teaching 

hospital in Boston. I met Pete, a thirty-something, about a year ago when he arrived from out of 

state. We see each other regularly at our pharmacy directors’ meetings. 

His comment shocks me. I react by laughing.

“I may be no spring chicken, but I have a ton of experience and I’m a hard worker and an

excellent problem solver.” This is a first interview with Pete, the pharmacy director of a large 

academic medical center. I’m applying for the associate director’s position, a step down in title 

for me but a step up in scope of responsibility.

“And I work young,” I tell him, adapting a phrase I’d heard about a diminutive high-

school basketball star who “plays big.”

I’m uncomfortable defending my age, trying to convince him I’m not a typical “oldy.” I 

feel like a sell-out – separating myself from a group, in essence saying, “I may look like them, 

but I’m really different.” As if being like them is shameful.  

“I don’t want to hire somebody who’ll be gone in a couple of years,” he says. “Do you 

even understand the job’s enormous responsibility?”

I want to shout, “Of course I understand the job’s responsibility! I’ve been in pharmacy 

for more than 35 years – progressing from intern to pharmacist to supervisor to assistant director 

to director, at large and small, teaching and non-teaching hospitals!” 

I say politely, “I have no intention of leaving in a few years.”

“Glad to hear,” he says.
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He’s ruled me out. Not for lack of skills. How would he even know? He’s asked nothing 

of my background. If I continue with the interview process, maybe I could change his mind. But 

experience has taught me the importance of having a supportive, caring boss, especially in a high

stress position like this. He’s not that kind of boss, I decide. I don’t want to work for him. A few 

days later I withdraw. “It’s not in the cards,” I say.

“Thanks for your interest,” he replies.

I’m angry. His mention of age was so contrary to what I had learned about non-

discriminatory hiring practices.

I thought of a comment he’d made at a directors’ meeting. Noticing my sweater, he 

smirked and said, “You old guys are always cold.” I thought the comment was funny but odd. 

When I returned to my hospital later that morning, I told a colleague, a few years my senior. She 

gasped, saying he sounded ageist.

I’ve always taken such comments lightly, probably because I never felt old – even when I

complained about my body’s stiffness, or kidded with my barber about darkening my hair, or 

heard the crackling of my knees when descending stairs. When my sub 7-minute mile road races 

regressed to sub 11-minute mile races, I lamented my slowing pace but knew it didn’t translate to

a less efficiently run hospital pharmacy service.

I pondered the dissonance between what I said about aging and what I believed. Despite 

stiffness, crackling knees, and slower strides, I essentially looked at life as if I were thirty years 

old. I still got the high of exercise – the pump in my triceps and lats, the tightening in my 

abdominals, a lightness in my strides. When I fell out of shape I’d think, “If I didn’t have to 

spend so much time at work, if I could put together a consistent string of workouts, I’d be my 

strong, supple self.”
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I just turned sixty, didn’t feel old, and never felt discriminated against. Until that 

interview. 

I started wondering how my own staff viewed me. Many were in their twenties and 

thirties. Did they see someone nearing the end of a career, having out-of-date, old-fashioned 

ways? If I had difficulty learning our new computer system, or trouble coming up with a word, 

or had a short attention span, did they think it was due to my age or just a trait of my personality 

regardless of age?

Shortly after I withdrew my application, I interviewed a pharmacist for a position at my 

hospital. I asked him about his professional goals. 

“Unlike you,” he said, “I have many years and career options left.”

“Hey, my career isn’t over,” I said.

“I just mean. You know what I mean. Unlike you, I have at least twenty years left.” His 

facial expression asked, “Isn’t it obvious, man?”

I thought about older colleagues from my past. Lenny, a pharmacist in his sixties, whom 

I’d hired despite spending the bulk of his career in drug stores. He had no hospital experience, 

but through his unmatched enthusiasm and dedication, he became our lead chemotherapy 

pharmacist. I remember him once telling me he felt the same as he did in college. During the 

1980s, an era of complex chemo regimens, he tirelessly and peerlessly served our most ill 

patients with safe, effective, intravenous chemotherapy mixtures.

Another pharmacist, Harold, in his mid-sixties, worked for me during a turbulent time in 

our hospital’s history; high personnel turnover rates and endlessly overflowing patient censuses. 

Harold worked his regular evening shifts and took on extra days and weekends and added duties,
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without complaint, at times singlehandedly keeping the pharmacy running safely. He outworked 

everyone. The only criticism I ever heard was that he kept his head down and was always busy.

I recalled something New England Patriots quarterback Tom Brady, in his late thirties, 

once said. “I think for me, I always feel like I’m the same guy. I feel like I’m still the kid from 

Portola Drive. I know probably from the outside in it’s different, but from the inside out, it’s the 

same.”

That’s the way I felt. From the inside, I was still that young, vigorous guy, fighting the 

good fight for our patients.

I considered prejudice, and how it can live underground, behind humor, behind 

consciousness. Had I ever unknowingly discriminated, leaving someone feeling powerless and 

diminished like I’d felt during that conversation? Had I ever judged another by age? Or 

appearance, or hair color, or clothes, or accent, or manner, or size? Rather than by what’s inside, 

by what value they can bring to the workplace? 

I thought about meanings of words like young and old, optimism and pessimism, 

enthusiasm and apathy, hopefulness, despair. Young people, especially the very young (like my 

two-year-old granddaughter), are so excited by life and discovery, the endless opportunities 

offered in the world. They’re full of possibility: optimism, enthusiasm, hopefulness. I’ve seen 

those same traits in elderly people too – my parents and my wife’s parents, my colleagues. These

traits aren’t only for the young or found in the young. They’re a pathway of being, regardless of 

age. 

I recently read a book about writing, by Colin McCann. His major theme is for a writer to

sit on his or her “arse” (he’s Irish) and write. It’s the words on the page that count, not the idea of

“being” a writer, or having a fabulous writer’s resume. 
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This is great, I thought. I’ll sit on my arse and write like the dickens, and be judged by 

my words on the page, and age won’t matter.  

The kicker is that McCann titled his book “Letters to a Young Writer.” 

He redeems himself, though, in the introduction: “One of the best places for … writers to 

be is facing the burning wall, with only the virtues of stamina, desire, and perseverance to propel 

them across to the other side … I hope there is something here for any young writer – or any 

older writer, for that matter – who happens to be looking for a teacher to come along, a teacher 

who, in the end, can really teach nothing at all but fire.” I’ll take it.
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First Grade Pencil Sharpening

It’s fall of 1960, and I’m in first grade. My teacher is a Sister of Notre Dame, Sister Rose 

St. Clare. She’s fortyish, rotund and short, no taller than a third grader. Sister Rose wears a black

habit wrapped around her like a curtain, covering all except her feet and face, the latter framed 

by a white cardboard-like fabric on her forehead and a white cloth around her neck. The habit 

extends up and around the rest of her head, covering her hair. We see only her eyes, nose, mouth,

and shoes.

Like all the sisters at Saint Thomas Grammar School, Sister Rose carries a wooden 

clicker, used to keep our class under control. Clickers are quite the tool: “about six inches long – 

a spindly piece of oak – a short knobby table leg. Attached to it, with a thick rubber band, [is] 

another piece of oak – a slender dowel rod. Depress and then quickly release the dowel rod and a

loud resonant click is produced.”1 

It’s not like we’re hellions, but there are fifty of us and only one of her. When there’s 

commotion, she glares at us though her rimless glasses and gives a click-click-click, and we go 

silent. In later grades, I’ll discover that some sisters don’t need clickers to foster discipline, while

others use them so frequently that students ignore the sound, and they end up banging the 

clickers onto a table or desk to get attention, and split them into pieces. This doesn’t happen in 

first grade, though. We’re nervous trying to do everything required. Little clicking sounds are 

enough to keep us in line. 

This is the world of Saint Thomas, a yellow brick building of grades one through eight, 

less than a quarter mile from my home. The place my mother fought to gain my admission. She 

told me, the previous spring, how excited she was that they accepted me. I was five years old and

just completing kindergarten studies. I remember sitting at the kitchen table eating Captain 

1 (James R Johnson, “Does God Use A Clicker?” Pickle Heaven Press; May 27, 2020)
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Crunch, my back to her, and her emerging from the pantry, all excited, saying, “I fought and 

fought until they let you in.” I felt secure having someone like my mother as my advocate. She 

was a powerfully built woman and had this strong voice; I didn’t doubt that her wish was 

something few could resist.

I must have wondered why she needed to fight to get me in, since my sister Maureen had 

been a Saint Thomas student for three years already, and I didn’t remember hearing that Mom 

fought to get her accepted. But I was only two years old back then, most likely focused on other 

things, like watching cartoons. I do know that Maureen was smart and savvy, someone I wanted 

to emulate. I was grateful to be joining her at St. Thomas where she could provide me some 

guidance. 

Now I’m six and in Sister Rose’s first grade class doing my best to pay attention. I’m also

nearsighted and small, wearing glasses and a patch on my right eye the doctor says will 

“exercise” my weak left eye. I never understand how this works or if it will ever end. But it’s 

annoying, and I remove the patch and my glasses, because I can see better with my strong right 

eye uncovered. 

My desk is in back row. A few feet behind me there’s a wall of closets with hollow 

brown plywood sliding doors, where we hang our jackets and store items given to us by our 

mothers, like an apple or bag of Fig Newtons. 

Sister Rose announces a surprise quiz and tells us to take out a piece of paper and pencil 

from inside our desks. My pencil tip is dull so I raise my hand and ask if I can use the sharpener. 

Suddenly, Sister Rose is hovering over me. I don’t know how she got to me so quickly. I 

envision her dashing through an aisle of desks, her wide hips bumping and separating the neatly 

organized rows (think Moses parting the waters), students frantically moving aside. I look up to 
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see her staring at my tan-colored desktop, her eyes showing her outrage. In a voice loud enough 

for every classmate to hear, she says, “Joseph, look at those pencil marks! You’ve been writing 

all over your desk! No wonder your pencil needs sharpening!”

I’m ashamed and start crying as she drags my chair towards the back closets, isolating me

from the class and directing a classmate to get my sister (in fourth grade). Maureen arrives and is

shepherded to the back of the room by Sister Rose, who says, “Look at what he’s done! No 

wonder he’s having trouble, he’s too busy writing on his desk! I want you to tell your mother.”

I believe this is something severe, something weird, something none of my forty-nine 

classmates would do. I hardly see any writing on that desk, and don’t remember writing on any 

desk. There’s been so much moving around of students in this classroom that it’s likely I’m 

being blamed for another’s scribble. The thought does little to placate the feelings I have of guilt 

and sadness, of being an outcast.

I don’t want to face my mother.

 “Maureen, please don’t tell Mom. Please!”

“Jody, don’t worry,” she whispers. 

If my sister is so unaffected, I think, maybe this is not so bad.

That evening, I enter our house through the back door to the kitchen. Maureen tells my 

mother what happened, describing how she was retrieved from her fourth-grade classroom by a 

first-grader announcing that “Joseph” did something wrong. She tells my mother she barely saw 

any markings on the desk. 

“Honest to God, those nuns make such a big deal out of every little thing,” Mom says. 

She smiles like it’s no big deal. Saint Thomas may be where my mother wants me to be, but 

as far as she is concerned, the nuns don’t walk on water.
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Years from now I will remember the embarrassment I felt when Sister Rose accused me. 

The powerlessness. The relief at my mother’s reaction. And the lesson in authority’s fallibility. 

I’ll also remember the support I received from my big sister. Many years from now, I’ll 

recall the incident and finally thank her for giving me her love.

Bag Hitter
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“You’re a bag hitter,” my father says, referring to my skill at punching the heavy bag. I’d

stop by the Salem YMCA each evening after work and hit the massive dark-brown leather bag, 

making like Muhammad Ali, moving right then left, backward then forward, delivering lightning

jabs, three and four-punch combinations, and devastating left and right single straight punches 

and short powerful hooks. My body and mind would be in sync, my fists elevating the bag like a 

dark floating cloud, defying gravity. When Dad called me bag hitter, though, he wasn’t alluding 

to my bag hitting skills, but to my dearth of boxing experience against actual opponents.

Boxing was an important part of my father’s existence. It pervaded his and his older 

brother John’s lives growing up. During the 1920s and 30s, a local Salem fireman named Bill 

Furlong, using a gym he’d created in his own home, taught the neighborhood boys how to box. 

My uncle John took lessons from Furlong and became so adept a boxer that at sixteen he thrived 

in matches at the North Street Rink (later the North Street Arena), even against men in their 

twenties. My father told me John fought as a heavyweight and had a wicked right-hand punch. 

I was never sure if my father, like his brother, learned to box at Furlong’s gym, but he 

knew enough about the operation to tell me stories of the man’s protégés, like the “mere wisp of 

a kid who practiced ‘day and night’ and became so crafty that opponents couldn’t get near as he 

punched them to pieces.” I wouldn’t have been surprised if my father picked up boxing on his 

own, rather than by instruction. He preferred to figure things out by studying the greats and 

mimicking their moves. Then he’d “practice, practice, practice,” as he loved to say. That’s how 

he became an excellent pool player and golfer. Regardless of how he learned to fight, Dad 

definitely developed the skill, and as I grew up I heard many times about his legendary 

toughness.
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Boxing was an important part of my own existence too, but in contrast to my father, it 

existed chiefly in my imagination. I watched boxing matches on TV with my father, and he’d tell

me about champions of the past and his opinions of the current crop. He loved Joe Louis (the 

“Brown Bomber”) and Brockton native Rocky Marciano (the “Brockton Blockbuster”). Joe 

Louis could “knock guys out with a short, straight punch” you’d “hardly notice,” he’d say and 

demonstrate – through the air, not through me, thank God. He admired Rocky’s relentlessness, 

his ability to win no matter how beaten down, no matter how many punches he’d received. In the

end, Rocky always pulled out the win, and became the sole heavyweight champion to retire 

undefeated. “His fight with Jersey Joe Walcott was a classic,” my father said. He told me that the

superbly skilled Walcott had been winning, devastating Rocky throughout, until in the 13th round

Rocky landed a lead right hook to Walcott’s jaw and knocked him out. 

One summer day when I was thirteen and on family vacation down the Cape, my father 

and I discovered something new about Rocky. We had just finished eighteen holes that morning 

at Falmouth Country Club and decided to lunch before going out for an afternoon round. We 

entered the clubhouse and grabbed seats at the bar. We must have been discussing boxing 

because a guy sitting near looked over and said he’d been in the Army with Rocky. I don’t recall 

if he said basic training or that they’d been stationed overseas, but I do remember him saying that

no one was aware Rocky fought. (Rocky was drafted in 1943, making him twenty at the time). 

“Rocky was solid and strong,” he said, “but not imposing.” He played fullback on their football 

team, he said. “Strong as a bull, but soft spoken and unassuming; no one at the time would have 

thought he boxed.”

Growing up, I became steeped in stories of my father’s and John’s fighting exploits. My 

father recalled how as teenagers he and John once sparred. The image I have is of a boxing club 
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with a ring at center and boxers and trainers scattered around the gym, working on techniques. 

There’s smoke from cigars, buzzing from fluorescent lights. The double-hung counterweighted 

windows are open. The ambience is colored rust. It’s a bustling place: speed bags tapping, heavy 

bags swaying, rope skippers and shadow boxers scuffling on worn wooded floors, next to tan 

paneled walls. 

When Dad and John don their sparring gloves and enter the ring and start going at it, it 

becomes clear this will be an event to see. Brother against brother – my father, younger, 

inexperienced, lesser-known, against my uncle and his killer reputation. Both are six feet, my 

father muscular and lean, my uncle heftier, bulkier. My father approaches the ring shyly, silently,

looking strong. My uncle approaches with swagger, wearing fighting prowess on his sleeve. I 

remember an old Salem High Football team photo with John sitting on a bench in pads looking at

the camera, arms on his lap. I didn’t make much of it until my father pointed out that his right 

hand formed a fist. Dad smiled and said “John’s ready to fight.”

From the start, they land loud, smacking, unceasing flurries of punches. Blood and sweat 

fly off their solid but supple bodies. There’s no rounds, just one continuous brawl. Witnesses will

declare it the best fight they’ve ever seen, inside or outside a ring. After a time, when onlookers 

are sated with the violence and realize neither will concede, someone jumps in and ends it. Both 

brothers leave with pride intact and highest regard for their sibling’s toughness. 

When my father recalled the fight, he told me about John’s phenomenal right hand. Then 

he said how John admitted, many years later, that Dad hit him harder than anyone he’d ever 

fought. That my father’s brother, who’d had multiple street fights growing up, who as a teenager 

held his own against twenty-year-olds with large reputations, who in college represented the 
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University of Miami boxing team as heavyweight, told my father he hit the hardest, was a great 

source of satisfaction.

Both brothers passed away in their eighties, my father preceding John. John stayed in 

touch by calling me monthly from his Florida home. I made sure to let him know how my father 

once responded to a question I’d asked. “Of all the people I’ve known in my life,” my father 

said, “the man I’ve most admired is my brother John.”

Unlike my father, I didn’t box growing up. I played baseball, basketball, and football. 

Boxing intrigued me, but from a distance. Even if I had wanted to box, during those years – the 

late sixties, early seventies – there were scant places locally for someone to train. Still, I was 

awed by my father’s stories and developed an appreciation for boxers. 

I especially admired Muhammad Ali’s gracefulness in the ring, the way he fired punches 

so artfully and moved so rapidly from an opponent’s range, all while looking like he was having 

fun. There was something beautiful about his movements, so rhythmic, as if he were dancing. I 

didn’t like the way he degraded opponents before a fight, but I liked his charm during interviews,

his banter with sportscaster Howard Cosell where they’d slam each other sarcastically but 

respectfully. The rawness of Ali’s cockiness was something I’d never witnessed. In his “humble”

opinion, he was “greatest of all time,” shouting for the world to hear. Maybe his mouth 

convinced his brain and body the reality of his greatness, because he indeed became the greatest. 

Although my own personality was the opposite of braggadocio, I sometimes tried such boasting 

out in my own life.

In my late teens, at the YMCA and with four of my friends, I learned to hit the heavy bag.

One of the members, an ex-boxer, offered to be our coach. He was a big, powerful guy who 
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could bench press over 300 pounds using a weird wide grip. He had a massive chest, his face was

perpetually tanned, and he’d always be wearing a high-priced business suit. He’d arrive at the Y 

in luxurious cars – I recall a slick Lincoln Continental and a sleek Jaguar coupe. He told us he 

was former heavyweight champion of the Army. He said he’d nearly made the US Olympic 

team, but after he won the semifinals he jumped so high in triumph that he fell and broke both 

wrists, thus thwarting his entry into the finals, where his opponent would have been Muhammad 

Ali (at the time: Cassius Clay). He told us he had no illusions of beating Ali; he’d seen him hit 

the heavy bag and couldn’t believe the lightning speed and power of his fists.

I didn’t doubt our boxing coach’s stories. If it was true he’d come close to fighting one of

my sports heroes, this added to the excitement. I’d be learning from one of the best, I thought. I 

didn’t know what to make of his comment, though, during one of our training sessions. He said 

he’d been blessed with having no qualms whatsoever of smashing someone with his fist, of 

punching through the flesh and bone of a person’s face. I nodded but kept silent. I had such 

qualms. I vowed to learn boxing from him, but to keep a distance – of at least a full arm’s length.

Our group of five met every Monday night, learning slowly, sequentially. We started with

straight punches, learning a “Lazy-Susan” technique that gave us the feel of a properly executed 

punch. We couldn’t progress until we mastered a form: elbows properly angled, hips and body 

positioned just right, follow-through and bag impact creating a loud smack rather than a muffled 

push-through. I tried to impress our coach once by demonstrating a left hook I’d worked out on 

my own. He stood there like a statue, his big arms dangling by his sides, and stared 

expressionless, declaring, “I don’t see anything.” The others understood immediately, but I kept 

repeating the hook, hoping if I hit it harder or with better form he’d be pleased. When he kept 

repeating “I don’t see anything,” I understood. And stopped. 
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Every night I practiced a skill he’d taught the previous Monday. I wanted to make perfect

form automatic, something without forethought. I became his best student. His instruction and 

my speed made me formidable when fighting the heavy bag. After several months he took our 

group to the point where we had become savvy bag hitters, in possession of an arsenal of 

properly configured punches. We began displaying a swagger of confidence in our abilities. But 

before we ever got to spar, coach’s increased workload took over and he had to quit us. Since 

there were few boxing venues nearby, in time we split up, eventually all finishing college and 

pursuing our lives apart.

The skill I developed punching the bag impressed my father. We had a heavy bag at 

home he’d bought years before and hung in a garage stall. It was smaller and lighter than the one 

at the Y. I’d move around and show him my boxing style. One time, when Uncle John visited 

from Florida, Dad told him I “really had it,” the “it” being the ability to throw fast and powerful 

punches and to move like a boxer. The three of us walked out to the garage to demo. Uncle John 

said I looked good, but he wanted me to enhance my right-handed power. “Put your whole body 

into it like this,” he said, showing how he pivoted to make his right side perform as a single unit. 

Later that week John asked me why I was so interested in boxing and fighting. I didn’t know 

what to say other than I liked it. The truth is, I wanted to be like my father. 

My father was more than a fighter, though. He was someone who cared deeply about 

people and their feelings. He was a devoted family man and hard worker who spent the bulk of 

his time tending to his carwash in Salem – Jodeen Car Wash – that he’d built with his own 

hands. As a result, he spent little time with activities he loved – playing pool, golfing, swimming.

The carwash was his life’s work. I spent many hours by his side at that carwash, witnessing him 

negotiate the world. I got to really know him, asked him anything, talked about everything. He 
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always listened intently and sensitively, was generous and kind with his advice, and always 

respected my fears and difficulties. 

What I admired most about my father was his sweetness, his empathy. I remember 

coming home one Friday evening after a JV basketball game, in a bad state, telling him I’d 

missed a foul shot to lose the game. After listening, he said “What the hell of it, I see 

professional athletes screwing up all the time. Don’t take it to heart. Do your best. Don’t worry 

about it. You’re fine.” We talked for hours. I felt relieved. Recovered. And the next morning, on 

a non-practice day, I trudged through the deep snow to the school gym to practice foul shots over

and over and over. And became our team’s best free throw shooter.

I also admired his toughness. I was working at the carwash once when a customer started 

berating one of Dad’s employees, criticizing the way his car was getting toweled dry. He was 

much larger and younger than my father. Dad stepped into his face and told him to “Shut the hell

up!” The customer fell silent and tried to calm my father down, placing an arm around his 

shoulder and apologizing for the disruption, then finally getting into his cleaned car and driving 

off slowly, cautiously. I don’t believe it was my father’s age that humbled the guy. I believe it 

was the realization that if he continued the abuse he’d have one hell of a fight on his hands.

Like my father, I wanted to be kind and strong.

Ten years later, comfortable in my career as a pharmacist, I made sure to keep in shape 

by working out regularly. This included hitting the heavy bag. After my shifts at the hospital’s 

pharmacy department, I’d head straight to the Y, where the “bag room” provided an ideal set up.

Its worn hardwood floorboards gave me firm but smooth and level footing. Its background music

allowed me to punch in rhythm with a song’s beat. And its wealth of space enabled me to duck 

and dodge as the bag violently rocked about. If I were tense or worried, or feeling ecstatic and 
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just wanted to move around and perform, I’d grab my gloves and have a go. At times I felt I 

could punch forever, my punches’ impacts echoing through that old plaster-walled room and 

creaky floorboards. No matter if others were around, it was just me and the bag. I was 

mesmerized. I was a dancer, a drummer, an artist. I’d punch with abandon, try to destroy the bag,

to drive my fist through to the other side, to transport myself to oblivion. Though I believed I’d 

developed a skill that could help me if I met trouble, it wasn’t my focus. It was bag hitting that I 

loved. The movement and the athleticism. The performance was for myself, but I felt good when 

boxers frequenting the Y praised my ability and asked why I didn’t take it to the ring.

Around this time, while visiting a popular new gym at the old Laundry building in 

downtown Salem, I recognized a powerfully built, fire-hydrant of a guy. I’d seen him bench 

press more than 400 pounds at the Salem Y. As I started working out, I noticed him adding 

several large plates to a bench press bar, then signaling some guys he was ready. They began 

shouting and shoving him like they wanted to brawl, each giving him a best shot, making the 

atmosphere menacing. All other gym activity halted. Then, suddenly, he turned around and laid 

backward on the bench. He breathed deeply and loudly and pushed the heavily-weighted barbell 

off the bench rack, then quickly brought it down to touch his chest before finally disgorging a 

horrifying scream as he pushed the bar up, locking out his elbows and returning it to the rack. 

The place erupted.

After things calmed down, he walked over to greet me. We got talking about the two 

gyms and he surprised me when he asked about my boxing. He’d seen me hit the bag. “When 

you hit the bag, you look fierce!” he said. “I wouldn’t want to get hit by one of your punches. 

But you seem mild mannered, not the sort who’d punch someone. I wonder if it’s something 
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you’re proud of because you do it better than anyone else.” Then, referring to himself, he said 

“We’re alike that way. No one in this place benches more than me."

I could have responded, in turn, that I wouldn’t want to get crushed by his enormous 

strength. I thought about what he said. It felt true. We both took pride in our abilities. He loved 

to lift heavy weights. It gave him pleasure and meaning and purpose. I was surely proud of my 

skill. When I’d leave work and hit the bag at the Y, everything left my mind – worry, tension, 

work. It was just me and the bag and the movement of my body. What I’d seen of Ali, what most

imprinted in my mind, was seeing his whole being focused through his fists. The rhythmic 

staccato of his combinations. The synchronized grace of his movements. I’d try to emulate him. 

When my body complied to my wishes, it was thrilling and calming and freeing.

A few years later at the Y, I had an encounter with a kick-boxer in his early twenties, 

several years my junior. He’d seen me working the bag and asked to spar. I didn’t want to, and 

barely knew him, but I felt challenged. I thought my father would have taken the challenge, that 

he would have thought it to be a learning experience. We climbed the stairs to the isolated gym 

on the second floor, a setting once used for plays and sports but in current disuse and decline. It 

had a stage and gigantic picture windows and a makeshift basketball court. The guy handed me a

pair of sparring gloves and disappeared behind long dusty drapes to turn on the lights.

We donned the gloves and began. I initially got him hard with a left jab, then threw a 

series of combinations that overwhelmed him so I backed off – wasn’t this supposed to be just 

“practice?” I’d never sparred. There was no ring. There were no referees. I threw a left jab 

followed by a right that missed. He countered with a left hook that caught my right cheek flush. I

was stunned that he’d dodged my right hand. Angered, I repeated the left jab-straight right, but 

again he smacked my face. I regrouped and reverted solely to my left jab. The second he’d move,
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I’d jab his face, putting my whole body into it, three successive times. Each time, he needed to 

stop. But then we’d resume. 

Where was this headed? If I started landing rights, or if I reverted to combinations he 

found overwhelming, how far should I go? To a knockout? If I held back, would he start 

smacking me around? I wanted neither. I’d allowed myself to be dragged into this, probably 

because I didn’t want to be a coward. But I was a health care worker devoted to making people 

well. To scramble someone’s brains was absurd and against my beliefs, unless I was defending 

myself or someone else. I stopped and said I was tired. “Are you serious?” he said, wanting to 

keep going. I had no desire to take another punch, no desire to land another punch. He said 

afterwards that I may have broken his nose. My right eye developed a shiner.

This unsettled me. If I didn’t want to fight, what was I doing hitting the bag? Was I trying

to be a duplicate of my father, to make his identity my own? In retrospect, I don’t think my 

father would even have participated – no referees, sparring in isolation with a complete stranger. 

He’d have known better. When I came home with the shiner, he smiled and asked what 

happened. I told him about the sparring, how I’d initially overwhelmed the guy, but let up. “Why

did you let up?” he asked. I didn’t have an answer.

Was I a disappointment to my father? I started to consider our life together. He’d 

attended all my athletic events, took pride in my graduation from colleges, in my becoming a 

pharmacist, in my establishment of a wonderful family. I remembered his reaction to a grade I 

received in my first semester in college, on my first test in my major, Biology. I hadn’t been 

exceptional in high school and Dad, who had a Biology degree from Miami University, was 

unsure how I’d perform. When I got an 88%, my mother told me he gushed and said, “That son 

of a gun; he’s going to do great!” 
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Towards the end of his life, I remember us being alone in his room, me talking endlessly, 

when he looked up, smiled, and said, “You’re okay.” I immediately understood. He was proud of

me. He loved who I was. I’d never be a tough guy like him. But I didn’t have to be. As long as I 

made sure never to allow myself to be pushed around, of course. 

We grew up in different eras, my father and I. He had numerous fights in his life. I had 

minor skirmishes. As a high school sophomore, I returned a punch to an opponent on the 

basketball court after we’d struggled for a rebound (got him smack in the face with a short right 

– `a la Joe Louis). Another time, during a football scrimmage, I was involved in a short-lived 

brawl – after an opposing player jumped on my back following an end-of-play whistle. Little 

squabbles.

Even at an advanced age – in his fifties and early sixties – my father had massive, meaty 

hands, and I cringed at the idea of receiving his punch. I’d been warned, multiple times. When I 

worked at his carwash and his friends came by, they’d tell me about his toughness. They’d say, 

“Don’t ever give your father shit! No one messes with your father!” Even the owner of the Log 

Cabin restaurant down the street from the carwash – where we lunched every day and loved their

Wednesday and Saturday barbecue chicken specials with French Fries – would say something 

like, “There’s no one tougher than your father, you know. I bet you don’t give him shit!”

Truth is, I did give him shit. But I knew how far I could go. His gentleness often made 

me forget his hard side. If he thought someone was being disparaging, he’d react. My teasing 

could sometimes be sarcastic and harsh, and I’d be startled by his response. As an adolescent I 

once mocked his advanced age, and his icy blue-eyed stare and stone-serious expression told me 

I’d crossed over. It was like that with him. “Normal” teenaged meanness could be a final straw, 
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and I’d change in a flash. Maybe that’s how I became so quick, dodging around that heavy bag 

floor. Maybe Dad had given me boxing lessons after all. 

Many years after my father and Uncle John passed away, I stayed curious about the days 

of Bill Furlong and the boxing venues of Salem. The North Street Arena/Rink was located at 41 

North Street, according the Salem Public Library’s website, “Salem Links and Lore.” This would

have placed it in the area of the old Log Cabin (now a fish bait store across from F.W. Webb), 

the O’Rourke Brothers Memorials building, and Leslie’s Retreat Dog Park. And just a quarter-

mile away from the William P Furlong Memorial Park. 

The Arena was razed in 1951 so the overpass could be built. In its late stages it was “one 

of the biggest attractions for wrestling matches at the height of wrestling popularity between 

World War I and II. Seating capacity was 1,900 though many events drew more. On some nights 

the wrestling matches were refereed by [former world heavyweight boxing champions] Jack 

Dempsey and Jack Sharkey.” I would have loved to have attended one of those refereed 

wrestling matches with my father.

I haven’t sparred since the kickboxer episode. And over the years since, my workouts 

have focused on running and calisthenics, lifting and stretching. But, even now, forty years later, 

when I find myself at a gym with a heavy bag, I get the urge to grab a pair of gloves and see if I 

can still be the baddest bag hitter around. Last year, my first in retirement, my wife and I visited 

Miami, Florida, where my uncle John’s descendants reside. We spent a day at South Beach and I 

spotted an outdoor gym with a heavy bag set up in a section of beach sand. It was sunny and dry 

and about eighty. I asked Kris to give me a few minutes. I went over to the bag and moved 

around and pounded it. It brought back memories of times I’d move to the right then to the left 

then back and forth then attack straight on like there’s no tomorrow. I didn’t stay long, but for a 
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moment I had the limitless feelings of younger years, the joy of doing something with all my 

ability, of existing in a timeless moment with nothing firing back – no anxieties, no worries – 

just the soul-satisfying joy of expressing something uniquely my own. 
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Saying Goodbye

The phone rings. It’s 10 p.m. on a hot Friday night. The windows are open and the fan is 

blowing. I’m lying on the couch with my wife Kris by my side. We’re watching a movie I picked

up at West Coast Video. Kris has fallen asleep, but the ringing startles her awake. She answers 

and looks at me. “Your father’s dead! He’s dead! Get over there right now!” She can’t explain. 

“Go, go! I’ll call 911.” 

I throw on jeans, jersey, sneakers, dash through our neighbor’s yard, down a hill, sprint 

the 500-yard straightaway to their home. I see an ambulance with flashing lights at my parents’ 

front door. Neighbors are gathered outside. I arrive out of breath, fearing what I’ll see. I walk up 

the wooden front steps through the open door, through the parlor and dining room, to the kitchen,

where my father is dead on the floor, surrounded by EMTs alternating CPR with defibrillation. 

Dad’s heart restarts. My mother paces back and forth through the bedrooms, stops where I’m 

standing, next to the stereo console and its photos of Mom and Dad, their children and 

grandchildren. I try to comfort her but she pushes back. She doesn’t want support, she wants her 

husband alive. I hear her say, “God, I can’t lose him.” They’ve been married forty-five years. 

(She tells me later that she’d hoped to die first and be spared.) When the EMTs get my father 

into the ambulance, I accompany them to the hospital. In the Emergency Department, my father 

receives the clot-dissolving drug Alteplase (TPA), but it’s too late. His brain has been oxygen-

deprived too long. He can’t hear me saying “goodbye.” He can’t hear me saying “I love you.” A 

week later his body will die.

* * *

My father was born in 1910, got his degree at the University of Miami during the 

Depression, and served in the Army as a medic during World War II. After the War, he worked 
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at a dog track in Miami in the winter and at Revere’s Wonderland dog track in the summer. He 

left those jobs when he built his car wash in Salem, cinder block by cinder block, doing most of 

his own plumbing, cementing, and some of the electrical and carpentry work. He named the 

place Jodeen Car Wash, after his two children, my sister and me, Maureen and Jody. 

When I was growing up and hanging out with my father, his friends told me of his 

toughness. “Don’t mess with him,” they said. I didn’t need the warning. I’d seen him angry, his 

reddened face, his piercing blue eyes, his readiness to do battle. He grew up boxing with his 

older brother; fighting was part of his life. 

The fighting side of my father didn’t completely sync with the man I knew. Yes, he was 

tough, according to the stories. But he was also as sweet and gentle as anyone I’ve ever known. 

How could I fear someone who so genuinely sympathized with the downtrodden? When we 

drove past the homeless, or anyone with a handicap, he mentioned how difficult they had it. He 

told me stories of alcohol or gambling ruining friends’ lives. One time, upon seeing someone 

with only one leg using crutches to cross the street, he said, “look at that poor guy,” and became 

solemn. He had a great laugh, and could be a tease, but he demeaned no one. A major sin, to him,

was hurting someone’s feelings. I remember watching a medical drama on TV where an 

attending doctor belittled an intern because of her error, and Dad responding, “That bastard. As if

he never made a mistake.”

My father had these outrageous hands. He called them “fat.” They were not fat, they were

large and muscular. Anyone shaking his hand felt their strength. 
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In addition to their power, they felt like sandpaper. This was a consequence of his years 

at the car wash soldering pipes, painting floors and walls, shoveling out muddy water pits, and 

exposing his hands to the caustic whitewall soap that worked so well.

His left hand was missing the middle finger tip. The accident happened one night when 

he was fixing the chain that transports cars through the car wash. The chain caught his finger and

pulled off the tip. He called my mother but could barely speak through the pain. She heard heavy

breathing and thought it was a prank. Dad stopped the bleeding, bandaged it up and managed to 

get home. I saw him the next morning with his finger covered in cotton. When he saw his ten-

year-old son staring at the bloody makeshift bandage, he smiled. 

My father was friends with the area car wash owners. He was closest to Ronny, owner of 

a carwash-autobody combo in Danvers. One time, while visiting with Ronny, Dad heard a 

customer disparaging the “morons” employed at Jodeen’s. My father confronted the customer 

and said, “Let me tell you something. You couldn’t come close to doing as good a job as those 

guys you’re calling morons.” He likely aimed his right index finger at the guy’s chest. 

When he told my mother the story, she said he should have minded his “own business,” 

that his employees “wouldn’t have stuck up” for him. That he “embarrassed Ronny.” Mom loved

giving the opposing point of view, especially when it annoyed Dad. 

But Dad had his own take. Jodeen’s employees were his people, and he’d be damned if 

he was going to let anyone ridicule them. Some of them had intellectual impairments. Others 

were burdened with alcoholism. Dad cared for them all, and they were diligent and reliable. He 

encouraged one guy’s talent for electrical/mechanical devices, which came in handy when car 

wash motors needed fixing. He took them out to eat, gave them clothing when they needed. But 
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he was also demanding. He insisted they remain sober, punctual, that they treat customers 

respectfully, and always work hard. 

There’s a red Coke machine at the car wash. It’s six feet high, and has a pull-window in 

front. Customers waiting for their cars can get a bottle of coke or a root-beer, a ginger-ale or an 

orange soda, by putting their coins in and removing their selection. I’m the owner’s son, so I 

have a key that opens the machine, and can get a free drink. On a hot July afternoon, I decide to 

grab a water bottle. I open the Coke machine door and find a couple of tomato plants inside. 

When I ask Dad about it, he says he wants to “cool them off. They needed a break from this 

heat.” 

I’m sixteen, in the parlor lying on the cushy wall-to-wall aqua carpet, watching TV: All in

The Family. It’s amazing how comfortable a floor can be, with proper positioning. My head is 

propped on a couch cushion. My legs rest atop a soft chair. School is done for the day, I’ve 

finished supper, I’m relaxing, the television volume’s low. My mother has prepared supper for 

my father, who just got home. He’s in his kitchen chair, facing the dining room and parlor. If I 

turn from the TV, I can see him with his makeshift glasses reading The Salem News and eating 

Mom’s servings. I can’t see my mother, but know she’s next to him, her back to the stove. I 

nearly doze off but something keeps me awake. My parents’ conversation. 

There’s no tension. Their talk is calm and rhythmic, a back-and-forth. My mother asks 

questions, my father answers. I don’t listen to their words, but hear a flow of joy, of gratitude. As

I lie on the carpet, eavesdropping, I recognize the beautiful sounds of my parents’ love. 
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My mother bought my father’s clothes. This wasn’t difficult because his wardrobe was 

simple. Grey coveralls. Every Christmas and birthday and Father’s Day, he got grey coveralls. 

Sometimes, though, he needed regular clothes, like when Mom dragged him out for a night with 

friends, or a rare week of vacation.

One night she brought home trousers she thought would look nice. When he tried them 

on, he thought they were too tight and became irritated. My mother told him that loose-fitting 

trousers were “out of style.” He threw the tight trousers on the bed, protesting that Mom was 

trying to make him dress like a “girl.” I walked in to see what was going on. I saw an angry 

father and a laughing mother. He was being childish, but finally settled down. 

I’d seen the situation reversed. My mother acting furious and my father acting the adult, 

dealing with the temporary insanity. Then Mom returning to baseline. Their anger never seemed 

to overlap. When fights cropped up in my own marriage, I wondered how the heck Mom and 

Dad pulled off this magic trick.

In my twenties, still living with my parents, I found myself too often arguing with my 

mother, about my friends, my comings and goings, why I didn’t come home one night. I asked 

my father for advice. “Never fight with your mother,” he said, “because she’s your mother. Right

or wrong, she’s your mother.” His words made me focus on what I was doing wrong. Not what 

my mother was doing wrong. From that point on, if she complained, I did more listening and 

fought back less. Less fights, less distress.

When I was in pharmacy school I rode the bus and subway to and from Boston. The 

commute could take two and a half hours each way, sometimes more, especially in winter, when 

I walked from Haymarket to Longwood because of a stalled Green Line. Arriving home late at 

night in the cold, damp darkness, I complained bitterly to my parents. One night, as I entered the 
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back foyer, I heard my father whispering to my mother: “Jody’s home.” They were bracing for a 

night of misery. As I opened the door, I smiled and hugged them and asked how their day was. 

The surprise on their faces was something to behold.

Dad was a great pool player. One of the best on the North Shore. He developed this skill 

from his teens through the Depression years. He was Salem’s representative when the pros came 

to town. I remember him mentioning Boston Shorty, Willie Hoppe, and Willie Mosconi, but 

can’t remember who it was that ran 250 balls on him at an exhibition. “I had one of my best 

games and ran 125 straight. Then my opponent ran 250!” 

When we saw The Hustler, and Fast Eddy (Paul Newman) plays against Minnesota Fats 

(Jackie Gleason) through the night, my father said he’d done the same as a sixteen year old. His 

police officer father was with him. When they both arrived home the next morning, they caught 

hell from my grandmother. 

I loved The Hustler. I wished I could shoot pool like Fast Eddy. Too bad playing pool 

with my father was so boring. I’d sink a few, miss, and watch my father run the rack. 

Like the pool sharks from the movie, my father had his own cue. Dad made his from one 

that had split in half. He connected the two halves by fixing them with copper pipes and welding 

the pipes together. It was arrow-straight and most likely heavier than any cue on the market. 

“I needed it heavy to fit my fat fist,” he said. Its weight kept the feel of the cue on his 

rugged fingertips. It was solid and provided him the weighted sensitivity essential in this game of

finesse. Solid. Sensitive. Sounds like my father. 

The pool cue is now in my home, in my room, in a corner next to my books. If I wanted 

to take it for a whirl, it’s ready. Its parts are as intact as the day my father assembled them, the tip
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and bumper, the burgundy wrap for my right-handed grip, the smooth shaft for my left-handed 

bridge, the flawless welded pipe in its middle. I could enter a pool hall, rent a table, fire away at 

those corner and side pockets, as if I were a marksman in a shooting gallery, every once in a 

while blowing smoke away from the top of my father’s cue.  

Being taller than most seventh and eighth graders helps me develop into a decent center 

in grammar school and CYO basketball. I move well with my back to the basket, become adept 

at blocking shots near the hoop, and at tapping the ball first with jump balls. In high school, I’m 

not the tallest anymore so I move to forward. Which means facing the basket and dribbling and 

shooting from outside the key. 

One cold Friday night in January we’re playing our Catholic high school rival at their 

gym. They lead by two points, we go up by three, they have quick possessions and take the lead. 

As things progress, families of varsity players arrive, causing the crowd to multiply. At the final 

buzzer, I get fouled. We’re down by one. 

Coach calls me over. “Millions of Chinese don’t care if you miss the free throws. Okay?”

I say okay, but don’t understand about the Chinese. They might not care, but I do. 

I’m at the foul line. The referee announces that I have two shots. Boos and yeas engulf 

the packed gym. My legs and arms feel detached from my body. If I can make just one, we’ll go 

into overtime.  

We lose. As I jog towards the locker room, an opposing player says “I wouldn’t want to 

be that guy.” My teammate attacks him, which I appreciate. But I understand. I don’t want to be 

that guy.
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When I get home, I greet my mother and go straight to my father’s bedroom. He’s resting

before returning to work that evening. It’s dark. His black and white portable TV projects the 

weather. He’s lying down, his head on a pillow, blue blanket pulled over his legs. This is one of 

the few games he hadn’t attended. I tell him what happened. “Dad, I lost the game for us 

tonight.”

“What the hell of it!” he says. “Even professionals screw up. I see it all the time. Baseball

players make errors, football players fumble. The best make mistakes. Don’t let it bother you. 

Just do your best.”

Because of a snow storm that night, coach cancels the next day’s practice. Saturday 

morning the storm’s done and the sun’s shining. I know the school facilities will be open, so I 

trek through the snow to the gym with my ball and stand at the foul line practicing free throws. 

Some varsity players are there, dribbling, passing to each other, shooting from different angles. 

We give each other a nod. They’re further along in their skills, but like me, they have room to 

improve. I bend my knees and stay flexible and have my body propel the ball up and into the 

basket. I repeat this over and over and over.

My father got a football scholarship to the University of Miami. He started at tackle, at a 

mere 168 pounds. “My coach lined opposite me one time; I knocked him flat; I was his go-to guy

after that.” Dad tells me to “always beat the other guy to the punch.” 

I want to be like my father. I play high school football for four years and have a great 

year as a senior, playing tackle on offense and defense. This final season is winding down and 

the evenings growing darker earlier. As we run through the next week’s game plan, and practice 

our blocking and tackling, I notice my father’s car pulling into the parking lot. This is nothing 
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new; watching me takes him back to his football days; he likes to see how I’m doing. As the sun 

sinks and the cold darkness rises and his car’s headlights beam onto our field, I feel the loving 

presence of my father. 

My parents’ home is a 100-year-old two-family in Salem. My father inherited it from his 

father and mother. It’s not well ventilated, so the summer heat makes the rooms uncomfortable. 

My parents’ favorite place is the parlor where they watch TV shows and news and sports. 

Especially sports. Celtics, Patriots, Red Sox, Bruins, tennis tournaments, golf. Dad sits in his 

chair in the far left corner; Mom sits on her couch in the far right corner. They watch and critique

whatever is on TV. The parlor connects to the dining room, which in turn connects to the 

kitchen, all open to each other. A sizable area to cool down. Multiple electric fans pushing hot air

through the rooms are noisy, and cause the volumes of the television and my parents’ voices to 

rise. I walk up the steps to open the front door and hear loud voices and pounding sounds coming

through the walls. When I enter the parlor the first thing I do is turn down the television set so 

we can talk. They protest.

I decide to buy them an air conditioner. A salesman sells me a big one, for “such a big 

area.” His workers load it into the trunk of my car. I drive to my parents’ house, thrilled that 

they’ll finally be able to live in comfort. I run up the seven front steps and through the door and 

announce my gift. Before they respond, I return to the car, open the trunk, and carry the huge 

piece of machinery into their parlor. I’ve been working out with weights and believe I’m strong, 

but this air conditioner is bulky and unlike the properly proportioned barbells at the Y.

“You’ll never again be uncomfortable in the summer heat,” I say. 
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My father is distraught. “I don’t want an air conditioner,” he says. “It’s a waste of money.

I’d never buy something like that.” 

“Please take it, Dad. You and Mom deserve to be comfortable. Please.” 

“If you want to make us happy, get us a big standup fan,” he says. 

I take the air conditioner back to the store and get them a big standup fan.

After I start my job as a full-time pharmacist I decide to give Dad one of my paychecks 

for his birthday. I’ve been considering how quickly life passes us by and am determined to let 

people know I love them. My father is in his late sixties. I want to give him something 

significant. I also want to show him I’m not as cheap as he claims. I put the money inside a 

birthday card in which I’ve written: To the best father in the world! 

We’re in the kitchen, the brown Formica table and white electric stove bookending the 

room. My mother is standing near the stove, percolating coffee. My father enters from the dining

room. I hand him the envelope with card inside and say “Happy Birthday.” They look surprised. 

So unlike me. (Mom is my gift manager; I usually just hand her the money.) Dad opens the card, 

sees the check, reads what I’ve written, and bursts into a crying spasm. I cringe. I’ve never seen 

him cry. I’ve seen him choke up, his eyes moisten. But never this. After he gets a grip, he thanks 

me, but pleads for me to take back the check. I can’t convince him to keep it. I take it back.

A few years after my father retires, he arranges a trip to Las Vegas for him and my 

mother. It’s rare for them to travel. My mother enjoys staying home and is content with 

excursions to Foxwoods. My father likes puttering around the house and performing errands for 

Mom and the grandchildren. He hates flying. 
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For the trip, they ask me to take them to Logan. I pick them up early morning, grabbing 

their suitcases and placing them in the trunk of my car. My mother is dressed as if she’s going on

a date. My father has on his navy blue suit jacket over a yellow jersey; business casual. Far cry 

from his grey car wash coveralls. We travel in silence from Salem to Boston. I tell them to savor 

their trip. At the airport, I park at the departures curb. I feel rushed to get them on track. I open 

the trunk and hand their luggage to an attendant. I hug my mother and wish her a good time. As I

move to say goodbye to my father, leaning to hug him, he offers his hand to shake, an unusual 

gesture to me. When I give him my hand, he holds it, causing me to look into his eyes. His hands

are smooth, soft, as if the years away from the car wash’s harshness have allowed the skin to 

regenerate. He says goodbye. He smiles, but his eyes are sad. He’s saying this might be it, this 

might be the last time we see each other; he loves me. This makes me uncomfortable. I can’t 

entertain the possibility that he’ll end. But I smile back at him and nod, conceding that I 

understand.

* * *

At my father’s wake, a man informs me that it’s better my father died suddenly. “It’s best

for the victim, worse for the families,” he says.

When I return to my hospital pharmacist job after three bereavement days, a physician 

tells me of a relative whose mother took several months to die. “He had to bear the long 

suffering of her cancer,” he says. In contrast, the same relative’s father had died quickly. “He 

told me that he definitely prefers the quick deal.” He smiles at me as if he’s said something 

profound.

For years after my father’s death I wished I could have said goodbye and let him know 

how much I loved him. Despite the well-meaning comments of that man at the wake and the 
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physician at work, it felt like my father’s sudden death robbed me of a chance to bid farewell. 

Then I thought of that time at Logan before his Vegas trip, and the episode with the paycheck 

gift on his birthday. For years those episodes felt uncomfortable, but now I was grateful they’d 

happened. I did tell my father how much I loved him. We did say goodbye.

If I had my father with me now, I’d remind him of that birthday card and its words, that 

he was the best father in the world. And he’d probably respond by saying it was a nice card, and 

then giving me his big, handsome, blue-eyed smile.
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Finding Beauty in a Filling Station

A few years ago I read a poem that got its hooks into me, Elizabeth Bishop’s “Filling 

Station.” I related its message of seeing beneath appearances to an experience I had as a young 

man. I wanted to share the poem with my wife, to see if she might have a similar reaction. When 

I got home I brought it to her in the living room and said I had this great poem I wanted her to 

read.

“Now? I just sat down,” she said.

“It’s worth it, Kris. It’s great. Short. I’ll leave it with you and come back later.” 

Twenty minutes later. “Your thoughts?”

“It’s okay. I guess. Not my cup of tea.”

“It reminds me of my father’s carwash,” I said. “It reminds me of those days.” I had 

worked at my father’s carwash through boyhood and college and for several years thereafter. 

My wife’s response disappointed me but I hadn’t effectively explained to her why 

Bishop’s words about a dirty gas station roused in me such strong feelings. I wasn’t sure myself. 

I knew, however, that there was something inside the tightly-written 180-word six-stanza poem 

that I found sublime, something that spoke to what I’d experienced so long ago.

Bishop starts the poem by framing the filling station’s dirtiness. We see a place 

swimming in a dark slippery translucent griminess that permeates everything. Through its 

“disturbing, over-all / black translucency” we visualize it through a lens of dirt and oil:

Oh, but it is dirty!
-this little filling station,
oil-soaked, oil-permeated
to a disturbing, over-all
black translucency.
Be careful with that match!

She notices the filling station is being run by a family:
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Father wears a dirty,
oil-soaked monkey-suit
that cuts him under the arms,
and several quick and saucy
and greasy sons assist him
(it’s a family filling station),
all quite thoroughly dirty.

My father’s carwash building wasn’t “oil-soaked,” but it got dirty, and was difficult to 

keep clean. It certainly shed its grime on us, Dad’s “quick and saucy and greasy sons.” At home 

each night after work, spotted with grit and smelling of kerosene, we needed to take pains to 

return to our shiny, pleasant-smelling, shampooed baselines. 

Like the father in the poem, my father wore a kind of monkey-suit – grey coveralls – 

which at the end of the day got dirty, though not “oil-permeated.” Every morning saw my father 

don a freshly-washed new pair. He always had a clean supply to draw on, and deposited his used 

coveralls in the hamper each evening, after eating a warm supper and spending hours in 

conversation with my mother and my sister and me. Each Christmas he’d get a new supply, for 

the next years’ work. He’d complain how his “family gives presents to keep me working,” but 

we knew how proud he was of his self-built carwash.

Dad employed numerous full- and part-timers. With me in the mix, we were his carwash 

“family.” In the busy winter months, twenty or more workers were needed to keep the long lines 

going; in the slower summers he operated with as little as six. 

Bishop wonders if the family lives in the station. She cites evidence that someone is 

making this a home: “cement porch” with “a set of crushed and grease- / impregnated 

wickerwork;” and “on the wicker sofa / a dirty dog, quite comfy.” Not only is the place oily and 

greasy, it’s physically hard – the porch is made of cement. But in this dirty, hard place their dog 
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is “quite comfy.” In a setting as unpleasant as this family’s filling station home, we’re able to 

find contentment:

Do they live in the station?
It has a cement porch
behind the pumps, and on it
is a set of crushed and grease-
impregnated wickerwork;
on the wicker sofa 
a dirty dog, quite comfy.

I didn’t live at the carwash, but I often felt I couldn’t get away from the place. I spent 

countless after-work hours with my father, repairing broken pipes, sweeping floors, washing 

towels, getting the carwash ready for the next morning. 

My father didn’t live at the carwash either, but he loved his creation and spent so much 

time keeping it afloat that it became his second home. After closing for the day and traveling 

home for his supper and for rest, he returned to the carwash each evening. When something 

needed fixing, he seldom hired a specialist, preferring to do the work himself. He became 

consumed with carwash projects – repairing plumbing, fixing the massive iron chain that pulled 

cars through the building, tarring the roof, cementing concrete cinderblocks for an extension to 

his building. He learned by trial and error, often visiting Zolotas’ Hardware store to collect tools,

devices, and advice. We weren’t surprised when Dad got home late at night with gashes on his 

arms or hands or even his face, from his physical dealings with the place. But, no matter; the 

very next day he’d be bandaged up and ready to go. 

In stanza four, Bishop takes us on a journey of “seeing.” She lists items having “color” or

“life” or semblance of “beauty.” “Comic books” providing “certain color.” “A big dim doily / 

draping a taboret,” next to “a big hirsute begonia.” It’s like watching a black and white movie 

with colorized, and “dim,” slices of humanness strewed about. The begonia – “big” and “hirsute”
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– is overgrown and untrimmed and hairy, an unkemptness rivaling those “saucy” sons and 

“monkey-suited” father:

Some comic books provide
the only note of color-
of certain color. They lie
upon a big dim doily
draping a taboret
(part of the set), beside
a big hirsute begonia.

At the carwash, we had our own version of life’s color. One of Dad’s “saucy sons” set up 

a make-shift piped-in stereo system. He rigged a record player and a couple of speakers on a loft 

that hovered over the office and set it to repeat his album favorite – Herb Alpert and the Tijuana 

Brass. I can still hear “A Taste Of Honey” filling the air at the car wash finish line. The 

deafening noise of the blower/dryer would temporarily block out this music, but when the car 

was done and the blower’s noise ceased, we’d again hear Herb and his Brass. The monotony of 

listening to a single album repeated throughout the day irritated one of our older employees, but 

his grumble only served to delight the saucy son culprit, an obsessive teaser. 

During the summers, Dad grew tomato plants behind the green-painted cement 

cinderblock wall, where the building faced the railroad tracks. Anybody walking the tracks and 

seeing the tiny garden on top of the cement blocks most likely thought the growth was a mere 

cluster of weeds. 

One scorching day, I unlocked the carwash coke machine to grab a bottle of water and 

was surprised to find Dad’s tomato plants inside. They were in separate pots and their stems and 

leaves looked young and green and felt cold. In the extreme heat, my father had decided to give 

his precious tomato plants a break. Finding plants inside a coke machine was a surprise, but it 

wasn’t a surprise that Dad was responsible. Acts of tenderness were as much a part of his being 
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as was his ruggedness. I remember him welcoming back – without animus – employees who had 

been absent for weeks on alcoholic binges. I remember him encouraging an employee’s talent for

electrical and mechanical devices, making him his right hand man, someone whose special 

aptitude came in handy when carwash motors needed repair. I remember the way he nurtured 

employees with intellectual difficulties, patiently teaching them every aspect of the job, 

providing them with meals and clothing, contributing to their health, happiness, and reputation as

some of his best workers.

His kindness didn’t come at the expense of his standards. He insisted that his employees 

be punctual, that they treat customers respectfully, and always work hard. They responded by 

giving their best effort, day in, day out.

Why, Bishop asks, at such a dirty, repugnant place, would someone have the particulars 

of a homeplace: 

Why the extraneous plant?
Why the taboret?
Why, oh why, the doily?
(Embroidered in daisy stitch
with marguerites, I think,
and heavy with gray crochet.)

Then, in the final stanza, Bishop wonders who cares for this family. Who it is that loves 

them, that supplies life’s niceties. She is humorous (“waters the plant, / or oils it, maybe”) and 

when she mentions “high-strung automobiles,” I understand it to mean that most people driving 

through might feel revulsion, not recognizing that happy, decent living happens here. 

The poem’s final line, “Somebody loves us all,” contests its first line. So we can say, 

“Oh, but it is dirty!” and reply, yes, but “Somebody loves us all.” This may be another way of 

saying “We are all different in our own way but we are all God’s children.” It also reminds of 

those unheralded and invisible “Somebodies” who spur the living in our lives, who add joy to 
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our existence, even in ugly, difficult, dirty circumstances. Those who should be recognized for 

the love they provide: 

Somebody embroidered the doily.
Somebody waters the plant,
or oils it, maybe. Somebody
arranges the rows of cans
so they softly say:
ESSO-SO-SO-SO
to high-strung automobiles.
Somebody loves us all.

This emphasizes the feminine, domesticizing quality of the “god” of the filling station, 

but at the carwash, it was my father who was our family’s version of Bishop’s “Somebody.” 

Dad was friends with the area car wash owners. He was closest to Ronny, owner of a 

carwash-autobody combo in Danvers. One time, while visiting with Ronny, Dad overheard a 

customer disparaging the “morons” employed at Jodeen’s (my father’s carwash). My father 

confronted the customer and said, “Let me tell you something. You couldn’t come close to doing

as good a job as those guys you’re calling morons.” He likely aimed his right index finger at the 

guy’s chest.  

One busy Saturday morning at the carwash, when I was a teenager working the finish 

line, I’d witnessed my father’s defense of his employees. We were toweling cars dry after they’d 

gone through the blower-dryer. A well-dressed man complained that his car was still dirty and 

started shouting, saying our grey towels were soiling his car. He was thirtyish and large, taller 

than my sixtyish, white-haired father. An older employee, our “finisher” – a small, thin man who

schmoozed customers to get us tips – backed away. So did a “weekender,” working to 

supplement his Peabody tannery job. This customer wasn’t just complaining. He was letting us 

know we were inept. We didn’t “know what the hell” we were doing. To make matters worse, he
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was jamming the operation, a dozen cars in line. My father, who worked in every area – the 

starting line, the wash bay, the cashier’s office – was with us, drying cars. 

When the customer’s voice ramped up, my father stopped working, walked over to the 

guy and yelled, “Shut the hell up! Who do you think you are? Be quiet and get the hell out.” The 

customer went silent. He apologized. He walked to his car with my father, quietly clarifying his 

concern. His arm ended up around my father’s shoulder, in gentle embrace. He apologized again,

handed over his cash payment, and drove off slowly. When it was over, we turned and began 

drying off the next customer’s car with our clean grey towels.

My father made us feel safe. His employees were his people, and he’d be damned if he 

was going to let anyone ridicule them. Sure, some of his employees had problems, and being a 

carwash employee was nobody’s idea of a choice career. Anyone passing through and wondering

how we could work in the wet and dirt and cold and boredom of a carwash might not realize that 

this was a place of camaraderie, gentleness, mutual respect, of pride in the product we produced 

– clean cars. We talked courteously to each other, always acting gently and listening attentively 

to each other’s humor and stories. My father’s workers dignified this cold, boring, repetitive job 

with our consistently good effort. We transformed every filthy car that entered our carwash into 

something that shined.

A few weeks after my wife’s first reading of Filling Station, I asked her to read a draft of 

this paper. Like before, I left her alone for a while and returned later. “Your paper helped me 

appreciate that poem. Nice!” she said. The filling station’s dirt and grime and grease and oil had 

made it difficult to follow the poem’s pathway of looking beneath the surface, of seeing through 

the dark translucent griminess, of becoming open to the reality that life’s beauty might exist 

underneath the dirty surface of a filling station.
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His Final Day

When he retired and the carwash building was demolished, Dad focused on home 

projects, especially those in our sooty cellar. Down there, he fixed plumbing, upgraded furnaces, 

and wore his carwash coveralls. On his final day, he was finishing a cellar job when he got 

interrupted by my three-year-old daughter. In front of her older sister and brother, her mother 

and grandmother, Patricia wanted to show Grampy her newfound skill at jumping rope. Dad 

walked up the bulkhead steps to the yard, and watched her skip and stop, skip and stop, her curls 

bouncing in rhythm, and he laughed his big hearty laugh. My father, in his coveralls, in the midst

of completing a project, surrounded by his family, in all his glory. 
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Hallmark Moment 

Another Saturday afternoon and I’m sitting with my ninety-three-year-old mother in her 

parlor watching the TV. She’s in a cushioned chair in one corner; I’m to her left on the couch. At

the end of the room facing Mom is her wide-screen Toshiba HD television propped atop a 

Quasar console. She had me buy the Toshiba a few years ago when the Quasar wore out.

We’ve managed to keep my mother at home by hiring caretakers who alternate shifts 

with my sister, my wife and me. I learned quickly that this job of caretaking requires lots of 

sitting and watching: Mom watches TV and me, I watch TV and Mom. I’ve tried to make the 

time productive by cleaning and tidying up, doing bills, or attempting to read or write, but I get 

sidelined by the loudness of the TV and by her repeated requests to rise and walk around. Even 

with a walker, she’s unsteady and at risk for falling, so I’ll assuage her concerns, for example 

telling her the milk definitely was returned to the refrigerator and promising to check again to 

make sure. I’ve figured out tricks to get me out of her sight, out of her mind, like staying in 

another room, but near enough to respond. However, I’d rather she knows she’s not alone, so I’m

back on the couch. 

There’s an obstacle to my being productive, though, that’s more disruptive than my 

mother’s demands to get up three times in an hour. It’s not the temptation of the peanut butter 

crackers on the kitchen counter or Snickers ice cream bars in the fridge, or even my wish to lie 

back on the soft couch for a nap. Rather, it’s a TV station, The Hallmark Channel, and its 

afternoon movie romances, with titles like Puppy Love or The Wish List or Recipe For Love, and 

story lines like “A perfectionist makes a list of qualities she’s looking for in a mate, finds an 

ideal guy, but is instead drawn to a kooky barista who encourages her to loosen up.” Predictable, 

sentimental, addictive as hell. 
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When I mentioned this to a co-worker, he reacted badly – “If I watched Hallmark I’d 

never admit it” –making me wonder if he might be a closeted Hallmark guy. 

In front of guests at a dinner party, I asked another friend if he watched. An ex-Marine, 

he glared at me and let out a two-tone low-high “Nooooooo!” 

My own habit started last summer. I arrived at my mother’s to find that the previous 

caretaker had left a Hallmark story on. It was about a woman attracted to a brilliant 

astrophysicist, unaware an aneurysm had caused him to have short-term memory impairment. 

He’s kind and gentle and one evening directs her attention towards the clear sky, explaining 

fascinating facts about star constellations and the universe. They’re young, shy, and falling for 

each other. He conceals his impairment by recording their conversations on an electronic pen for 

later review and by scattering post-it note reminders around his apartment. His sister warns that 

if he cares for this woman, he’d better reveal his problem. But he fears he’ll lose her. When she 

inevitably discovers the notes and recordings, she’s repulsed and breaks up before he can 

explain. This causes me to jump at the screen; they’re so right for each other! 

I realize the story should end well – it’s Hallmark after all – but I want to see them 

reconcile, to witness their embrace. Problem is, the show has thirty minutes left and it’s Saturday

and my wife’s turn to stay with my mother and my turn to go to church for the 5:30 mass. Since 

it’s ridiculous to miss church for a TV show, I plead with my wife to stay focused and fill me in 

later. After church, she tells me “yes, they got back together” and mentions that there was “also 

something about brain surgery to correct his memory problem.” 

“Did they perform the surgery?” I ask. 

“I think so, but I got a call and don’t remember much else.” 
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Many of the Hallmark stories have a similar path: two people are right for each other but 

something interferes. In the end, they realize how much they care and their love overcomes all 

barriers. They’re attractive, often rich, successful … this can get monotonous and boring. I’m 

usually seduced anyway, but sometimes left with the feeling that I’ve wasted my time. 

So I’ve tried to avoid the TV. I’ll mute it – Mom only grasps the visuals anyway – and 

turn away to read from my iPad or key my laptop or clean the kitchen or tidy up the dining room.

But I’ll see the show’s characters reflected on the iPad and laptop screens. Or I’ll take an 

inadvertent glance at the TV from the kitchen or dining room and wonder what’s going on. I’ll 

grab the remote, press the info button, and I’m done.

During my teen years, I had a friend at the YMCA, an elderly guy, who’d discuss 

everything with me. He’d attended law school, was incredibly well-read, loved discussing 

politics, was a proud liberal, had strongly held opinions. He could be tough with someone 

espousing anything but harsh reality. I once told him that there’s someone out there, one special 

companion, for each one of us. He smiled and said “Joe, you’re a romantic and I love you for 

that.” He may have rubbed my shoulder or given me a hug, as he’d done on occasion, but he was

saying I was young and naïve, and would learn in my own time about the harshness of life. He 

wouldn’t be the one to bring me down to earth.  

***

I’m sitting in my mother’s parlor. The colors of this room, once a vivid mix of white and 

aqua, have faded since her renovations forty years ago. The wall-to-wall carpet is darker and 

threadbare in spots; the couch and chair, though well-kept, shows wear, their edges frayed. The 

white paneling that made Mom so proud seems outdated, as does the white drop ceiling with its 
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built-in ceiling light. However worn this room may be, the bright color scheme and five windows

and cushiony furniture lends a cheerful, cozy ambience. 

On top of a white table next to Mom’s chair is a phone, a box of Kleenex, and a framed 3 

x 5 photo, circa 1980, of my parents. They sit at a restaurant, shoulder to shoulder, looking up to 

the photographer, Mom smiling, Dad savoring his meal.  When I hand it to her, she rests it on her

stomach, holding it with both hands and silently focusing on it. After several minutes, she asks 

me to return it in place next to her. 

Dad and Mom loved watching TV in this parlor, laughing at the shows, discussing the 

news, cheering the athletes. When Dad died, the TV reminded Mom of these moments. She told 

me that watching it lessened the loneliness. She took over Dad’s chair until it was replaced by 

one that assists her up and down and elevates her legs. The corner spot is hers now, and the 

couch, her old spot, is mine. I turn my head from the TV and catch Mom looking at me. When I 

match her gaze, her eyes remain undeterred. I don’t know what’s in her mind, but her face is 

calm, content. 

A Hallmark movie is playing: Meet My Mom – “A divorcee falls for a soldier who has 

become a mentor to her son. They’re hesitant to start a romance in light of the soldier’s 

upcoming deployment overseas.” My mother is comfortable and seems to be admiring these 

pretty people and assessing their hair-dos and manner of dress. I’m hoping the divorcee and 

soldier take a chance and allow themselves to fall in love. 
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Tumbler

When I cared for my mother at her house in the evenings, I found a cup in her pantry that 

became my go-to beverage container. I didn’t realize when I put it to use that it wasn’t just any 

cup, though. It certainly didn’t look like anything special. Nevertheless, years after my mother 

passed away, I googled the markings from its underside, and discovered that it was a tumbler, 

defined by the Collins English dictionary as “a drinking glass with straight sides and no handle 

or stem; [originally, a tumbler had a round or pointed base and so could not stand upright].” My 

mother’s “tumbler” was definitely used for drinking, and it had straight sides and no handles or 

stems. But it was made of plastic, not glass, and had a flat base, thank goodness. How annoying 

would be a drinking vessel with a rounded – or pointed – bottom! 

Arriving for duty each evening, I walked straight to my childhood bedroom adjoining the 

kitchen and removed the tumbler from its hiding spot atop my old bookshelf. After filling it with 

water, I brought it with me into the parlor and sat on the couch across from my mother in her 

easy chair. I placed it onto the coffee table and spread out and relaxed, confident I needed only 

extend an arm if I got thirsty.

When my mother dozed off in her easy chair, I often stepped into the kitchen with 

tumbler in tow, pulled up a chair at the kitchen table, and absorbed the sounds and silences of my

family home. The cycling of the refrigerator and furnace, the rhythm of my mother’s snore, the 

silences that surrounded the sounds, all served up like calming mantras. If the kitchen windows 

were open, I could hear the birdsong ushering in the twilight. I felt fortunate to be alone with my 

mother in her beloved home where she had spent her last seventy years.

In her pantry, after refilling the tumbler, through the large window I got a broad view of 

our back yard with the garages and sunsets and changing of the seasons. I recalled each fall’s 
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scatterings of color – the oranges, the yellows, the reds, and my father’s boasts about having 

more leaves than anybody else in Salem. I saw myself on my tenth birthday receiving a brand 

new oversized bike, something I’d grow into, and remembered pedaling it around the hot-topped 

yard before slowing down and gingerly dismounting. The whole family was there – my sister, 

my father, Aunt Mary, and Mom, who always made a big deal of events in our lives, our First 

Communions, our birthdays, our graduations. 

When I completed my evening shift, I washed and dried the tumbler, stuffed a paper 

towel inside, and placed it upside down on the bookshelf near my father’s golf books and my old

college notebooks. I didn’t want the overnight personal care assistants mixing it with ordinary 

dishware. It was a minor part of my mother’s collection, but it wasn’t minor to me.

Except for her bedroom, my mother spent most hours in the parlor. It was furnished with 

two cushioned chairs (including her easy chair), a long couch, a coffee table, and tables, lamps, 

and plants. There was a large television console and several huge ceramic creatures she had 

made (white cat, black cat, green frog, green turtle). The parlor was filled with family memories. 

My sister sitting beside her future husband on the couch, gatherings of high school friends 

dressed in gowns and tuxedos before senior proms, a background for graduation photos. It was 

where each winter we set up the rotating silver Christmas tree and revolving color lamps, where 

my mother flicked on the tree-base’s tunes of holiday cheer and where on Christmas morning my

sister and I opened presents wrapped in transparent paper, teasing us with their contents. Where I

argued endlessly with my father and mother and where they gave of their advice and their love. 

The tumbler was nearby when I sat with my mother in that parlor in her final days at 

home. She watched TV and glanced over as I read my books. When I looked up she gave me her 

beautiful smile. If I leaned back with a book on my chest, if the title were large enough, she read 
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it aloud. I can still hear her saying the title of Nick Hornby’s book, “Ten Years in the Tub,” and 

looking at me oddly, as if she were wondering why her sixty-year-old boy was reading about 

someone in a tub.

During those months of caretaking, Mom and I were blessed with time to quietly be with 

each other. My mother was in her nineties, and seemed content watching her beloved sports on 

TV – the Celtics, the Patriots, the tennis matches – and asking about my wife Kris, and my kids, 

Joseph, Maura, and Patricia. After a year or two, she began having trouble with conversations, 

and difficulty moving through the house with her walker, slipping to the ground with alarming 

frequency despite my holding her. 

I wanted Mom to stay at home till she died, which is what she’d asked for. “Never, ever, 

send me to a nursing home,” she said, and I vowed to honor her wish. But when I had to call the 

fire department multiple times late at night to help lift her from the floor, I knew she wasn’t 

being respectfully served. We admitted her to the hospital one evening when she had fallen, and 

from there we got her into a nursing home. She’d lost track of time and thankfully thought of the 

nursing home as just another hospital.  

When I cleared out my mother’s house, I brought the tumbler home with me and stored it 

in an upstairs closet with other mementos. I recently decided to get it back into action. Right now

it’s on the windowsill beside me, filled with water. When I need a break from writing or reading,

I reach over and take a sip. 
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My Precious Stuff

Inside a bureau drawer in my parents’ dining room, there’s a grayed envelope filled with 

old pictures. I take it in hand and wonder if I should do a quick flip-through, a close inspection, 

or store it for later. Maybe I should just throw it out, since I’m already overloaded with photos.

I’ve taken this August week off from work to clear my mother’s house and prepare it for 

sale. Since Dad’s death twenty years ago, Mom has lived alone in this large two-family, until the 

need for permanent nursing home care forced her to leave. At this moment, this first day of 

cleanout, the house’s sole occupants are seven decades worth of stuff, a testament to my family’s

distaste for letting things go.

I inspect the envelope. Hidden beneath familiar prints are five 2 x 3 color photos, a 

family series – my mother and father, and Dad’s mother, father, sister and brother. They’re 

dressed formally, perhaps having been to church or a wedding. The day is sunny and dry, the 

background, the Salem Willows. My favorite is of Dad and Mom together. Dad’s in suit and tie, 

his arm around her waist. Mom’s in high heels and yellow dress, nestled into his side. They smile

broadly. The date stamped on back is 1946. A year prior, my father had completed his World 

War II tour as an Army Medic. They’ll marry in three years, have my sister and me in eight. 

Mom told me how shy my father was when they dated. He was exactly what she wanted, a 

gentleman, quiet and mild-mannered, not savvy with women, physically strong and courageous. 

And a non-drinker; she’d witnessed enough alcoholism in her young life to want alcohol out 

completely. It’s a beautiful photo, something I’ll always treasure. 

Realizing how close I came to trashing these pictures, I resolve to take the time necessary

to scrutinize everything, even if it means making a clearinghouse of my own home. I begin 
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packaging items using any containers I can find, including old wooden boxes having the musty 

smell of dust and grime.

On the second night, I wake up at two am in a panic, wondering if I’d discarded my little 

wooden bank, the one Mom gave me in grammar school. I rarely used it and forgot it existed 

until I touched it yesterday. But now I want it not to be gone, want it in place until I decide its 

fate. When I search the dumpster the next morning to no avail, I know it’s gone for good.

I discover the palm-size stainless steel transistor radio I used to listen to Boston Celtics 

games in the era of John Havlicek, Bill Russell, Sam Jones. I’d hide under my bed covers late at 

night so my parents wouldn’t know I was awake, our home team’s victories causing announcer 

Johnny Most’s sandpaper voice, and my joy, to rise to the stratosphere.

The ceramics. For years I witnessed my mother’s pride arriving home from ceramics 

class each week, carrying creations that would accompany us the next forty years. The beige 

French poodles, the small black dog, the big white cat. The basketball-size green turtle and frog, 

set on their respective parlor end tables. I’d sit between them having intimate conversations with 

my father about problems and sports and colleges and career choices. My mother would listen 

from the kitchen, preparing supper, shouting out perspectives and advice.

Day three arrives and my wife Kris comments on my expanding take-home list, saying 

she “hates clutter.”

A friend tells me there’s a term for my style of house clearing. “Hoarding,” she says. “It’s

called hoarding.” 

A cousin stops by offering to sell items at the flea market. When I mention I’ll keep the 

old kitchen set, he looks at Kris and says, “He’s bad!”
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A month after the house is cleared, we’re walking with a friend on a sandy street towards 

his Hampton Beach cottage. Kris discloses objects I’ve brought to our house, underscoring how 

movers let slip my mother’s “sixty-year-old” couch, causing it to tumble down her staircase, tear 

off four balusters, and make her cry.

His advice, gathered from experience with his own parents’ house, is to “Throw 

everything into a dumpster.” 

“But I want to preserve memories.”

“That’s what pictures are for.”

The pictures. Thumbing through my parents’ wedding album, I find several that I’ve seen

for decades displayed throughout the house. I find others, less familiar, that seem more candid, 

more real. A young woman readies herself for marriage with friends, sharing her last moments of

singlehood. Mom’s sister holds open a limousine door to help her exit, both of them so young, so

happy, so hopeful. Dad and Mom kneel at the altar, expressions solemn, focused on the Priest’s 

instructions, making sure they’re getting things right. Mom laughs at a man’s comments in the 

reception line while Dad, standing next to her, wipes his lower lip. These do more than preserve 

memories. They broaden the picture of my parents’ lives, allowing me to view them in new 

ways, making me want to keep every photo, not just the flawless ones.

Day five. I can’t believe the pain I feel going through my parents’ belongings. I find 

letters from my father to Mom from overseas during the war, saying she certainly is not a pest, 

writing so much. I find items they especially valued in her cedar chest: my mother’s wedding 

garter, her wedding crown, the top of their wedding cake. When I show the top of the cake to 

Kris, she says it’s nothing special. I know she means it isn’t a special one; probably inexpensive, 

unremarkable. But to me, it is special. It’s the top of the cake that celebrated their joining. How 
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can I eliminate something that was such an important part of their lives? Where is the utensil 

Dad used to bang the pipe to wake me early weekend mornings so I’d work with him at the 

carwash? Can I save it and somehow bring him back, just for a moment, just for the time it takes 

to tell him how much I love him, to hug him and not let go? 

In a tender moment last night, after a tiring day, Kris told me that I have my memories 

and carry my parents inside. To take a few things of theirs and call it a day. “Filling up our house

doesn’t bring them back.”

In the end, although I keep many of their possessions, including the turtle and frog, I 

relinquish countless others. I donate the kitchen set to the Vietnam Veterans of America, pieces 

of furniture to the Salvation Army, unsalvageables to the dumpster.

On the seventh day, except for a few remnants (refrigerators, electric stoves, leftover 

furnishings), the house is empty – old white paneled walls and ceiling lights with burned out 

bulbs and worn rugs with holes. 

I do multiple final walkthroughs, stepping into each area, recalling scenes past. I’m in the

cathedral ceiling attic and see my father as a boy, living in one of two unheated bedrooms, 

leaving a closet door open on winter nights, stealing warmth from the heated floor below. I see 

him years later, arriving home late one night, unannounced, on army leave, not wanting to 

disturb his family, sneaking up the back stairs to his attic room, getting discovered by his English

Setter, Buddy’s frenetic barking causing his mother, father, and sister to wake, to join in on the 

dog’s jumping and kissing and welcoming home. 

I take the back stairs to the cellar, see my father in retirement puttering with plumbing 

and wiring and furnaces, wearing coveralls that were his uniform for twenty-five years at his car 

wash. On his last day of life, being interrupted by my three-year-old daughter’s request to come 
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outside through the bulkhead and witness her rope jumping prowess… one jump, stop… one 

jump, stop, her brown curly hair bouncing up and down, my wife telling me how he laughed his 

wonderful, blissful laugh.

***

The house will be sold “as is” on a Friday in October. The Sunday before closing, I check

it one last time. Garages, attic, cellar, first floor – all clear. Second floor – clear, except for a lone

paper scrap on a kitchen shelf. I lift and turn it over, discover it’s my grandfather John J. 

O’Day’s funeral mass card. He died on August 11, 1955, a year after I was born. He’d known me

for a year but I would never know him, except in stories my father told, and in memorabilia I’ve 

recovered: his gold pocket watch; his winter police coat with its brass Salem Police buttons; his 

policeman’s badge; the silver Mayor’s Cup he won in 1916 for being the force’s best marksman; 

photos of him directing traffic, of him sitting comfortably in a yard chair outside the house he 

purchased in the early 1900s and would pass on to my father. I place his mass card inside my 

shirt breast pocket. I want to protect it until I can get home and add it to my valuables.
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324 Bridge Street 

There’s a car parked atop the asphalt bump I saw Dad create fifty years ago to repair a 

hole in the driveway of his car wash. He built the car wash here at 324 Bridge Street in Salem 

with his own hands, cinder block by cinder block, and named it Jodeen Car Wash, after me 

(Jody) and my sister (Maureen). 

My father operated his car wash from the 60s to the 80s. It supported our family and 

schooling through the college years. I never thought he’d ever leave the place, he loved it so 

much. He put his sweat and guts and love into its operation. Near the end, he said he’d had 

enough and wanted out, but was waiting for a decision on the connector road proposed from 

Salem through Peabody, hopefully taking the building by eminent domain. When the waiting 

never ended, he sold it to North Shore Ambulance, and a few years later, they departed and his 

building got demolished, leaving a vacant stretch of overgrowth, a patch of land that looked like 

it had never been occupied.

I spent years of my youth working at the car wash. It was a structure I assumed would 

stand forever. So it was a shock when I drove past 324 Bridge Street and all I saw was absence.  

Desertion. I pulled my car over and got out to look at the scene. A guy across the street gave me 

a stare, like I was up to no good, so I told him about the old carwash and he left me alone. I 

stepped gingerly through the overgrowth and stumbled on remnants of concrete block. I reached 

down and turned them over in my hands. Most were chipped and powdery, but I found a couple 

that seemed sturdy enough. These were pieces of my father. I brought them home, washed them 

with soap and water, and after placing them in a zip-lock bag, stored them in my collectables 

closet. 
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In its heyday, Jodeen was the busiest and best carwash around. In the 70s, when 

automation was minimal, my father employed up to twenty workers, sometimes more in dirty 

winters and on busy weekends, when people had time to get their cars cleaned. They lined up 

from the carwash entrance to the Log Cabin restaurant, a quarter mile away. 

The employees were assigned to different parts of the operation. The starting line guys 

vacuumed the inside flooring and removed mats and scrubbed and rinsed them down. We could 

hear the dirt particles being suctioned away, and see the caked mud washing away. Then they 

scoured and steamed the wheels and rocker panels and bumpers, and finally attached the car to 

the running chain with a rope-bound hook. If a customer left a car in park or engaged the 

emergency brake, the rope snapped and needed repair. 

I wondered out loud why we didn’t use metal chains rather than rope. “A chain wouldn’t 

break,” I said. 

“That’s right,” my father said. “The car would break!”

If the line of waiting cars was especially long, workers jumped inside them before they 

made it to the starting line. We took our window wash bottles and towels and cleansed the 

smoke-coated windows and stained vinyl surfaces. I sometimes wondered if one of these cars 

might take off before reaching the starting line, without paying. But none ever did, not on my 

watch.

Upon entering the wash bay area, cars were sprayed with reclaimed water collected and 

recycled from previous washes. It was a softer and superior cleanser than hard city water. The 

wash bay workers, with their yellow aprons and rubber suits and gloves, covered the exterior of 

the cars with detergent and the dirt and grime disappeared under their broad brush strokes. In the 
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winter, this was the place to be – the warmed water secreted heat into the wet concrete bay area, 

keeping our bodies and hands comfortable all day.

After the soaped up cars received a final rinse, they proceeded through the deafening 

blower-dryer to the finishing line, where they were dried and polished with recycled cloth 

towels. Finally, the customers’ paid (cash only) and were assisted into their pristine automobiles.

My father ran an efficient operation that made cars clean and provided jobs to the high 

school kids in Salem. At one time he had nearly the entire Salem High football team in his 

employ. 

This day, as I walk the lot of 324 Bridge Street, former home of Jodeen Car Wash, I think

how it might look to strangers. They’d probably assume it had always been deserted, a place for 

garden snakes and squirrels and overgrown blades of grass and ragweed (which got me sneezing 

every fall), a dumping ground for broken glass and beer bottles thrown by passers-by, for banana

peels and apple cores left by ill-mannered walkers. How wrong they’d be. 
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Be With Me

On a sunny Saturday morning in June, I’m in my car with my thirteen-year-old son, 

Joseph. We’re going for a drive and a walk around Salem and Marblehead, to Marblehead Neck, 

a hilly peninsula with one of the world’s best views and a park and lighthouse at its tip. Years 

earlier, I’d brought Joseph and my father to that park. There’s a photo of them looking out over 

the ocean, hand in hand, my eighty-year-old white-haired father towering over my three-year-old

son, Joseph’s tiny blue shorts turned sideways.

I haven’t told my son the extent of our jaunt. As I’ve done a hundred times, I told him to 

come with me for a drive, and didn’t expect pushback. When we stop for a red light at the first 

intersection, he looks at me and asks, “How long will this take?”

“Let’s just go to the lumberyard,” I said. “I need some plywood for the cellar, okay?” 

“You’re wasting my time!” he says.

I turn the car around and head home. I’m angry but he doesn’t care.

I remember a time in my teens when I wanted to get away from my own father. Up to that

point, I’d had great fun being around Dad. He built his carwash when I was a toddler and I grew 

up loving to go to the place and watch dirty cars enter his concrete building and exit so spotless 

and shiny. But it became a drag when I grew older and Dad started needing me on weekends and 

days off from school and on summer days when I wasn’t at one of my City of Salem Park 

Department jobs. He’d wake me each morning by banging the forced hot water piping that led to 

my room, a rhythmic but non-musical, obnoxious, “bang, bang, bang,” till I got up. We often got 

home so late that I washed, ate, slept, then woke the next morning to the sound of the banging 

pipe.
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When business was slow, there was always maintenance work to do: holding flashlights 

as he soldered leaking pipes, sweeping floors, washing and drying towels, painting the concrete 

walls. If we were closed due to inclement weather, there were the special projects. One stormy 

day Dad decided the reclaiming system needed cleaning. I lowered myself into a chilly, filthy pit 

and lifted shovelfuls of mud over my head, the mud spilling onto my hair and neck as I handed it

to Dad, my boots stuck in the sand and socks sodden with cold water.

The workdays never seemed to end, even when there was little to do. While Dad walked 

around inspecting things, I kept busy by grabbing the push broom and sweeping the office or the 

exit walkway. When we finally got into his car, he drove around Salem or Marblehead for a 

while or stopped at his favorite store, Zolotas Plumbing in Peabody, and talked to his friends 

about carwash issues. I thought he was wasting my time. I spoke up occasionally, complaining 

that I needed to go to the library or play basketball with friends at the Y, and, after all, he didn’t 

really need me. He got angry and sometimes called me “selfish,” but usually let me go.

I had great moments with my father too. Even the dreaded carwash hours could be 

exciting. I got to know some interesting employees and customers, especially the eighteen-year-

old high-schoolers with their fast cars. One guy took a bunch of us for a ride during lunchtime 

one day through North Salem straightaways at speeds approaching 100 miles per hour, showing 

off the power beneath his Pontiac 440 V-8 hood (My father thought I had gone with them for a 

quick bite). There were employees who had been in the Navy during World War II and others 

who had grown up in Texas. Dad hired a guy from Poland, built like a fire hydrant, who barely 

spoke English. At the time, Poland was Communist and connected to Russia. We had fun asking 

him if Nikita Khrushchev was a “good man” or a “bad man.” He agreed with both: “Ya, 
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Khrushchev good man,” he said. When I asked the opposite he responded, “Ya, Khrushchev bad 

man,” which had us all laughing.

Regular carwash customers included a vascular surgeon who practiced at Salem Hospital,

a professional golfer – one of the best in Massachusetts history, and a radical activist who called 

himself a Freedom Fighter and preached to small gatherings of us employees while his car got 

cleaned. We didn’t understand whose freedom he was fighting for, but as he raised his voice and 

got into a frenzy, we found him entertaining. After a long absence from the carwash he finally 

reappeared and told my father that at his last demonstration he’d been stabbed.

After work, my father sometimes drove me around and got me dinner, and we listened to 

talk shows and sports on the radio and I got his thoughts on athletes of his day: Louis, Williams, 

Cousy; and my day: Ali, Yastrzemski, Havlicek. We talked about the Vietnam War and citizens 

who went to Canada to avoid the draft. I asked him about World War II and how he had entered 

the military. He’d gotten papers for the Navy because “they had beds,” but before he completed 

his application, the Army drafted him.

The Massachusetts blue laws made my father close the carwash early on Sundays. On 

those evenings he took me bowling at Sunnyside Bowladrome in Danvers, then we crossed the 

street for dinner at Landolphi’s Restaurant. While eating, we glanced at whatever sport was 

playing on the TV, and I questioned him about that sport’s athletes. If golf was on, for instance, I

asked who he was rooting for and who was the best. My father’s favorite was Jack Nicklaus 

(Years after Dad died, Nicklaus played in the Senior US Open at Salem Country Club in 

Peabody, and I took Joseph to see him in person and envisioned how my father would have loved

being with us.).
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 Though he worked seven days a week and spent evenings cleaning up and maintaining 

the equipment, my father always made time for a family event – a graduation, a parents’ day, an 

athletic performance. I still see his car sitting discreetly in the parking lot at Bishop Fenwick 

High School with the headlights on at twilight to watch my football practice. I went into football 

to be like my father, and I’d be damned if I was going to let its roughness stop me. Still, the hard 

hits sometimes made me nervous, so it felt good knowing he was near. No one else’s father was 

there.

Dad came to my aid one Sunday evening during my first weeks as a college freshman. I 

was at home upstairs at my desk trying to understand the Biology text’s complicated 

terminology, like “Glucose-6-Phosphate Dehydrogenase,” and “Glycolysis.” Except for my 

senior year in high school, I hadn’t been a top student. What I lacked in study technique I figured

I’d overcome with my intense desire. But if I couldn’t understand Biology 101, how was I going 

to make it through college, let alone get into medical school (my ultimate goal)?

My father came upstairs to see how I was doing. He’d gone to the University of Miami 

on a football scholarship in the midst of the Great Depression, and earned a BA in Zoology with 

a minor in English. He sat down next to me, told me to relax, and showed me how he studied in 

college. “Take good notes…Copy and organize and simplify your notes…Don’t try to learn 

everything in the book – the teacher doesn’t even know the entire book; supplement and fill in 

gaps in your notes from the book.” As he told me these things, he used my notebook to 

demonstrate. A few weeks later, on the first test, I scored an 88%. His reaction, according to my 

mother: “That son-of-a-gun is going to be okay!”

When my father closed the carwash for family vacations, we often went to Cape Cod, and

he took me golfing at Falmouth Country Club. We played 36 holes in a day – 18 in the morning, 
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lunch at the clubhouse, then 18 in the afternoon. He was an excellent golfer. His golfing advice: 

“Keep your left wrist straight…Swing the club like a pendulum…To become good, watch the 

best and try to copy them.” That last bit of advice he applied to everything.

Even after he died, Dad’s voice stayed with me. One night, around two a.m., I awoke in a

panic. That afternoon, my department – the pharmacy department at my hospital – was to be 

surveyed by The Joint Commission. The survey, performed every three years, determines a 

hospital’s fitness for accreditation. It was to be my first as Pharmacy Director. I feared we hadn’t

prepared enough, that the hospital’s accreditation would suffer because my department didn’t 

measure up. I thought of what my father would say. He’d tell me that I’ve done a good job; to do

my best and the hell with them. I calmed down, dwelled in my father’s warmth...and fell asleep. 

The survey went well – for the pharmacy and the hospital.

I want a strong bond with Joseph like the one I had with my father. I helped coach 

Joseph’s basketball teams in Salem’s Cartoon and Rec leagues, attended all his Little League 

baseball games and his grammar school basketball games and band concerts and science fair 

project demonstrations. I guided his assembly of a wooden racecar for the Pinewood Derby. I 

stood in back of his class with the other parents when the first-graders exhibited the rainforest 

and he presented the Jaguar. We even visited a Harvard Museum to see a stuffed Jaguar up close.

Every October we’ve taken a family trip to the Vermont mountains and rode bikes on the 

trails and visited the towns’ shops and because it’s during football season, watched the Patriots’ 

games. In the summers we’ve gone to Hyannis, Cape Cod and to their beaches and ice cream 

shops. We’ve played miniature golf and loved walking down Main Street and visiting the shops. 

On our way home from the Cape we liked to stop for dinner at the Hilltop Restaurant in 
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Braintree. I remember walking in and seeing the All-Star game’s Home Run Derby on the TV 

above the bar. Joseph and I took turns checking out the leaders. 

I brought Joseph to his first Red Sox game when he was two-and-a-half. I’d discovered 

that I could purchase a single seat if I were willing to sit him on my lap. I got a seat near the third

baseline wall, which had minimal shading. Game day was beautiful and sunny and warm; hardly 

a cloud in the sky. When a Sox player got a hit, or made a good play, the crowd stood up to 

cheer, but I didn’t. The commotion got Joseph so nervous he wouldn’t let me move. I hadn’t 

realized a two-and-a-half-year-old was so strong. For four innings I perspired heavily, then 

decided to call it a day. There’d be many more Red Sox games in Joseph’s future, but not on my 

lap. 

Our trips to Fenway Park fostered a father-son tradition. After taking in a Red Sox game, 

we’d trek over to Regina’s in Faneuil Hall for a pizza, and sit opposite each other in a booth. It 

was the highlight of our day, or so I thought.

After a recent game, as we walked out from the stadium, Joseph stopped in his tracks and

said, “Dad, I’m tired. I don’t want to go to Regina’s. I want to go home.” 

“Come on, we’re both hungry. It’s not far. Let’s walk over and relax.” 

I started walking, but he slowed his pace. When I turned around and asked him to keep 

up, he said he wanted to leave. We left. When I told my wife, she said, “Joe, he’s thirteen. He 

doesn’t want to do that stuff with you anymore.”

I didn’t want to do that stuff with my own father when I was Joseph’s age. Dad worked 

such long hours at the carwash that he had little time for anything else, including his old hobbies,

which he loved. He was a fabulous pool player, a terrific golfer, a natural athlete. He kept me so 

close not because he was trying to torture me by keeping me around, or show me he was boss. 
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As I wanted to be with my son after that Red Sox game and on this day in my car, my father just 

wanted me with him the best way he could manage. 

Shortly after turning the car around from our non-trip to Marblehead Neck, I started to 

see myself in Joseph’s eyes. I was forcing something on him he didn’t want, like my father had 

done with me. It didn’t mean Joseph didn’t love me. It meant that he needed his independence, 

his freedom to do what he wanted, his own time to spend with his own friends. But I’ll always be

set to accompany him to a Red Sox game, even without the pizza. 
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What Goes Unsaid

When my son Joseph was four, he decided school wasn’t for him. He refused to go to 

Pre-K and I needed to step in. I took a day off from work and had to physically drag him from 

under our bed to his class at Henny Penny Nursery School at the First Church in Salem on Essex 

Street. He was kicking and crying during the mile trip in my car, as if I were abducting him. I 

walked up the cement steps to the school with him tightly in my arms and finally handed him off 

to his teachers, and my tears flowed. “Sometimes it’s hard on the parents,” said his teacher. 

“He’ll be fine. Call us in a few minutes.” 

 I called in a few minutes and was relieved to hear he’d quieted down and was mixing 

with the others. When I picked him up after school, I made a victory gesture with my fist and 

said: “Alright Joseph! You did great! There’s nothing you can’t handle!” A little much for a 

four-year-old, but it’s how I felt. He ended up having fun that day – proudly showing us the 

cross-section of a tree trunk he’d been given – and never again gave us trouble about school. But 

the force I had used to get him to Pre-K felt violating. I worried I had broken his spirit.

I needn’t have worried, as Joseph demonstrated a few years later as a first grader at St. 

John’s Grammar School. I was standing outside his classroom and asking his teacher, Mrs. 

Powers, if he could join me and attend his sister Maura’s kindergarten graduation. The ceremony

was being held in the gym during schooltime and siblings were allowed to leave their 

classrooms. Mrs. Powers said Joseph had decided not to attend. “I don’t know what to do! He 

won’t budge,” she said. When I looked in, he glared at me and mouthed an emphatic “no,” then 

continued with his assignment. My stubborn boy of few words, not wanting to stand apart from 

his peers. His glare had said it all – he was staying put and there would be no further discussion 

about the matter or any associated drama tolerated. 
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I left without him and joined my wife and youngest daughter Patricia, and we watched 

slides of Maura’s activities in kindergarten with her schoolmates and Louis Armstrong’s “What a

Wonderful World” playing in the background.

It’s seven years later and Joseph’s about to graduate eighth grade. The ceremony is being 

held at St. John’s Church on a warm Friday evening in June. I’m the last parent to arrive. When I

sneak into the pew next to my mother and daughters (Maura and Patricia, twelve and ten), my 

wife Kris leans forward and gives me a narrow-eyed stare. 

The graduation ceremony lasts forty minutes. After the Mass and prayers and speeches, 

there’s a grand finale. The eighth graders arrange themselves in front of the altar, facing the 

crowd, looking beautiful in their blue caps and gowns. Then, in sync, they collectively move 

their tassels from the right side of their caps to the left, signaling they have, at that moment, 

graduated. They’re so happy and proud, reaching this pinnacle in their young lives. As I join the 

other families and rise from my pew to give these kids a standing ovation, a chill runs up my 

spine. 

The crowd disperses, readying to leave, and some families linger inside the church taking

photos. Joseph comes home in my car. I want to congratulate him while we’re alone. 

“Joseph, I’m proud of you.”  

“Dad, you’re the worst complimenter.” 

After a small post-graduation party at home, we go to bed. 

 

Mrs. Powers had her first graders study the Rain Forest, and Joseph was assigned the 

jaguar. He focused on this animal for months. We noted its beautiful colors and took him to a 
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Harvard Museum to see a preserved jaguar on display behind a large window, where he could 

get up close. On parents’ day we got to see the class’s Rain Forest exhibit. I remember roaming 

around the room, from poster to poster, listening to each student talk about what they had 

learned. When I got to Joseph, he gave me the presentation as if I were seeing it for the first time.

The evening after Joseph’s graduation, Saturday, we travel to the Knights of Columbus 

for their party. Arriving at 7 p.m., we take our favorite positions. Joseph joins his classmates. 

Maura and Patricia join brothers and sisters of the graduates. Kris socializes with everyone. The 

emcee, a twentyish guy who had DJ’d previous Saint John’s dances, starts playing the kids’ 

favorites, a thumping mixture of music sounds. The host parents serve chicken fingers, pizza, 

and coke. I grab a slice, sit down, and talk with a couple of fathers, hoping for a quick evening.

Joseph’s First Communion. How handsome he looked. At home after the ceremonial 

Mass, Kris told him to wait till pictures were taken before changing out of his beautiful white 

suit. Next we saw of him, he was in regular clothes.  

In second grade, Joseph and the other boys in class entered the Pinewood Derby, 

something to do with the Boy Scouts. They were given instructions and rules about the size and 

weight of their wooden race cars. Fathers were to assist their sons but not take over the project. 

It’s supposed to be a father-son bonding experience. I proposed to Joseph that if he glued a metal

bolt to the top of the race car, it’ll go faster. I helped him glue it on, and assisted with some of 

the painting, but everything else was his doing. One father boasted of taking his son to a hobby 

shop and buying a slew of things that guaranteed his son had the slickest and fastest race car. On 
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race day my son’s car finished in the middle of the pack. A couple of fathers complained to me 

about the overbearing hobby-shop father. I thought it a victory that Joseph played by the rules.

That same year, Joseph and his grandfather made a “crow-clapper,” a device that makes a

loud noise and scares crows away. It was his invention for science class. They took two pieces of

two-by-four pinewood, added handles to each, then attached the pieces with a hinge. 

I recently used the clapper, right outside my house. There must have been twenty crows 

gathered on the fence bordering my yard. They cawed loudly and I was creepily reminded of The

Birds, the Hitchcock movie. When I opened my back door and yelled at them, nothing happened.

I returned with Joseph’s crow-clapper and bravely smacked the two pieces of wood together to 

make the loudest clap I could manage, and they flew away in a fluster. 

At the post-graduation party, I notice my quiet, shy son mingling and dancing. I’m 

careful he doesn’t see me glancing over, and of course I’ll say nothing about it, ever. I won’t tell 

him how heartwarming it is to see him connecting so well with his classmates. I won’t say what I

fine looking young man he’s become. Such things said aloud would be cringeworthy for sure. 

In third and fourth grade, Joseph was a member of St. John’s band. He played trumpet 

and saxophone, the latter because it’s Kris’ favorite instrument. When I heard him practicing I 

wondered if sour notes could be heard during recitals. At the annual spring and Christmas 

concerts, I saw the wisdom of having multiple instruments playing together. Hardly a sour note 

could be heard.
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As the music and evening wears on, some parents get into the act. One father dives to the 

floor when the DJ plays Otis Day’s “Shout,” making like John Belushi in Animal House. Kris 

and I dance fast and slow. We’re realizing that after eight years with these families, we’re going 

to miss these days, these people. We’ll miss the fund-raisers, the basketball games, even the 

snack stand obligations at gym events.

We got close to a family of four boys at St. John’s. Joseph, our only son, loved being 

with them. So did our girls. Kris and their mom, Susan, took all seven kids everywhere together. 

They were teammates on basketball and soccer teams. They took a field trip to see the Boston 

Garden demolition. There were Easter egg hunts, swim lessons at the YMCA, birthday parties at 

gym-works in Danvers. There was an end-of-the-year celebration trip on school’s final day – 

three years in a row – to Cape Cod, alternating destinations between Kris’ parents’ house in 

Hyannis and Susan’s family’s beach cottage in Wellfleet. 

Towards evening’s end, the DJ organizes a game of musical chairs for graduates and 

siblings. The game progresses and, as the number of survivors diminish, things get sloppy, kids 

and chairs all over the place. The DJ loses his composure and yells for everyone to stop shoving. 

Maura gets bumped from the game early. Patricia lasts a few more songs. Joseph even more; fear

of embarrassment probably carries him that far. The winner, the last chair sitter, is a seventh 

grader.

Before succumbing to cancer, Susan had a fifth son she named Matthew. After her death, 

infant Matthew served as baby Jesus at Christmas service and Kris began helping care for him. 
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Susan told Kris that after she was gone she knew Kris would always look after her kids’ well-

being. 

Susan had treated Joseph like her own. As I walked next to him into the funeral home for 

Susan’s wake and we saw her family, he suddenly broke down, tears wetting his long-sleeve 

shirt. I put my arm around his shoulder but tried to keep things on the down-low like I knew he’d

want. He felt taut and warm, shaking with his tears, overwhelmed with the sadness. When Kris 

and Patrick (Susan’s husband) glanced over, they embraced Joseph, as did all the boys. There 

wasn’t much I could say to him, but it was the most touching thing I’d ever seen.

The priest who presided over Susan’s funeral Mass was a friend of her family. He was 

very old and though he struggled up the podium steps, he made it without help. His powerful 

voice belied his age. “My God, my God, why have you forsaken me!” He declared Susan, in the 

highest Catholic sense, a “successful woman.”

The final song of the evening arrives, a song especially reserved for the graduates: 

“Graduation (Friends Forever),” by Vitamin C. It was a sad song, the DJ said, a song of goodbye.

He organizes the students, alternating boy and girls, into a sixty-kid circle. 

As the song begins, the graduates start swaying side-to-side, arm in arm, singing along 

with Vitamin C about having each other in their hearts, and staying friends forever…friends 

forever…friends forever. 

In his eight years at St. John’s, Joseph never got sent to the principal’s office for 

correction. His principal was Sister Lenore. She reminded us of the nuns of our own Catholic 

school experiences, and ran the school with a gentle, but iron hand. She commanded attention, 
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respect, and love, and let her students and their parents know what was expected. When there 

were banquets or Masses or dances in the gym, the folding chairs and tables had to be set up, and

before we left for the night, folded down and placed back neatly in place on the rolling carts. We 

all did what she expected, with religious fervor. 

Arriving home after the party, walking upstairs to a quiet room, the evening unfolds in 

my mind. I see Joseph playing musical chairs, probably holding back; the other graduates, 

usually aggressive, all laughing, acting silly – maybe the last time they would feel free and safe 

acting like children. If an eighth grader wanted it, the winner wouldn’t have been a seventh-

grader. Maybe a kid’s game wasn’t so important anymore. I see my son linked arm-in-arm with 

his classmates, in their circle, swaying and singing. At night’s end, they bid each other goodbye. 

Some hug. Some cry.

Joseph played his final basketball game for St. John’s in the New England Tournament 

finals. Early in the game he got a hard elbow to the face and his eyes started watering. This 

seemed to intensify his resolve. He embedded himself in the middle of the key on defense, and 

drew charges repeatedly. He took the lead on offense, driving the lane with abandon, making lay-

ups and drawing even more fouls. He made nearly every free throw and brought his team from 

certain defeat to losing by just a few points. 

Several weeks later, at the school sports banquet, Joseph received the coach’s award. As 

he walked up to receive it, his coach told the audience, “Too bad many of you didn’t get to 

witness Joseph’s last game up in Vermont; it was his best game; he’ll only get better.”
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I got to witness that game. The place was packed. Every time Joseph made a shot or drew

a foul or made a free throw I was on my feet throwing my fist in the air and yelling, “Alright 

Joseph!” The crowd’s noise likely kept my voice from Joseph’s ears, but I didn’t care if he 

heard. I was too pumped and felt like declaring to the world that I was and would always be with

my son every step of the way, just like I had done when I retrieved him following his victorious 

day at Henny Penny Pre-K. 
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Cut

If I wanted to gather wisdom from all of this, maybe I should have asked my son, Joseph.

He’s the one who got cut from his high school basketball team on his sixteenth birthday.

Any complaints about how unfair the cut was didn’t come from him. 

I was driving home from work one night when my wife Kris called and whispered, “They

cut him. He cried some. The coach said there was no place for him on the team.”

“That son of a bitch!” I said.

When I arrived home and walked into the family room, he was lying on the couch, 

playing a video game, while his friends were practicing back at the gym. I touched his shoulder 

and called the coach an “f...ing...bastard.” 

“He made a big mistake!” I said. “You know you’re good enough to make that team!” 

Joseph just smiled and continued his game. 

I went upstairs with Kris and we embraced. Getting Joseph to talk about this would be 

nearly impossible. He was always so reticent with his feelings. The coach offered no hope. Was 

this the end of basketball for him?

He started playing the sport back in second grade for the Cartoon league in Salem, then 

joined teams in the city’s recreation league during summers and winters. From grades six 

through eight he played for St. John’s Grammar School. He attended Salem State’s and Hoop 

Mountain’s summer basketball camps, and a weekend pre-season camp in Peabody called 

“Player’s Edge.” His favorite athlete during these years was Michael Jordan. 

My wife and I loved watching him play. A natural southpaw, he developed a smooth, 

slick jump shot. As an eighth grader at St. John’s, he had an exceptional last game in the New 

England Catholic Grammar School finals. He took a hard elbow to the face early and his eyes 
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started watering and we worried his nose might be broken. But it only steeled his resolve. He 

embedded himself in the middle of the key on defense and drew charges repeatedly. He took the 

lead on offense, driving the lane with abandon, making lay-ups and drawing even more fouls. He

made nearly every free-throw and brought his team from certain defeat to within a few points. St.

John’s ended up losing, but the game was hard-fought and rewarding. 

Several weeks later, at the school sports banquet, Joseph got the coach’s award. As he 

walked up to receive it, his coach told the audience, “Too bad many of you didn’t get to witness 

Joseph’s last game up in Vermont; it was his best game; he’ll only get better.”

After Joseph got cut we searched for another place for him to play and happily 

discovered the Salem YMCA winter league, just starting their season. Their games were played 

in a small makeshift gym, most of the players were younger and smaller than Joseph, and the 

play and officiating more schoolyard-style. I became assistant coach of his team. After his first 

game, as we walked out, I asked what he thought. “Right now it’s all I have.”

In the spring, he joined an AAU team and we made the Montreal tournament a family 

affair, Kris and the two girls – Maura and Patricia – enjoying the city before and after Joseph’s 

games. 

In the summer, Joseph rejoined his former teammates for the high school summer league.

Then that fall, Joseph’s junior year, the coach got fired due to unprofessional conduct. Even then 

Joseph had little to say, and refused to join me in disparaging the coach. 

“Hey Joseph, they finally caught up with that jerk,” I said.

“Dad, I don’t want to talk about it,” he said. 
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Years later, while writing these recollections, I remembered the players had initiated a 

“Save Coach” campaign and I asked Joseph about it.

“There was a petition going around, but I didn’t sign it,” he said.

Although he played football for the varsity, Joseph continued with basketball. When the 

football season ended, he tried out for basketball and made the team as a JV starter. Kris and I 

were proud he’d toughed it out, but we wondered what was inside our quiet boy. At some point 

he must have felt discouraged, or had a loss of confidence. I would have. I would have talked it 

through with my parents. Joseph handled it differently. He handled it in his own way.

We found a book of poems he’d compiled at the end of his freshman year; he called it 

“Basketball Poems.” He selected works from four authors and added drawings and comments 

about each poem’s message. On the final page, he included a poem of his own, called “My 

Poem.” What follows are the works he selected, his comments (in brackets), and his poem: 

(1) “Fast Break,” by Edward Hirsch. (You are more likely to succeed in team sports, both

personally and as a team, if you work together to make things possible).

(2) “Basketball’s My Favorite Sport,” by Kenn Nesbit. (Even though you may not be as 

athletic or talented than most, even though you may not be good, there is no rule that says

that you can’t play).

(3) “About Basketball,” by Derek del Barrio. (Even though you don’t get into the game, 

you can still contribute in practice and challenge the other players that play a lot and get 
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them ready for their next game. If you get them ready and are last string, you still 

contributed to your team winning).

(4) “Ex-Basketball Player,” by John Updike. (Basketball is just a game. If you are not 

good enough to make it your profession, you should have a fallback plan. You should do 

good in school and get a degree in college).

(5) My Poem (by Joseph)

It doesn’t matter what kind of shoes you have
it doesn’t matter what kind of basketball you have
it doesn’t matter if you are not good at all
you don’t have to just play in the fall

all that matters is your love of the game
if you don’t think so then that is a shame
The other players don’t have to know your name
but once you break their ankles, you’ll acquire fame.

When Joseph was playing for the junior varsity, a parent with a player in Joseph’s grade 

complained that his kid wasn’t getting enough court time with the varsity. 

“Request that he move to JV so he can play more,” I said. 

“It’d be an insult to move him down like that,” he said. 

 I could hear echoes of my own grumblings in that father. If Joseph hadn’t been cut, I too 

might have been lamenting my son’s lack of court time and felt insulted at the idea of stepping 

down. I would have missed the wiser, less aggrieved, pathway my son had chosen. The pathway 

of playing the game he loves every chance he got.

“My son’s playing JV. He’s not insulted. He’s happy,” I said.
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Life On The Run 

Here we are, six years into our Thanksgiving tradition, getting ready for Salem’s fifteenth

annual Wild Turkey Race. I’m running with my daughters, Maura and Patricia. I brought both 

girls up in the sport, running with them on the Lafayette Street hill to Marblehead, on flat roads 

down the Cape, watching the Boston Marathon on Patriots’ Day. Maura did the famous 

Falmouth Road Race one August while my wife Kris and I cheered for her at the finish line. We 

trekked out to Franklin Park in Boston for both girls’ cross-country competitions. Patricia won 

the Paul Murray award senior year in high school for her exceptional cross-country team 

leadership.

This morning’s Turkey Race is being held on a day that’s cold as hell, less than twenty 

degrees. The wind makes it feel like ten. We’re joining twelve hundred runners for the 8 a.m. 

start. I slink my way through all the bodies to get to the starting line. Maura and Patricia are 

content to begin in the middle of the crowd. The different positions don’t mess up our racing 

times – the e-tags on our bibs detect when we pass go – but I’d rather be at the front with the 

elite runners. I enjoy checking out their sneakers and shirts and sweats, and predicting who will 

finish the five miles in 27 minutes or less. When I was in my twenties, I did a five miler in 34 

minutes and 57 seconds, a personal record. Being at the starting line before the gun goes off is 

the only time I’ll be getting near any elites. 

I had stopped running for more than a decade before I made a quick decision one 

Thanksgiving morning, November 28, 2013, to join my daughters for Salem’s Wild Turkey. 

Thirty minutes before race-time, I jumped out of bed in a frenzy and exclaimed to my wife Kris 

that I had to join Maura and Patricia for the race!

“Life’s too short to pass this up,” I said. 
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“Life’s too short to not make plans,” she said.

I donned my sneakers and running clothes, jumped into our car with Kris at the wheel, 

and got dropped into the mass of runners and our daughters’ embrace. I made it through the 

whole distance in runner’s stride. Thus began our Turkey Tradition.

Now, six Turkey Races later, I’m at the ready. The gun goes off and here we go. I stay 

near the curb and make way for the faster runners. Thing is, there are several hundred faster 

runners. Watching all this humanity pass me by can be discouraging, especially when some look 

to be in poorer shape than I am. There goes a short guy whose stumpy legs hit the pavement 

quicker than mine. Another who moves ahead despite a midriff carrying forty pounds of reserve. 

And still another, ten years my senior, skinny and frail, effortlessly floating forward with a smile.

If I’m tempted to prove my better conditioning, I’ll chase after them. But I’ve learned to 

sideline such foolishness. My race strategy is my decision, and best not decided by comparisons. 

When I began running in races, I sometimes got caught up in the euphoria of the starting gun and

stayed with the opening pack. Then, after a mile or two, I petered out and struggled the rest of 

the way just to finish. Eventually, I found that the slower I began, the better I could gauge the 

race’s effects on my body, and the better was my final time. That’s how I attained my personal 

records.

Maura and Patricia have done the North Shore race circuit for years. Maura has run a few

marathons, including the Boston Marathon on the day of the bombing, April 15, 2013, when 

three people were killed and at least 260 injured. Kris and I were both at work that day and 

Patricia and my son Joseph were home. When I received an e-mail alert about the bombing, I 

called Kris and she said she couldn’t get a hold of Maura. I couldn’t get Maura either but got her 

boyfriend John, who told me she was at the seventeen mile mark when the race was halted and 
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they were both okay. My family were alive and safe. That Thanksgiving, I got the impulse to join

my girls for our first Turkey Run.

The following year, after I’d finished the race with a sprint and was cooling down, 

walking the cement pathway inside the Salem Common, Maura’s boyfriend had a surprise 

waiting. As John walked by my side he said: “I’d like to ask for Maura’s hand in marriage.” We 

stopped. We embraced. My eyes misted.

“If that’s what Maura wants, that’s what I want,” I said. 

A year later, just two weeks before the next Turkey Race, they married. 

The first and second miles come quickly. I’m going at a good clip, feeling strong like I 

did in my twenties, when I joined groups of runners at the Salem Y. After spending all day in a 

stuffy hospital pharmacy without windows, it was great running outdoors with the guys. We had 

different routes and distances through Salem and Marblehead – short (three miles), medium 

(five) and long (eight and up). Some in the group had been high school track stars. They ran fast 

and had me huffing and puffing so loudly that one called me “locomotive.” I appreciated it when 

my friend called him “asshole.”

Mile three. No problem. I feel so good I wonder if the frosty winds are numbing my legs. 

We’re heading for the Willows, but first take a detour to Salem’s Winter Island. We run to its tip,

then back towards the main street from where we entered. This makes us pass our fellow runners.

I see the leaders and count the order of women so I can yell to my daughters’ their places. 

Unfortunately, we pass each other so quickly that neither hears me. 

A couple of years ago, when I had done some training for one of our Turkey races, I 

started fast and kept at a good clip before the inevitable dread began slowing me down. When 

this happened, about the fourth mile, Patricia and her friend Emily, cross-country teammates, 
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came up from behind and I heard Patricia say: “Dad, you’re doing really good!” She and Emily 

smiled as they passed. It was good to know I had the chops to last four miles with cross-country 

first-teamers.

Mile four. My body’s discomfort prods me to stop running and start walking, but I refuse.

Several runners pass by, some I recognize from when I passed them earlier. We’re competing for

900th place.

I started running in college, freshman year. I joined the track team as a shot-putter 

because I lifted weights and thought I had the strength for the event. During practices and 

competitions I envied the runners and admired their grace and speed running the track. That 

summer I entered my first race – The Salem Heritage 10K. I wasn’t fast and didn’t have the 

grace of those I’d admired, but I found the act of overcoming discomfort and making it 

successfully to the finish line supremely satisfying.

Mile five. I’m a locomotive, but one with rhythm, my strides syncing with my huffs and 

puffs. My saliva’s congealing and feels like it’s obstructing my breathing. I spit the saliva into 

the dirt on the sidelines but it’s thick and difficult to separate from my mouth. Some gets on my 

shirt. As I try to rub it off, I glance around hoping nobody notices. 

Our Y-group did a “fun-run” through Salem one New Year’s, a day as sunny and cold as 

this Thanksgiving. It was freeing to run the streets of Salem in the chilling stillness, while most 

Salemites were huddled inside. There were no clouds in the sky, the snow from the night’s storm

was smooth and untouched, and the Christmas wreaths and decorations adorned the homes along

stately Chestnut Street. Now, on my last mile, I sucked in the cold and felt alive with the 

remembrance.
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The dread hasn’t dissipated, but I’ve set it aside. I tell myself to keep my feet going, no 

matter how slow, to focus on continuing, and not worry about finishing. 

Unlike Patricia and Maura, who continued running into adulthood, I stopped many years 

ago in favor of ellipticals and stair-steppers and treadmills. Easier on the body, I thought. While 

that may have been true, no machine ever came close to the thrill of running outdoors.

I remember in my late twenties running a 10k in Marblehead Neck on a beautiful, chilly  

fall day in October. The terrain was hilly and the foliage was beautiful. I completed the race and 

after showering at the Jewish Community Center facility, went to Papa Johns in Swampscott for 

a post-race meal. I just sat there alone, tired and relaxed, feeling a private sense of 

accomplishment. I had finished with an exceptional time for me, less than seven minutes a mile. 

I’d be sore in the days ahead but it was a soreness I welcomed, a soreness reminding me of a line

I had crossed, a success I had achieved.

Three hundred yards to go. Onlookers cheer: “Excellent! Way to go! You made it!” 

Kris hadn’t wanted me to run the Wild Turkey this year, thinking I hadn’t properly 

prepared and that I’d push my limits. “Remember what happened last year?” she asked. I had 

back and leg pain that took a while to subside. 

“I’ll take it easy. I should be able to do the five miles okay. I’ll run until I’m 

uncomfortable, then walk,” I said. 

I told Maura and Patricia to “expect me to finish slower than usual.” 

We even made plans for two rounds of pickups, one for the runners in the family – Maura

and her husband John, and Patricia – and one for the walker (me).

This creep behind me starts racing to the finish line. I can’t let him win, but my body 

won’t accelerate enough to thwart his challenge. Then, abruptly, he stops to talk to a cop for 
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twenty seconds, enough for me to leave him in the frozen dust and cross the finish line with arms

held high in victory. 

I’ve completed the entire race in runner’s stride, as I’ve done in every race I’ve run. And 

our little group has once again made it through this annual challenge. Maura and Patricia join me

at the finish. They’ve always cheered me on, sometimes backtracking after their early finishes to 

see how I’m doing, shouting their support over my huffing and puffing. 

Later on, when I told my daughters that I’d run it for them, they shot back, “Come on 

Dad! You did it for yourself.”

I did do it for them. I couldn’t bear to let go of our tradition, didn’t want them thinking I 

was done, that we wouldn’t have events like this in the future. But there was something true in 

what they’d said. I knew it when I breathed in the frigid air and when I pretended to beat that guy

at the end. It’s when I ran next to the other runners, was part of this annual event, had braved the 

cold and made it over the finish line. It’s when I raised both arms in victory. It was my victory. I 

felt alive.
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Family Mess 

I arrive home from an exhausting, out-of-control, twelve-hour workday on a frigid 

January evening. Opening the front door, I take three steps down the hall, smell something 

burning, and look into the girls’ room. There’s an unattended hair-straightening iron buried in a 

clothing drawer, clothes heating up. I disentangle the iron from the garments, unplug its cord, 

and place it onto a safe surface to cool down. I move slowly out of the room, taking care to avoid

stepping on shirts, dresses, shoes, and coats scattered on the floor. I hear a “cracking” sound 

under a towel beneath my right foot, so I shift my weight to my left. Don’t want to break 

anything important. Continuing down the hallway towards the kitchen, I hear raised voices – my 

wife Kris and fourteen-year-old daughter Patricia.

“You need to let Maura use the computer,” Kris says. “She has a lot of homework.”

“It’s my turn,” says Patricia. “I have homework too!”

I suddenly remember I need to call work so I pick up the phone lying on the dining room 

table and slink into the girls’ room. When I press the talk button there’s no dial tone. The 

battery’s dead. 

I decide to go upstairs to use the phone in my room, a space I grabbed years ago when we

built the dormer. I’d convinced my wife it could become a family study, then clandestinely made

it my home office.

I open the door and there’s my sixteen-year-old daughter Maura sitting at my computer, 

“IM-ing” and absorbed in a telephone conversation. I can’t enter because school books are 

strewn throughout the floor, so I lean in. She glares at me, annoyed at the interruption; don’t I 

realize I’m invading her space!
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I retreat across the hall to Kris' and my bedroom and notice that my La-Z-Boy has been 

moved, the TV set is on, and next to my chair is a bowl of chocolate chip cookies and an opened 

bottle of Poland Spring sparkling water. I inspect the chair for cookie crumbs and thankfully 

don’t find any. I can hear Kris and Patricia downstairs still arguing. Perhaps they’re discussing 

how to behave civilly in a household full of family.

Why can’t I come home to a quiet, organized house, where everything has its place and is

in its place? I’ve counseled, yelled, and pleaded about the way things should be. Never entangle 

a plugged-in iron with clothing or the house could burn down. Don’t leave books scattered on the

floor; someone will fall. After using the phone, return it to its base to recharge. Oh, the computer 

crashed and it’s midnight and you absolutely need the internet right now to finish your 

homework due tomorrow and I’m the only one who can fix it? Please, can I have some peace and

quiet?

I remember once having peace and quiet. In my late twenties I left my parents’ house and

moved into a studio apartment. I’d been living with my parents through my college years and 

looked forward to finally getting out on my own. I envied my friends’ independence and freedom

to do anything they wanted. I envied the guys who dated lots of women. I had no interest in 

settling down or getting married. I was already settled down. It was time for me to get unsettled.

My apartment had a tiny kitchen, a shower, and a large living room. My furnishings 

consisted of a sleeper couch, a black and white portable television, a bookcase full of my books, 

and a mattress I purchased for a cot I’d found in my parents’ attic. The cot was made of iron, had

metal springs, and squeaked, but only if I moved. I cleaned it up and painted it gold. The 
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mattress was the smallest I could find but too big for the cot. If I leaned too much to one side it 

tipped and I fell on the floor. Luckily, my unconscious mind somehow managed to keep my 

sleeping body balanced and off the floor. 

I had a toaster oven that I experimented with. One time I tried toasting brown rice. I’d 

read about diets of triathletes and one of the best said he ate two pounds of brown rice each day. 

Brown rice was easy enough to prepare but too darn bland. I heard that toasting rice made it 

more palatable so I placed some on top of aluminum foil and put it in my toaster oven. While it 

cooked I sat on my couch and flipped through a book. When the kitchen started emanating 

smoke, I glanced over and saw my toaster oven in flames.

After adjusting to my squeaky, unstable, sleeping arrangement and making a refinement 

or two to my cooking methods, I created an efficient, organized, controlled living routine. I 

worked at the hospital (as a pharmacist), then went to the gym, then came back to the apartment, 

ate, read, slept, and started over. Weekend evenings I went to bars and hung out with friends. 

My reading at the time was heavy on philosophy and personal essays. I read some of the 

philosophical works of Karl Popper and Bertrand Russell, and the essays of E.B. White, George 

Orwell, Edward Hoagland, and Henry David Thoreau. I felt a bit like Thoreau, in Walden, 

providing for myself, on my quest to “live deliberately, to front only the essential facts of life, 

and see if I could not learn what it had to teach, and not, when I came to die, discover that I had 

not lived.”

I also tried to stay abreast of politics with a subscription to The New Republic. The first 

half of each issue was filled with progressive opinions about the Washington scene; the second 

half dealt with the arts – films, books, and plays. They had a fabulous film critic, Stanley 
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Kauffman, who wrote so well that I read even his foreign film critiques. When a new issue 

arrived each week I dashed straight to the arts section first, I must confess.

After several months of this perfected routine, I started feeling isolated. I lived alone 

inside these four walls, reading books and watching TV, paying for the privilege. When I 

returned each evening, everything was untouched, just as I’d left it that morning. 

I had my quiet. I had my books. I did what I wanted. But I felt a void. If this was living 

the dream, what kind of dream was I living? I remember one night, sitting on my couch with 

Bertrand Russell’s autobiography, thinking of moments I wasn’t having with my parents. I no 

longer had my father’s television disturbing my reading in the evening or disrupting my sleep at 

night. I could spend all my free time, if I wanted, silently and peacefully reading. 

But that’s not what I wanted anymore. Even Bertrand Russell didn’t spend all his free 

time reading. The great philosopher had time for four wives and multiple affairs in his 97 years. I

didn’t want four wives. I didn’t want multiple affairs. I wanted people.

I spent a lot of time with friends from the Y. After workouts we went to bars. At bars we 

drank and talked about news and school and how pretty that woman standing near the door was. 

Some of my friends, in their thirties, having never married, had short-lived encounters with 

different women. They behaved as if being tagged with a woman might mess up their status as 

unattached. One guy was a serial womanizer and had a different woman every four months. 

When one woman’s time had expired he moved on. It was hard on us because when we started 

liking one girlfriend she’d disappear and we’d miss her.  

Some guys were lifelong bachelors. Women weren’t part of their lives. They spent their 

time working out, and on their hobbies, like boating and scuba diving. 
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I tried dating different women, but it confused me. I remember being attracted to a 

nursing student at my hospital and delighted she wanted to go out. I picked her up after her 

evening shift and we went to Kowloon Restaurant in Saugus. As we talked it was clear we had 

no connection. We went out twice more and that was it. Another woman I met at a pub was 

beautiful and intelligent and had a great personality, but I didn’t want to get hemmed in. We tried

three more dates, then stopped. And so it went.

I wondered how close I should allow myself to get and still feel free. How was I 

supposed to go out with a woman without getting too attached and without causing hurt feelings?

Was this dating thing just a game of pretending to be close before dumping someone and moving

on? If so it wasn’t for me. I had no desire to be a life-long bachelor either. I wanted a relationship

with one woman.

I missed my parents. Not in a dependent, child-like way. I missed their presence, our 

lengthy discussions about school and the pharmacy profession, stories about my father’s family, 

hearing about people they respected and why, learning what college football was like in the ‘30s,

about how Dad had handled problems similar to those I encountered. I missed my mother’s 

opinions about the Red Sox, Celtics, the tennis stars. “Carlton Fisk plays so hard all the time! 

K.C. Jones is such a good coach, and he always looks sharp. Did you hear how angry John 

McEnroe got at yesterday’s match?”

I missed our fights. We used to argue, sometimes for hours, in knockdown, drag out 

fashion, until we made our points loud and clear. Then, convinced we’d irreparably damaged our

relationships, we turned civil on a dime, no big deal. At our house, free speech was a sacrament. 

Our fights were never terminal. They were our way of dealing with conflicts, of figuring out our 
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lives, of being close to each other. And they were a way of learning to accommodate one another

through difficult times.

I remember a battle we had when I was in pharmacy school and taking the bus and 

subway to and from Boston. The commute took two and a half hours each way, totaling five 

hours per day. Sometimes, in the winter, it took longer. The subway from Haymarket to 

Longwood (where the pharmacy school was) got so backed up that walking was often faster. 

When I arrived home at night I was irritable. I stepped into the backdoor entry and before

opening the door could hear my parents whispering, “Jody’s home,” readying themselves for 

battle. From the moment I entered I started complaining how ridiculous my commute was and 

that I was too tired to study and was going to flunk out. My father yelled at me for being so nasty

and such a complainer. My mother chimed in that I had a lot of growing up to do, that my 

commute was “nothing.” After we “expressed” ourselves, we quieted down and I apologized and

admitted they were right about my complaining. We’d be okay for about a week, until the next 

time I acted up. 

Then one night I changed course. I felt grouchy as ever. But, as I fumbled with my keys 

to the back door, and heard the “Jody’s home” whispers, I decided we’d had enough of this 

misery. My father was sitting in his kitchen chair with his makeshift glasses reading The Salem 

News, eating supper, and my mother was standing near the stove eyeing me. They looked weary. 

I entered with a big smile and embraced and kissed them and asked how their day had been. 

They glanced at each other and laughed, knowing I was full of shit, but relieved by my 

cheerfulness. I ran up to my room and prepared my desk for the evening’s homework, then 

rejoined them downstairs at the kitchen table for supper. Mom told me she had gone to Market 

Basket with her sister Bertha that afternoon and Dad said he’d finally finished repairing the 
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plumbing problem in the cellar. It was surprising how much better the night went, how quickly 

our moods had changed, from miserable to joyful. I never let loose on them again.

When I started dating a girlfriend from my past, it was incredible how fulfilling it felt, 

how trivial our past conflicts seemed. I became focused solely on her, asking her to marry a year 

later. I realized I wanted a family, and all it entailed. I wanted the screaming family arguments 

and long talks and hugs and hand-holding through difficult times, and the closeness that brings, a

closeness I craved. I wanted the clothes-covered floors with the possibility that the culprit might 

someday learn neatness and organization. I wanted my children to be relaxed in any place we 

lived, to feel the security and contentment of being home.   

Another cold evening in January. I arrive home from an exhausting, crazy, twelve-hour 

workday, my mind focused on work problems. The front door is ajar. I worry about intruders. 

I’ve reminded my family many times to close and lock the door. I shut it loudly so they’ll notice 

my irritation. My smiling wife appears from the kitchen, hugs me, and asks how my day was. I 

look left into the bedroom. No hair-straightening irons buried in clothing drawers – maybe my 

kids are heeding my warnings. Or maybe those burned-in-oak curling-iron tattoos on their 

bedroom floor remind them what could happen. Patricia is stretched out on the living room 

couch talking to a friend on her cellphone. She acknowledges me with a wave. Maura is upstairs 

in the family study. I wonder if she’s studying, socializing, or doing both. Joseph’s in the family 

room, playing his latest video game. “He should be doing homework,” I say. “It’s getting late.” 

“Don’t stress everyone out before you’ve even said hello,” she says. 

“All’s good,” I say.
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Grand Tour

Who knew refrigerators could be so exciting? Or dishwashers for that matter. That 

dusting shelves, washing kitchen floors after milk spills, folding laundry, receiving unexpected 

visitors at inconvenient times, all could be so much fun? That a swift slog from the house 

through the snow on a frigid winter morning to touch the jagged bark of a tree, followed by a 

rapid retreat into a cozy warm family room, could be so ecstatic? My granddaughter Zulia knew.

But let’s not jump too far ahead. Unless of course there’s a desire to jump.

My Grandmother

Let’s begin with my grandmother, my father’s mother, who died before my birth. I once 

wrote an ekphrastic poem about a photo of her standing next my teenaged father. The photo, 

though blurry and colorized, was beautiful. Beautiful because my grandmother’s face is proudly 

beaming in her son’s tender embrace, my father’s bashful smile revealing his youthfulness and 

pure joy. They’re sharing a timeless moment. My father was youngest of three, her baby. In the 

poem I ask, “Did my grandmother imagine a grandchild would / yearn to know her, a woman so 

admired by my father, / a man we’d shared and loved?” 

When my father spoke of his mother, he’d often choke up. He’d lift her picture from his 

bedroom bureau and say how kind and loving she was, declaring her a “saint.” I didn’t probe for 

details because I didn’t like seeing him sad, but his veneration of his mother made me wish I’d 

had her in my life.

After my parents died, I found a stash of photographs at their house, many of my father’s 

family. My young grandmother with her three children. My grandfather in his policeman’s 

uniform. Toddler versions of my father, his brother John, and their sister Mary. 
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One photo, within flaps of a dark shredded album, jumped out. Dated June 23, 1939, it 

shows my grandmother in rimless glasses and long flowery dress, seated in a cushioned chair. 

Behind her, a floor lamp illuminating the hardcover book she’s reading: The Wayward Pilgrims.

I was thrilled to have a chance to read something my grandmother had read, to 

contemplate ideas she had contemplated. It would be a connection, a foggy meeting of minds. 

Written by New England author Gerald Warner Brace and published in 1938, The Wayward 

Pilgrims was out of print but Amazon had two copies. My order arrived in good condition – 

intact and clean, with a sturdy binding and pink-colored dust jacket protected by a clear plastic 

cover. 

The book follows the journey of Lawrence, a naïve and lonely university instructor, who 

takes a road trip to his academic destination – a summer fellowship in Vermont to study local 

variations in dialect. The cover flap notes that while “working on his thesis, teaching, marking 

time, he has somehow been only conscious of a sense of preparation – for what he’s not sure…” 

He encounters an unusual and fascinating woman named Margot. While they walk the roads of 

Vermont, she teaches him about life and love. He comes to realize there is more to life than his 

work. 

It wasn’t a best seller, but it was well written. Kirkus Reviews notes that the romance is 

“original and refreshing.” I loved that my grandmother had read this sensitive piece of literary 

fiction and had room, at least in her reading life, for “unsaintliness.” Margot, who gives of her 

“wisdom and love,” is married. Lawrence thus has discovered “a bit of life itself” by romancing 

a married woman. This made my grandmother seem more human, less a stale statuette from the 

past. Imagining her sitting comfortably at home contemplating such goings on, none of her 

family the wiser, made me smile.
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Ellen Murphy’s saintliness wasn’t my father’s only boast. He also told of her courage, at 

sixteen leaving home in County Kerry, Ireland, traveling to the US, alone. Eventually marrying 

John O’Day, raising her family, living on my grandfather’s patrolman’s salary through the 

Depression, through World War II. She was devoutly Catholic – I found her biography of the 

Blessed Virgin Mary in their attic. She also had a temper. Dad mentioned an incident of her 

shouting from an upstairs window at a group of older boys picking on her Joseph, my father, 

threatening to “wring their necks.” 

I longed for more. I wanted to touch who my grandmother was, to have her in my life. I 

recalled hearing former US Poet Laureate Ted Kooser once say what “a beautiful thing” it was 

for someone to write down their thoughts and “place them in a drawer.” Then someone else, a 

family member or friend, could know the person through their own words. I searched 

everywhere but found nothing. No letters, no notes, not a single Christmas card. So I’m left with 

my father’s words and some old photos. These feel insubstantial, and never add up to nearly 

enough.

Grand Rounds

Two months before I retired as Director of Pharmacy at Brigham and Women’s Faulkner 

Hospital, I attended an unusual Medical Grand Rounds. These are held monthly in the Hospital’s

Huvos Auditorium, a theater-like venue with seating progressively lower as one approaches the 

stage. On the walls of its entrance are pictures of famous physicians from the past, several who 

practiced in the Mass General Brigham network. 

The interns, residents, and established physicians attend Grand Rounds as part of their 

continuing education requirements. Typical sessions focus on a disease state, beginning with the 
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chief resident’s review of a case and its treatment. Then a specialist presents up-to-date 

knowledge of the disease and current research results.

Today’s session was atypical. Presented by Lisa Rosenbaum, MD, National 

Correspondent for the New England Journal of Medicine, the topic was “Narrative Matters: The 

Paradox of Telling our Stories.” Learning objectives included “the role of story-telling in the 

relationships between doctors and patients.”

As hectic as my job had become – preparing my department’s transition to a new 

pharmacy director – this was something I refused to miss. I entered the auditorium, grabbed a 

handout, and selected a seat near the back of the room.

After introductions, Lisa Rosenbaum mentioned that her grandfather was Dr. Edward 

Rosenbaum, author of “A Taste of My Own Medicine,” a memoir of his bout with throat cancer. 

I hadn’t read the book but had seen the movie based on it, a wonderful 1991 film (starring 

William Hurt) called “The Doctor,” about a powerful, arrogant physician whose illness 

transforms his practice of medicine.

In the movie, we initially see him on hospital rounds, instructing house staff to focus on 

diseases and treatments, to give short shrift to patients’ identities and concerns. Mrs. Jones in 

room 402 exists as “the pancreatitis in room 402.” When he’s diagnosed with cancer, however, 

he finds his experience as a patient to be dehumanizing. A taste of his own medicine.

After he recovers, we again see him on hospital rounds, but now requiring house staff to 

awaken to their patients’ perspectives. They take turns wearing “johnnies,” eating hospital food, 

sleeping in hospital beds, getting interrupted all hours of the night for “treatments.” Lessons in 

empathy. 
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On this day’s Grand Rounds, Edward Rosenbaum’s granddaughter, Lisa, was reminding 

us that in order to deliver complete and humane healthcare, it was vital to appreciate our 

patients’ perspectives, to understand their stories. She shared a favorite quote: “Know me, know 

my story.” 

Then she told her own story. Of her grandfather’s several grandchildren, she was the one 

most drawn to reading and writing. It became their special bond. Her grandfather relished telling 

stories of his patients and writing about them. He’d chosen her to become caretaker of his 

writings, which included journal and diary entries.

She told us it was difficult figuring out how to handle his unpublished work, and didn’t 

know if she’d ever get them published. Even if none got published, I thought, she could dip in 

anytime and hear his voice. She’d never lose him, perhaps even learn more about his life. Their 

mutual love of writing and reading and medicine forged a wonderful relationship. I found this 

touching and told her so. Her grandfather must have had great satisfaction and comfort knowing 

that his beloved granddaughter, with whom he’d shared so much and who knew him so well, 

would be steward of his ideas. 

***

I’ve sometimes allowed my own work to become so all-consuming that I’ve neglected 

others in my life. I’ve avoided social events, convinced they distracted from the vigilance I 

needed. I’d be calmest at work, at the hospital. If a patient required an exceptionally high 

morphine dose, for example, our intravenous pumps would require complex reprogramming. If I 

were home, I’d instruct my pharmacist via phone, but this would be stressful and error-prone. If I

were on site, however, I could do it myself, then bring the pump to the nursing unit and make 

sure everything was safe.
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Work problems were endless and unpredictable. 

A year before I retired, I attended a retirement celebration for the Director of Pharmacy 

of a large Boston hospital. Several of his colleagues and employees took the microphone to 

praise his world leadership in automation and clinical pharmacy innovations and medication 

safety. What struck me most, however, were his wife’s comments. He never allowed work to 

sabotage his life, she told us. He’d made room for coaching his kids in soccer and for family trips

and for friends. Throughout my forty years in pharmacy, I’ve aspired to be like that. It’s 

something I haven’t always achieved. 

Now that I’ve retired, I finally can focus on my family. But, of course, my children have 

less time and have their own schedule. And, of course, I remain resistant to social events. My 

wife wants to “do things… with people.” She gives examples of friends who have “so much fun”

on cruises, or New York City junkets – taking in “plays and dinners,” or spending two weeks in 

the Bahamas (two weeks!). 

I’m resistant. It’s like I’ve become entangled in a life-rhythm of non-participation, of 

setting aside everything but work. Rather than having a party or meeting a group at a restaurant 

or walking downtown to enjoy fireworks, I’d rather be quiet at home reading or writing or doing 

my own version of traveling – to a library or bookstore or an author event in Cambridge. I’m a 

barrel of fun.

But I comply. I love my family and friends and want my wife happy. And I notice that I 

too can enjoy doing things… with people. Scheduled Sunday dinners with my children and their 

partners; trips to the Cape in winter; touring Vermont foliage in October; attending professional 

conferences in San Antonio and New Orleans. 
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My social reluctance has made me wonder, though, that if I’m so hesitant to engage 

socially, even with those I love, that if I’ve put off scheduling because it’s the wrong time, that if

I’ve allowed opportunities to pass, then why am I enamored and longing for those who have 

died, even those I never had flesh and blood relationships with, like my grandmother? What 

good is sitting alone at home contemplating the dead when there’s so much life around me?

My Granddaughter

As I sat in the back of Huvos auditorium listening to Lisa Rosenbaum, I considered what 

I wanted for my relationship with my own grandchildren. I vowed it would be one of words and 

reading and love and caring. I wanted to be someone who’d help them discover the delight of 

books and stories – no pressure, only joy – so they’d find reading pleasurable. I fantasized that in

the future we’d read each other’s writing, and they’d inherit my unpublished work…

In January of 2018, Lisa Rosenbaum presented her Grand Rounds. A month later, my 

first grandchild, Zulia, was born.

When Zulia’s mother, my oldest daughter, decided to pursue a second career in nursing, 

she returned to college in September, and I began my second career as a part-time babysitter. I 

saw it as my chance to act on my ideas. I quickly discovered, however, that it wasn’t going to be 

all reading and writing. It was to be playing and lugging her around and watching Sesame Street 

and listening to children’s singer Raffi’s beautiful voice. My own kids had loved Raffi, so I 

searched for him on YouTube and played the same concerts they used to watch. My 

granddaughter loved him from the start, and he’s become a staple of her visits. We’ve played the 

concerts over and over – to her delight. She’s learning the songs in order and joins in, sounding 
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out the words. Beautiful is not always wonderful, however. Sometimes it can be downright 

exhausting.

I’d forgotten that a baby needs undivided attention. There’s no chance to read my own 

stuff while she plays with toys. If I glance at my phone to read a text, she’ll stop everything and 

look up from her crawl position, wondering why I’ve forsaken her. I don’t try to place her in the 

crib for more than the two minutes it takes for me to get in and out of the bathroom. She clenches

desperately onto my arms and cries bloody murder and glares at me in disbelief. It’s something I 

just can’t bear. 

Sometimes when it’s frigid outside and we’re stranded in the house I struggle to find 

something she’ll find entertaining. But then I settle down and remember that she’s entertained by

everything – exploring the house, jaunting from room to room to see what trinkets she can find 

and insert into her carry basket while giggling at her good fortune. Or giggling because she 

knows I’m frantically following to make sure she’s safe. She eats and dances and naps and opens

and closes closet doors and is especially attracted to dishwashers. She finds everything so damn 

fascinating that she resists – with all her might – falling asleep. She resists – with all her vigor – 

missing out.

A few years ago I read a book called Reader, Come Home, by Tufts University Professor 

Maryanne Wolf, who recommends that children use real, tactile, books rather than digital ones. 

She emphasizes the importance of children having something they can touch and smell and bite. 

In that way, books become their possessions, their friends. 

From day one of my babysitting (day 180 of Zulia’s life), I’ve read to her while we 

rocked in my Hitchcock rocker, sounding out words and letting her use books for stacking and 

flipping around. She’s particularly enjoyed turning pages. I’d get set up prior to her arrival, 
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piling her books on the dining room table, and we’d go through them all, one by one. These 

include Goodnight Gorilla, Animal Sounds, and Good Morning, Good Night, with patches of 

material on its pages giving the sensation of wool (little lamb) or soft fur (little bunny) or yellow 

fluffy fuzz (little chick). 

We have a flat, unassembled, cardboard box from Staples that I’ve written the alphabet 

on, and also some numbers and words. When we move to another part of the house I sometimes 

crouch down with her, using this as a prop, and we sing the ABCs. We’ll retreat to the family 

room and watch TV – Daniel Tiger’s neighborhood or Raffi’s concert (again) or Sesame Street 

where she’ll watch Elmo or Grover teach us a new letter. She’ll laugh and have fun and eat and 

enjoy her day, delighted to be here with me, fascinated to be learning things about the world. To 

Zulia, all is significant. 

Last Christmas, Zulia’s parents bought us The Night Before Christmas, a Hallmark book 

that allowed me to record my voice reading its poem. I did so with her in my arms and Zulia can 

be heard making infant sounds in the background. I end the first few stanzas by saying her name.

When she opens its pages and hears her name, she spreads her arms wide and breathes in deeply, 

surprised, and exclaims, “That’s Me!” When her parents deliver Zulia to me they also deliver the

book, and when they pick her up later she holds it tightly, making sure no one takes it away. She 

calls it her “Ho-Ho book.” They told me she listens to it several times a day, repeating the 

phrases along with my voice. We’re a duet.

I remember, regretfully, that as my parents grew older and their hearing and memory 

began to fade, I didn’t always give them the attention they deserved. I visited them frequently 

and hung out and watched TV, but I’d sometimes avoid a lot of chatter. If my mother noticed me

fidgeting with my phone she’d ask why I even came over if I “didn’t want to talk!” My excuse 
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was that I was tired and wanted to relax and be quiet. When things settled down at work, there’d 

be time, I thought. 

In the poem I’d written about the picture of my father embracing his mother, I said I 

yearned to know my grandmother. I believe that I’ve long been yearning for much more than 

that. I’ve been yearning for people in my life to come back to me – parents, uncles, cousins, 

significant others – so I can have another chance to spend my time and attention and love on 

them.

My parents used to remind me of the importance of nurturing relationships. They warned 

about letting lives pass me by and afterwards lamenting what should have been. Missing out is 

not just being unable to know a person because they died before our birth, like my grandmother. 

It also results from an unwillingness to wholeheartedly attend to what’s in front of us.

Zulia doesn’t miss out. Right now, only sleep shuts her down. And even then, she dreams

of what’s joyful (she calls out to Sesame Street’s “Abby”). The next time I complain about 

having to schedule time with friends or family, I’ll consider Zulia – how she’d respond. She’d 

open her arms and hug them into her world. 

It’s Friday. I have Zulia for the day. She and I go into the playroom and I turn on the TV. 

As I’m browsing YouTube I notice there’s a three-minute video of Elmo dancing with friends 

Abby and Rosita to the song “If You’re Happy and you Know it Clap your Hands…” I play it 

and Zulia jumps up next to me and we both sing and dance along with the characters. The song 

progresses from “Clap your hands” to “Stomp your feet” to jumping with our arms shooting to 

the ceiling and shouting “Hooray!” Then, as is typical of Sesame Street’s mission, they instruct 

us to “Do Them All,” and Zulia and I clap first, then stomp our feet, then finally we both jump 
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up and yell “Hooray,” all in sequence. I’m amazed Zulia has learned this so fast, in only one 

viewing. 

At such moments I consider how my life has changed. A few years ago I was in charge of

a large hospital pharmacy with forty employees and a 24 million dollar drug budget. And now 

here I am singing and jumping with a two-year-old and her Sesame Street friends. What would 

my grandmother have said? Would she have told me how lucky I was to be able to put in such 

uninterrupted time with my granddaughter? That I should count my blessings? If she would have

said those things, my grandmother and I would have been on the same page. We would have 

been a duet.
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Zulia’s Home

My granddaughter Zulia was nine months old when she cried and squirmed every time 

her uncles and aunts held her. It was Thanksgiving Day. I took her from them so she’d stop 

crying and got accused of being a baby hog. “Zulia just needs time to feel at home with you 

guys,” I said.

I’d been babysitting Zulia weekly since the beginning of September. It hadn’t taken long 

for her to find comfort with me and my home. She got around with her unique style of crawling: 

left leg tucked underneath so her bottom slid along when she moved forward with her arms and 

right leg. When I babysat, she shuffled over and I picked her up and gave her the tour of my 

house. Kitchen, bedrooms, dining and living rooms, TV room where we watched Daniel Tiger 

and Rafi and Cleo & Cuquin’s rendition of La Cucaracha. She became so comfortable with the 

place that she began bringing me on tours, forging ahead and looking back to see if I was 

following.  

In the months between Thanksgiving and her February birthday, Zulia had more 

encounters with her aunts and uncles, especially during family gatherings at Christmas and New 

Year’s. She no longer fought to free herself from their hugs. She snuggled with Aunt Patricia and

Uncle Joe and Aunt Kat as they read books to her, and she joyfully flew through our house like 

an airplane inside Uncle Josh’s strong arms.

In February, Zulia’s parents – Maura and John – invited the entire family to their house 

for her first birthday party. Everybody showed, Zulia’s aunts and uncles, paternal and maternal 

grandparents. Zulia ate her mother’s yogurt-frosted cupcakes by hand, smearing her face and 

arms, the chair, and those who dared go near. After an hour or so, as the party wore down, Maura

cleaned and deposited Zulia on the hardwood floor while we washed tables, placed paper dishes 
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and cups into waste baskets, and collected scattered bows and gift wrappings. Some retrieved 

their coats, readying to leave. Little Zulia scooted from living room to kitchen, from Aunt 

Patricia’s legs to Uncle Josh’s arms, from her baby walker to the open dishwasher, dodging Joe 

and Kat and all four grandparents, bounding around so rapidly that we had to watch our steps. 

She’d suddenly appear, moving with the confidence of someone caught up in the familiar, 

secure, loving surroundings of home.
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Unrecognized

A friend of mine from college, knowing I had decided to transfer to pharmacy school, 

used to goad me about my career choice. “I heard that pharmacists take pills from big bottles and

put them into little bottles,” he said, smirking.

He’d been admitted to dental school. After I heard this a few times, I hit back. “I may 

have to count pills,” I said, “but you’ll be looking down throats the rest of your life.” In my forty 

years as a pharmacist at two hospitals, I’ve found the job to be much more than counting pills, 

and a significant portion of it to occur behind the scenes. 

Pharmacists save patients’ lives. Many years ago as pharmacy director at a Boston 

hospital, I was reviewing medication requests for our formulary when a staff pharmacist rushed 

into my office to tell me an ICU resident needed assistance. She transferred the call and stood 

next to me as we talked on speakerphone to the resident about a patient who’d attempted suicide 

by drinking a poison.

The time-honored treatment was to infuse intravenous ethyl alcohol in sufficient amounts

to keep the patient intoxicated. By competing with the poison’s metabolism, the alcohol prevents

toxic metabolites from forming, avoids renal failure and metabolic abnormalities, and allows 

time for its removal by dialysis.

I’d encountered this identical situation years earlier at a different hospital. At that time, 

Poison Control helped us determine the ethyl alcohol concentration needed and gave us 

instructions on preparing and filtering the infusions. The patient had done well, and the physician

called days later to thank us. 
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Now, ten years later, with this new patient, there was a superior antidote we wanted to 

try, easier to handle with fewer adverse effects. We consulted Poison Control; they agreed. 

Working with two pharmacists, we obtained an emergency supply from our wholesaler and met 

with the resident to ensure correct dosing and duration. We then prepared and delivered the 

antidote to the patient’s nurse, with instructions for administration. The patient survived with no 

permanent injury.

I once climbed four flights of stairs carrying the clot-buster Alteplase (TPA), to get it 

administered ASAP to a patient suffering a heart attack. The sooner it’s administered, the greater

the amount of heart muscle saved. I took great care getting up those steps rapidly without 

agitating the solution. Vigorous shaking can cause the mixture to form particles prohibiting its 

use. I held one hand firmly onto the banister while my other acted as a stabilizer, keeping the 

mixture from any abrupt movements. 

As I gently handed it over to the critical care nurse, my heart beat wildly. I took a minute 

to catch my breath and wipe sweat from my brow, then walked past the nursing station towards 

the elevator. The cardiologist who’d ordered it looked up from the patient’s chart and smiled, a 

thank you crossing his lips. 

Pharmacists make innovative contributions to health care. An anesthesiologist came 

down to the pharmacy one morning to ask if I’d prepare a new type of mixture for infusion into 

the epidural space. He’d been a Ph.D. researcher in England for ten years before entering an 

accelerated two-year MD program at the University of Miami, Florida. We chatted for a few 

minutes and he presented evidence for this type of therapy and the proposed mixture’s efficacy. 
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When he told me his terminal cancer patient had significant pain despite massive doses of 

narcotics, I was sold.

Epidural analgesia is a technique where the tissue space around the spinal cord is injected

or infused with an analgesic (medication that relieves pain). Benefits include improved pain 

relief (the drug is given directly into the central nervous system), and fewer side effects (the dose

is small so less gets into the circulation). The preparation was a mix of a local anesthetic and a 

narcotic. We figured out the dose and the concentration of each drug to use, ensuring 

compatibility and stability. It worked. It relieved the patient’s pain. Our epidural analgesia 

program grew to include many more patients, and this therapy became an important tool in the 

world of pain relief.

A few months later, while I was checking medication stock on the intensive care unit, the 

Chief of Anesthesia pulled me into a patient’s room and introduced me as “the guy responsible 

for relieving your pain.” Even though the patient was surrounded by wires and tubes and pumps, 

he managed to give me a smile.

Pharmacists are sensitive to the concerns of our patients. One time, we had a patient on 

the hospital’s surgical floor needing pharmacy’s involvement. In addition to having a 

complicated medication regimen, she said she had allergies to inactive ingredients in some of the

brands. She also had an obscure system of self-medication and wanted to take her own drugs. 

Hospitals require patients to use hospital-supplied drugs, which assures that they come from 

reputable suppliers, are properly stored, and are unexpired. An exception is sometimes made – if 

the medications are clearly labeled, identifiable by the pharmacy, and administered by a nurse. 
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Because the resident was so concerned about the patient’s anxiety, we acquiesced, and 

picked up her Tupperware with its hodgepodge of drugs. My assistant director and I spent hours 

sorting, identifying, and organizing her medications.

As we finished up, I noted the time, six pm. I hoped to make my hospital’s book club. We

were to discuss Anne Fadiman’s The Spirit Catches You and You Fall Down, a nonfiction book 

about the tragic mishandling of a child’s seizures. The tragedy occurs because the health care 

team fails to take into account the child’s Hmong culture. The group was to meet at 6:30.

My assistant had to leave, so I brought the Tupperware full of organized medications to 

the nursing unit and reviewed them with the nurse and resident. I needed to talk to the patient. As

we entered the room and the resident introduced me as “The Pharmacist,” the patient became 

agitated and pointed at me. “That’s the guy who’s screwing me up!” she said. I wanted to protest,

but considered her perspective. In her mind, I was screwing with her “system,” something she 

had worked hard to create. I smiled and assured her she could take her own medications, with 

our supervision, of course. 

Arriving at the book club at 7:30, I told the group about the similarity of what I’d just 

experienced and the book’s message. “I was upset,” I said, “but I had respected her fear, which I 

interpreted as her ‘culture.’”

One evening the pharmacy got a call that a patient had refractory thrombocytopenia 

(abnormally low platelets), a potentially life-threatening condition, and needed a rarely-used 

medication. If the patient couldn’t be treated within an hour or two, she’d have to be transferred 

to another hospital, causing a delay in her treatment and creating the added costs of an 

ambulance and an admission to a more expensive tertiary care center.
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Working against the clock, we contacted several neighboring hospitals to locate adequate 

supply of the medication. We sent our carrier, figured out the dose with the resident and a 

consulting hematologist, and readied ourselves to mix it upon arrival. When it arrived, we 

prepared and delivered it to the patient’s nurse, and the patient’s platelets eventually returned to 

safe levels. This, of course, occurred at the end of a long day.

Pharmacy students were rounding on that unit so I asked them to keep tabs on this 

patient. They reported that just before discharge, she gave a gift of thanks. “She’s a professional 

singer,” the student said. “She sang ‘O Danny Boy’ for St. Patrick’s Day, to thank all the nurses 

and residents.” 

I resented that our work had gone unnoticed. No one knew that three of us had stayed 

hours after our shift to make sure things went perfectly. Then I caught myself. I tried to 

remember that we don’t work for accolades; we work to get our patients well. 

This episode was typical of the work pharmacists do every day – lifesaving, innovative, 

sensitive to patients’ concerns, and unrecognized. That night, after the infusion was safely 

administered, and she was on her way to recovery, I threw on my coat and said goodbye to the 

evening staff. As I exited the hospital and stepped into the damp, cold, winter night, I clenched 

my fist tight and punched the air in victory. 
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Harold

One evening while I was on vacation, my new boss called to tell me Harold had collapsed

in the pharmacy and died. They held his funeral service the next morning at a local Jewish 

cemetery in Peabody. It was overcast and misty as I parked my car and walked on wet grass up a 

small hill to join the pharmacy group, all standing quietly, waiting. Someone handed me a 

yarmulke, which I donned like the others. The Rabbi had just finished asking them about Harold.

Before I could contribute, he began speaking. 

“Harold was a simple man,” he said. “Extremely mild mannered and soft spoken. Very 

gentle, very kind. Absolutely dedicated to his profession, to serving his patients at the hospital. 

He was reliable and thoughtful and compassionate.” This Rabbi, who’d never met Harold, had 

captured the man’s essence. We were devastated but grateful hearing these truths spoken so 

eloquently. It was as if he had absorbed our love for Harold and declared it to the heavens. 

Truth was, I hadn’t always revered Harold. When I first worked with him at our busy 

300-bed acute care hospital, I thought he was too old school and interpreted his quiet, no-

nonsense manner to be that of a snob. Exceedingly quiet, voice scarcely rising above a whisper, 

he was in his sixties, of average height, stocky, and balding, and with his old-fashioned glasses 

and short white pharmacy jacket – which he always wore – nerd-like. He constantly stayed busy 

and rarely spoke about anything but the pharmacy task at hand. 

In contrast, I considered myself “new” school. I’d just graduated pharmacy college and 

thought my generation of pharmacists was at the forefront of a revolution. Our professors said 

we received "more formal instruction in pharmacology that any physician,” and our duty was “to

expand the reach of clinical pharmacy for the betterment of patient care.” So when I got hired 

and met several like-minded pharmacists, revolution seemed feasible. We wanted greater 
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involvement in patient drug therapy. We wanted to make medication suggestions to physicians, 

to participate in clinical rounds, to perform medication counseling, to become active members of 

the hospital’s clinical committees.

But our boss, the pharmacy director for over thirty years, had a different view. Despite a 

physician staff that welcomed our input, she kept us sequestered inside the walls of the pharmacy

doing old-style dispensing chores, counting and pouring, filling and delivering. I tried to help us 

move forward, volunteering unpaid hours to attend morning resident rounds and writing a 

pharmacy newsletter on drug therapy for Parkinson’s Disease, but she angrily shot me down, no 

thank you. When I suggested to a coworker that things would improve eventually, he responded, 

“I’ll die, eventually.” Everyone hoped she’d retire. Harold, nearing retirement himself, never 

joined in on our carping.

Harold seemed content. He routinely arrived early for his evening shift, never called out 

sick, seldom took time off. Administration had to pressure him to take leave when his vacation 

hours hit a maximum. He fulfilled nursing’s every wish, sometimes delivering medications 

immediately to their units, even if they weren’t needed till later. When we answered the phones 

they’d ask, “Can I speak to Harold?” He treated our boss like a queen, jumping to attention 

whenever she spoke. Near the end of my day shift I’d slow down and converse with the others. 

Harold would arrive before three, put his head down to begin working, and passive-aggressively 

bang the metal Kardexes (patient medication profiles) around, barely speaking, irritated we 

weren’t keeping busy. I saw him as a holier-than-thou kiss ass.

Eventually, I learned how to handle the boss. I quit offering suggestions and focused on 

dispensing, just like Harold. We had floor-to-ceiling wooden beams in the department. When she

came out of her office, I made sure a beam came between us. The more I stayed out of her mind, 
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out of her sight, the better we got on. Since the assistant director ran operations anyway, our lack

of interaction hardly mattered.

Then the assistant director quit and I inherited his duties, without the title, and had to 

work with the boss directly. She criticized my every action and my every proposal. “If you can’t 

do the drug order correctly, we’ll have to get someone else.” If I gave an employee a good 

evaluation, she told me how bad they were and issued a sarcastic, “Everyone’s perfect!” When I 

met with pharmaceutical representatives, she criticized my cordiality. “You’re being too good to 

them. Be quick and get them out!”

The pharmacy staff, with the exception of Harold, complained about her rude behavior, 

and noted how other hospitals paid better and treated pharmacists more professionally. We lost 

so many employees during this period that I needed to work double shifts – from 7 am to 11:30 

pm, returning the next day for a 7 am to 6:30 pm stretch – and double assignments, staffing both 

the IV Room and Main Pharmacy. 

I found this exhilarating early on. I felt like an athlete, dodging and crashing through 

interactions and problems, getting the right meds to the right patients at the right times. And I 

was gratified that my innovative scheduling preserved the quality of our pharmacy service 

despite diminishing numbers of employees. But as the months wore on, I began to falter and 

worried about patient safety. I arrived home exhausted but agitated, barely able to sleep, only to 

return for another round. Word got out about the sorry state of our pharmacy, so there was scant 

hope we’d get replacements soon. I’d never been a quitter, but one night I called my father to 

discuss leaving… the others left, why couldn’t I? “She’ll be gone soon,” he said, “It’ll get better. 

Hang in there.”
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Harold hung in there. In fact, he took on extra hours and new duties. This included 

training to operate the IV Room – a challenge for any pharmacist – and working double shifts 

and arriving early the next day for another bout of excessive hours. 

I started to appreciate Harold. His toughness, his no-nonsense work ethic, his reluctance 

to call out sick, to take time off; his willingness to help any way he could. I became acutely 

aware of how well Harold was serving our patients, patients who would never know of his 

sacrifice, during this time of tremendous turmoil, to ensure their medications were supplied 

accurately and without delay. Because of Harold, their drug therapy never became compromised.

It’s a tribute to Harold that our pharmacy ran so seamlessly, as smoothly as it had when we were 

fully staffed.

I became so accustomed to Harold’s reliability that it was a shock when he actually 

hesitated one day at a request. He said “okay,” but something was amiss.

“Harold, are you sure you can do all these extra hours?”

“Yes. Anything you need.” 

“Let’s go into my office,” I said.

I shut the door. “Harold, please tell me what’s wrong.”

“Joe, my Auntie lives with me. She’s old. I take care of her. She’s been nervous being 

alone so much lately. I’ll figure something out.” 

“No Harold,” I said. “I’ll figure something out.”

I fixed the schedule so Harold could serve Auntie and the pharmacy. Knowing his desire 

for privacy, I never brought it up again. A few weeks later, Harold took me aside one afternoon 

in the pharmacy, saying he wanted to give me a message. He clenched his fist to his chest and 

said – quietly so no one could hear – “You’ve got it!” Then he looked into my eyes and said it 
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again. “You’ve really got it!” He was declaring me a caring manager, a compliment I’ve always 

cherished. 

One evening the boss announced she’d be taking the next day off because of an 

impending snowstorm. She told me I’d have to take her place coordinating the morning’s 

Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee meeting. I’d never even attended a meeting, and didn’t 

want to lead one unprepared and embarrass myself before members of the medical and surgical 

physician staff. I was working that evening, so the only time I had to prepare was after 11:30 pm 

– if we had a smooth night and didn’t need to work even later. She handed me the meeting 

materials, grabbed her coat and left. 

Minutes later, I approached Harold at the medication processing workbench in the main 

pharmacy. It was a rare quiet time – no phone calls, few orders – just me and Harold. I told him 

about the stress I’d been feeling and my difficulties with the boss. Harold stopped transcribing an

order and leaned in close so as not to miss a word. When I mentioned how she’d threatened me, 

saying she’d replace me with “someone else,” Harold looked up through his black and white 

crooked glasses and, in an angry whisper, declared her a “son of a bitch!” 

Seldom have I appreciated an outburst of support as much as I did that panicked evening. 

He was acknowledging my stress and recognizing my work. I felt grateful, in this mess, to have 

such a friend, to be less alone.

Since Harold had once been a hospital pharmacy director, he had experience running 

Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committees. I mentioned my assignment, and he said he’d stay with 

me till I felt ready. Around 11:15 pm, I began my review while he manned the pharmacy. When 

a topic came up I didn’t understand, I consulted Harold. He defined my role – what was expected

regarding the agenda and minutes. One item was a request for a cardiac stress testing drug I 
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knew nothing about. Harold informed me that the requesting doctor would present the drug and 

that the chairman, not me, would lead the follow-up discussion and the committee members’ 

vote, putting my mind at ease. 

Over the next few years, after the boss retired and we finally got staff, Harold continued 

handling the evening shift – consistently, reliably, kindly. When I saw Harold leaving at night, 

walking out with groups of nurses, I saw smiles on the nurses’ faces. He was their trusted friend. 

And no matter how difficult Harold’s shift had been, he exuded happiness, as if this profession, 

this hospital, these people, were what made his life worth living.

Finishing for the night at 12:30, we locked up, set the security alarm, and jiggled both 

doors to make sure the place was secure. As we left the building, the blizzard lit up the night, 

snowflakes reflecting the floodlights, white flecks shooting from the black sky. We headed 

across the street to our cars in the garage, side by side, our shoes imprinting the snowy ground, 

the snow-filled wind blasting our faces, our wool coats and my hair whitening with the storm’s 

flakes, Harold’s bald head acquiring a whitish sheen.
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In Error

When my three children were growing up, I panicked whenever I saw something 

electrical in the bathroom, even with the outlets ground-faulted. I walked in and there it was, a 

hair-dryer plugged into an outlet, on the sink’s edge, just waiting to drop into some water. I 

unplugged it, and scolded anyone within earshot. 

I didn’t want my family in the sky. I heard the arguments about flying being safer than 

driving, but the thought of us sitting in a pressurized tube above the clouds, a mile from the 

earth?

After I parked my car atop our hill at home, I stuck a block of wood under a tire. What if 

I failed to put the car in park or pull the emergency brake tight? I had this image of walking into 

our living room at the end of my workday and through our big picture window seeing my car 

taking off down the street and me giving chase. The wooden block kept me calm.

When my daughters’ left plugged-in hair-straightening irons on their bedroom floor, I 

envisioned smoke and fire and flipped out. Not that they listened, as two burned-in-oak floor 

tattoos can attest. 

Being cautious can be a good thing. But my cautiousness had a desperate, obsessive 

quality that set my family on edge. The kids thought I was a hysteric. My wife thought I was a 

hysteric who cried wolf. I thought I was the product of my job, hospital pharmacy director. 

The panic I felt when we made that chemo error hasn’t left me, and it’s been decades. I 

see error potential everywhere.

 

The chemotherapy error happened on a beautiful spring Saturday morning, when I was 

supervising the pharmacy. The chemo medication had two well-known regimens, low-dose and 
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high-dose. The high dose regimen had severe side effects, and needed to be followed by a 

“rescue” antidote.

The oncologist ordered the low-dose regimen. When a pharmacist transcribed the order, 

he unwittingly added an extra zero. A second pharmacist mixed and delivered the ten-fold dose. 

After the infusion began, the error was discovered by the patient’s nurse, and the drug 

discontinued. 

When I received the nurse’s call, I was deeply shaken. We determined that the patient 

had received one-third of the mixture, large enough to warrant the antidote. A covering medical 

doctor told me the oncologist would be “available at five.” When I said we should give the 

antidote, he said “Yes, give it,” and asked me to decide the dose and route. I wrote the order, the 

medical doctor authorized it, and the nurse administered it. 

 I recalled something a professor had told us in pharmacy school: “Healthcare is a funny 

thing. You can go your whole life helping patients in every possible way. You can bend over 

backwards, make yourself sick with sacrifice. But if you slip up, just once, you’ll be ‘that guy 

who killed Mrs. Jones.’” 

If the patient had received the high dose without the antidote, she could have died. As 

supervisor of operations, I was responsible. I arrived home that day convinced I had failed to 

create a safe chemotherapy workflow, and had placed this patient’s life at risk. If the nurse 

hadn’t noticed the error, “that guy who killed Mrs. Jones” would have been me.

When five pm finally arrived, I called the oncologist and described the error and the 

rescue antidote. He said the extra amount of chemo wouldn’t injure the patient; he frequently 

used this drug in high doses. He thanked me for ensuring the patient received the antidote. The 

patient “will be fine,” he said. I felt profound relief, but I would never forget. This error, which 
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happened early in my career, forever affected the way I have practiced pharmacy and lived my 

life.

Pharmacy has a watchdog organization called the Institute for Safe Medication Practices. 

They publish error reports and recommendations. Its president, Michael Cohen, says that “no one

should expect perfection, zero errors…what we should expect, and what I believe is attainable, 

are zero patient injuries.”2 I’ve used this quote for years as the header of my hospital’s patient 

safety committee agendas. Cohen’s organization highlights the need to accept human fallibility 

and to create processes so that errors, when they occur, won’t hurt patients.

The Institute stresses the importance of focusing on “system” causes of error rather than 

on individual blame. It recommends solutions like computer alerting of overdoses and drug 

interactions, troubleshooting high risk activities like chemotherapy, and never tolerating 

intimidation at the workplace. 

I’ve witnessed workplace intimidation, especially with chemotherapy. Orders can be 

complex, regimens confusing, communication between doctors, pharmacists, and nurses hasty 

and inadequate. I remember receiving orders for high dose chemotherapy and chemo drug 

combinations outside standard medical references and the pharmacy being expected to supply 

these regimens expeditiously. The oncologist wrote the orders, then returned to their offices and 

were sometimes unavailable. The patients waited in their beds or infusion chairs, hoping to get 

their treatments done. The nurses called the pharmacy, wondering what was taking so long. The 

pharmacists and technicians felt pressed to get the drugs mixed and delivered. I told my staff to 

go at a pace that assured safety, to resist being rushed, and if anyone complained, to let me know.

A “safety” mindset for both staff and leadership is vital.

2 Cohen, Michael; Am J Health-Syst Pharm – Vol 59 Aug 15, 2002
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I recently came across a list of traits I believe make for a successful pharmacy leader. It 

appears in U.S. Senator Tammy Duckworth’s memoir, Every Day Is A Gift, in which she quotes 

Harry Reasoner describing the “helicopter pilot” personality type. I’ve substituted in “pharmacy 

leaders”: 

“…[pharmacy leaders] are brooders, introspective anticipators of trouble. They know if 

something bad has not happened, it is about to.”3 

As a director of pharmacy, I learned to appreciate the need to be vigilant, to seek out 

error potential and to mitigate risk. I became an “anticipator of trouble.”

I led a group that created over 200 drug guidelines with information on safety and 

administration that were widely referenced by our clinical staff. They also formed the basis for 

our intravenous pump library and hospital computer system. 

My cautiousness made me loath to purchase items from any but the most respected 

vendors, even during drug shortages. This kept my hospital safe from disasters like that of the 

New England Compounding Center (NECC), source of the “largest public health crisis ever 

caused by a pharmaceutical product”:

In 2012, 753 patients in twenty states were diagnosed with a fungal infection after 

receiving injections of [a Steroid] manufactured by NECC. Of those 753 patients, the 

U.S. Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC) reported that 64 patients died. 

The owner and head pharmacist of NECC was sentenced in 2017 to 108 months in prison

and three years of supervised release…4 

3 Duckworth, Tammy; Every Day Is A Gift, 2021, Twelve; pp. 106-107
4
 Owner of NECC Sentenced for Racketeering Leading to Nationwide Fungal Meningitis; FDA-OCI. U.S. DOJ Press Release – June 26, 2017
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Several years prior to the NECC incident an ophthalmologist at my hospital demanded a 

commercially unavailable product for his cataract operations. He named an area hospital that was

obtaining it from a compounding pharmacy. I consulted with the other ophthalmologists who 

advised me that alternative surgical techniques existed that didn’t require the product. I had 

conversations with the FDA, the Board of Pharmacy, and the American Society of Health-

System Pharmacists (ASHP). The FDA told me there was no raw material they could confirm as 

safe. I presented a risk analysis to our Pharmacy and Therapeutics Committee with the 

recommendation that we refuse to supply it. The doctor took his business elsewhere.  

ASHP interviewed me about my decision-making process. It was reported in the June 25, 

2003 issue of their journal: 

…O’Day said he is concerned about the increasing number of products that are 

unavailable from manufacturers and the lack of control and oversight of compounding 

pharmacies.

When a manufactured product is unavailable and a prescriber wants to use a 

compounded sterile preparation from an outside pharmacy, health-system pharmacists 

must assume the additional role of scrutinizing the outsourced pharmacy, he added.

“Compounding is not my expertise,” he said. “Requiring pharmacists to fulfill 

the role as FDA-inspector of products is inappropriate and can lead to patient harm.” 5

What about those hard-working, dedicated professionals who become involved in 

incidents causing patient harm, or must live with the knowledge that they did something that 

could have caused harm?

5
 Taking full responsibility; Am J Health-Syst Pharm-Vol 60 Jun 15, 2003 pp. 1209-1210
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Many years after my pharmacy’s chemo error, I had a discussion with a friend, one of the

finest pharmacists I know, someone always looking to improve her practice. She recalled an 

error she once made. Realizing what she’d done while driving home after her shift, she called her

supervisor to report it. Even though it was caught in time, she told me she contemplated suicide. 

I understood. When our whole being is focused on helping patients, the thought that we might 

have fallen short is devastating.

A pharmacist nearing retirement told me he hoped to finish his career without killing a 

patient. I’ve seen pharmacists so immobilized by the potential for error that they barely function. 

I remember a pharmacist experiencing such terror when mixing chemo that I had to schedule a 

second pharmacist to assist and reassure her. I’ve also seen pharmacists who’ve made it through 

the agony of an error to become outstanding practitioners, like my friend. 

When author Darin Strauss was a teenager, he was driving a car that hit and killed a 

sixteen-year-old girl on a bike. In his memoir, Half a Life, Strauss describes his years of guilt 

even though, by all indications, he wasn’t at fault. He declares, “Things don’t go away. They 

become you. There is no end…but addition: the trailing consequence of further days and hours. 

No freedom from the past, or from the future.”

That chemo error of so many years ago has become part of me.

“We’re all pretty much able to deal with the worst that life can fire at us, if we simply 

admit that it is very difficult. I think that’s the whole of the answer. We make our way, and effort

and time give us cushion and dignity…so it’s an epiphany after all.”6

6 Strauss, Darin; Half a Life, 2010, Mcsweeney’s; pp. 202-203
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I’ve tried to lighten up with my family. If I see the front door open at night when I arrive 

home, I calmly remind them to close and lock it. Or I mention it to my wife so she can offer her 

low-key warnings. Likewise with the perpetual plugged-in hair-straightening irons and 

hairdryers. 

I used to be wary of natural gas and grateful our home used oil. But after insisting for 

years on grilling with charcoal, I caved to the idea of a gas grill. When I compared it to what I’d 

been using – charcoal + lighting fluid + fumes – gas seemed safer. Besides, gas grilling 

improved our standing in the world of normalcy. 

Kris has always wanted a gas fireplace, but I’ve held her off, reasoning that it doesn’t fit 

our style of house and besides, if we’re going for a fireplace, let’s do traditional. Perhaps we can 

take another look.

A few years ago I flew with my family to Disney World. Then Las Vegas. Maybe we do 

learn from our experiences and mistakes. And prayer. And that wooden block I used to prevent 

the car from rolling down our hill? The conscientious contractor refurbishing our kitchen threw it

out as part of his cleanup and I haven’t replaced it. Yet.

Exceptional

Cathy’s been using the work phone for personal calls, talking to her teenaged kids, 

sometimes even raising her voice and hanging up in angry outbursts. This is a hospital pharmacy 

for God sake, not a day care center. It has to stop. As Director of Pharmacy, it’s my duty to speak

up, to maintain a set the standards for all department employees. If I let this continue, what’s to 
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prevent others from doing the same and this place becoming a free-for-all, with everyone on the 

phones, neglecting their jobs?

“Cathy, do you have a minute? I want to talk to you about something. Let’s go into the 

conference room.” She’s just finished a call. We enter the conference room and I close the 

explosion-proof door. (The door is a remnant from when the room stored flammables like 55 

gallon drums of 95 % alcohol.) I sit at the table’s end and Cathy takes a seat in the corner beside 

me. She looks uneasy. 

She’ll appreciate it if get right to the point, I think. “Cathy, too many personal phone 

calls. It has to stop.”  

Cathy stands and starts sobbing and swearing. “I’m going to f-ing kill myself!” she says. 

“My Goddamn kids! I can’t take this shit anymore! My life sucks! I’ve had it!” She picks a metal

candy plate from the table and makes a wind-up motion to fling it at the wall, like a Frisbee. “I 

feel like throwing this as hard as I can!”

Things I know about Cathy: She has sole responsibility for her teenagers at home; she 

finds her pharmacy job a respite from her troubles; she wants the f-ing calls to stop as much as I 

do.  

I consider my options. I can get tough, tell her that this behavior will not be tolerated, 

prepare to give her a warning or a suspension if she keeps swearing and yelling, or throws the 

candy plate through a wall. This might make her quiet down. It may also push her to walk off the

job or even act out her threat of self-harm. 

Or I can try a nurturing approach. 
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I know what I’ll do. I knew it the moment her face turned crimson, the moment I double-

checked the door to make sure it was closed tight so nobody could hear her cries and threats. I’ll 

do an about-face. 

“Cathy, please sit down and relax. Everything will be okay, I promise. I shouldn’t have 

called you in here like this. I probably had too much coffee. We’ve worked together for how 

many years? You know me, Cathy. I’m just trying to be a good manager; to do my duty. I don’t 

mean any harm. Take a deep breath. Let’s be quiet for a few minutes. Let’s both breathe and 

relax. Can I get you some water? Here, use these tissues. Everything will be fine, I promise.” 

Cathy sits down, wipes her tears, her breathing slows.  

“I can’t control my f-ing kids, Joe. I have to take their calls, to keep them out of trouble.”

“Then take their calls. Then call them when you have to. Don’t worry about me. In fact, 

talk to them on the phone any Goddamn time you need! Do you hear me, Cathy? Don’t worry. 

Do what you have to do. You’re too good a worker. I care for you too much. I want you to be 

happy. The hell with me! I’m sorry I got you so upset.”

Cathy cracks a smile. After we’ve settled, and just before I open the big door and release 

Cathy to the world, we hug.  

Over the next few weeks, Cathy’s calls diminish. She’s using me as her excuse, telling 

her family not to call for trivial stuff, or her boss will fire her. 

This “about-face management technique” probably isn’t part of an MBA management 

course. It may sound like I had wimped out, that when my employee threw a fit, I’d backed 

down, to the detriment of my department. But I didn’t back down, and it didn’t hurt my 

department. Cathy wasn’t screwing around by taking those calls. She was trapped in a difficult 
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situation. I respected her as an employee and I appreciated the difficulties she was having at 

home. I also worried about her health – she was severely obese and I believe her extreme 

response to our sit-down reflected her level of stress. Finally, importantly, she was a top-notch 

employee. 

Cathy was one of the smartest and hardest-working pharmacy technicians I’d ever 

employed. She’d gotten our pharmacy through difficult times. During a period of high turnover, 

she made herself available as best she could, often changing plans to accommodate the 

pharmacy. She was so skilled at mixing chemotherapy that the nurses begged that she be the 

assigned technician on busy clinic days. When pharmacists were scheduled with her, they knew 

their shift would go well, and they appreciated her quickness and accuracy and the great value 

she provided for questions of chemo mixing technique. Even though her personal calls for a time

had become excessive, they rarely interfered with her work, and she was now trying to keep 

them at bay.

Cathy continued for many years to do a phenomenal job. When I left that hospital and 

took a new position at a hospital in Boston, I hired her into an evening per-diem job, doing 

patient charges and credits. She traveled the twenty miles to Boston after shifts at her full-time 

job to work with us, to help me out. I was overjoyed when I’d see her arrive, because I knew that

when I left for the night and said goodbye to her I was leaving behind someone I could trust to 

do anything asked of her, exceptionally well. 

We placed stacks of medication charge sheets on a desk for Cathy to work through, out in

the main area where the evening pharmacist and technician processed orders. Cathy plowed 

through the charges and made herself available, if a medication needed to be delivered STAT to 

a nursing unit, or if the processing of orders needed an experienced hand. All I had to do was pay
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her a decent wage, let her make a few personal calls, and be a loyal and respectful boss and 

trusted friend.

Writer

I’m sitting in the black leather chair that we got from my mother-in-law’s house when the

house was sold. We placed it in a corner of our master bedroom and kept an exercise ball on top 

of it. For years, the chair had no sitters. Perhaps I sat on it once or twice, but I can’t remember. A
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few years ago my wife Kris asked to throw it out to reduce clutter. “No,” I said, “It’s my writing 

chair.” Someday, I thought, I’ll sit there and be a writer.

I’ve wanted to be a writer for decades. I thought I could get started when I took a 

graduate course taught by the same professor I had ten years before as an undergraduate college 

freshman, though things didn’t begin well back then when she gave me a D on my first paper. “I 

couldn’t believe it when I saw it,” I told her. 

“I couldn’t believe it when I read it,” she said. I ended up with a C in her class and we 

became lifelong friends.

I’m uncomfortable in my chair, so I grab the lumbar cushion I picked up years before and

insert it behind my back for support. Like the chair, I got this cushion to prop up my writing. 

I found her graduate course “Writing the Essay” to be an exciting semester of creation, a 

weekly process of topic selection and drafting and re-writing and polishing and workshopping. 

But like my first freshman English paper, it started bad. From my initial essay, she said she 

envisioned me to be a snob, the type of guy who prefers to “stand alone by himself at a party, 

speaking to no one.” When I quit trying to write like I thought a writer should write and instead 

focused on saying what I wanted to say as clearly as I could, I started to improve. The course 

was an incredible amount of work, and it was immensely satisfying. 

One of the essays was about my father. Although his college major was Biology, he’d 

minored in English and stressed the importance of English and literature and writing. Science 

was my forte – I became a pharmacist – but Dad’s ideas lingered.

I’m settled in with my tea (decaf – Irish black), and iTunes selection (U2-Beautiful Day) 

blasting through the stereo. Kris comes up the stairs, opens the door, scans the room, scopes me 

out in the far right-hand corner – grooving to the music, tapping away at my laptop – and cracks 
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up. “What’s going on?” she asks. “Why are you way over there?” When I say I have writer’s 

block and needed a change in venue, I too crack up.

As Kris can confirm, I’ve been thinking about writing for a quarter of a century. My 

output consists of a handful of essays and writings that are in storage, remnants of courses taken 

and attempts on my own. I’ve kept a journal over the years but my handwriting’s so shoddy that 

I can barely understand what’s written. Getting a computer helped make my journaling legible, 

but I think my time is better spent on more purposeful, complete pieces. 

When my graduate essay class began with the assignment that we jot down the reason we

became writers, I felt like a fraud. I’d never published, was no master of words, and didn’t think 

I had the talent. But as the course progressed, as I picked a new subject each week, as I interacted

with the other students, giving and receiving criticism, I came to believe that the act of writing 

was the act of a writer. That when I put pen to paper, when I banged out words on my computer 

and re-worked and buffed up ideas and paragraphs and got feedback and strived to say what I 

meant in the clearest and most coherent way – when I did the work of a writer – I was a writer. 

After we finish laughing, Kris tells me she’ll go shopping for a few hours. She shuts the 

door behind, leaving me alone in my black leather chair in the corner with my leg propped up on 

the exercise ball. During the interruption, my laptop had fallen asleep, its screen darkened. I tap 

the keys, the screen awakens.
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The Respect A Critic Can Give

When I draft a piece of writing, and believe I have something compelling to say, I often 

ask my wife Kris to give it a read. What does she think of the subject matter? Will others find it 

interesting? Does she have ideas that might enhance the piece? “Don’t do any editing,” I say. 

“It’s a tryout, thoughts scribbled on paper, an attempt at a story.”

After getting her feedback, if I’m convinced it has potential – interesting enough to 

engage a reader without leaving a “wasted-time” aftertaste – I’ll get working on it, expanding on 
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ideas, going off on tangents, reworking paragraphs to figure out points. When I’ve written and 

rewritten everything I have to say, and like the way I’ve said it, I’ll ask Kris to take another look.

She’ll moan that she’s read “that one.” But after I tell her that it’s much different, nearly 

finished, and want to see if she senses anything “off,” or interfering with the story’s flow, she 

relents. I hand her a copy on a clipboard, together with her favorite Paper Mate InkJoy red pen, 

and warn that if she finds too many problems, makes too many red marks, I’ll ask her to read it 

once more. This usually guarantees that she’ll find the paper “fine as is,” or needing “some 

minor corrections,” spelling errors or grammar glitches. To my wife’s credit, there are still times 

when she uncovers and announces some major pitfall and eats the penalty of another read. Such 

is love.

I currently have a professor who has no such penalties hovering over his editing. He’s 

overseeing a graduate-level directed-study course on my thesis. Every two weeks, when I submit 

two or three papers, I’m hoping he’ll return them to me with accolades like “really good,” or 

“wonderful.” But, inevitably, he finds problems, and I get them back with his edits, comments, 

and suggestions. Each time this happens, I go through an emotion-laden “process.” The greater 

the complexity of his critique, the greater the intensity of my process. 

It goes like this. I receive a piece with feedback. I get disappointed and conclude I’m not 

the writer I thought. I get a grip and make myself do a close reading of what my professor is 

saying, try to see my paper through his eyes. I start doubting I can pull off his suggestions. I 

become afraid that tampering with the piece will make it even worse. A voice in my head – or an

urge; I’m not sure which – pushes me to just scrap the thing and start over. 

But there’s something inside me that overrules the naysayers of my mind. My 

stubbornness. I complete what I’ve committed myself to. No matter what I’m feeling, I sit down 
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and do the work, the multiple rewrites, with the critique in mind. And my pieces become more 

interesting and more vital, which always gives me a pleasant surprise. 

Some of my professor’s comments have been repeated: “give examples, needs specifics, 

too abstract, provide details.” These unsettle me because having to provide details and examples 

puts me back to work rewriting what I’ve already rewritten multiple times. In order to improve 

upon this paper on criticism, I’ll now provide details and examples of how I go about this. 

In a piece I’d written about an elderly man at the YMCA named Hy, I told how he went 

out of his way to make a woman feel comfortable in the weight room, which was predominantly 

inhabited by males. I said:

Hy walked over one night and asked about the photo appearing on her t-shirt. She told 

him it was a picture of a prominent feminist and talked about the feminist’s life. Hy told 

us later what he’d learned, of the feminist, and of the woman. On subsequent days, she 

became more comfortable and outgoing, and we began embracing her as one of us. When

she was using the bench press, we asked if she needed a spot, and we shared things about 

our own lives and asked about hers. 

Referring to that final line, my professor suggested a “specific or two.” I tried, but 

couldn’t recall a specific example of us “sharing things about our own lives and [asking] about 

hers.” As I reread the entire paragraph, I discovered other things I couldn’t validate: 1) If the 

photo on the woman’s shirt was of a prominent feminist; 2) What Hy had told us about the 

woman in the t-shirt; 3) How we’d embraced her as one of us. I considered cutting the entire 

paragraph, but Hy’s kind gesture to the woman deserved to be represented. So I wrote down the 

facts as I knew them and decided on the following: 
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Hy walked over to her one night and asked about the photo appearing on her t-shirt. It 

was a picture of a famous woman whom she named. I don’t recall what Hy told us about 

her or the woman on the shirt, but I remember his approving smile. I still see them 

standing together near the Universal Gym, engaged in quiet conversation. She’s halted 

her exercise, giving Hy her full attention. He’s posture-straight, hands at his side, looking

at her with curiosity, with interest, then walking away as the woman resumes her 

workout. It was as if an elder had finally acknowledged her presence, had finally 

welcomed her into membership as a YMCA regular. 

My professor’s request for “a specific or two” had made the scene truer and more 

satisfying to me as a writer and had respected Hy’s overture. Details and examples are the 

evidence backing up what’s claimed in a general statement. The work of providing examples not 

only makes us draw a picture of what’s happening – the showing (vs. telling) of writing – but 

also helps us discover truth in what we’re trying to say. 

I’ve always found it reassuring when a professor has pointed out writing from an 

acclaimed author that falls short. This does nothing, in my eyes, to diminish them, but instead 

makes me think that if even wonderful writers sometimes falter, perhaps there’s hope for me. 

I first read George Orwell when I was assigned his 1984 as a college freshman. He’s one 

of my favorites, one of my heroes. I love his clear, concise prose. I remember an English 

professor once pointing out flaws in 1984. She thought it contained uninteresting passages that 

contributed little to the story. It fascinated me that a renowned book by a renowned author could 

have such failings. 
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Another example. In George Saunders’ magnificent book, A Swim In A Pond In The 

Rain, he gives lessons on writing using as examples masterpieces of the great Russian short-story

writers of the nineteenth century. One of the stories he most admires is Leo Tolstoy’s “Master 

and Man.” Section VI of that story, Saunders’ says, is “one of my favorites in all of literature.” 

Saunders, who has taught in the creative writing program at Syracuse for years, and is himself 

widely read and accomplished – having been awarded the Man Booker Prize – has surely read 

countless masterpieces, and he places Section VI of “Master and Man” atop his list of favorites. 

What strikes me are not only his thoughts about the greatness of section VI, but what he says 

about section VII – that Tolstoy’s rendering of a character named Nikita in section VII, is “…

less. Less interesting, less detailed. Nikita seems too good to be true…I feel that Tolstoy may 

have a touch of that which he accuses Vasili (the main character) of: a failure to regard Nikita as 

a full human being.” What I take from Saunders’ comments about section VII is that even the 

best writers can be flawed, even within their best stuff. 

If a critic could have made Tolstoy feel unsettled about Section VII of his short-story 

“Master and Man,” perhaps he would have written better about Nikita. Maybe discomfort 

resulting from criticism isn’t a bad thing. Maybe it’s one of the most helpful things that can 

occur. After all, who wants to be a comfortably poor writer?

Author Colum McCann, who teaches in the Hunter College MFA program, wants his 

students unsettled. In Letters to a Young Writer: 

“Each year my first class in the Hunter College MFA program begins with the statement 

that I won’t be able to teach the students anything at all…I can teach you nothing. Now 

that you know this, go learn. In the end I’m guiding them toward the fire in the hope that 

they will recognize the places where they will, most certainly, be burned…One of the 
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best places for writers to be is facing the burning wall, with only the virtues of stamina, 

desire, and perseverance to propel them across to the other side. And breach the wall they

do: some tunnel, some climb, some bulldoze. Not with my help, but by going properly 

inside themselves …”

In one of my graduate writing courses, our professor spoke about writing’s relationship to

criticism. He emphasized ownership in what we write. He said he always has someone read his 

pieces because it “opens him up” to alternative ways of looking at what he’s written. He 

recommended we develop “tough hides” and look squarely at the criticism we receive, to “use 

what helps and discard what doesn’t.” And to never forget, through it all, that “our work belongs 

to us” and is the result of the choices we make.

What kind of writer do I want to be? According to what I’ve been presenting (and agree 

with) in this paper, my job as a writer is to go inside myself, to face the burning wall with only 

the virtues of stamina, desire, and perseverance to propel me to the other side. To develop a 

tough hide, and to take from criticism what is useful. In the end, what matters is the quality of 

what’s on the page. 

What do I want from my critic? In answering, I’m reminded of a movie I saw many years

ago. Called Girlfight, it came out in 2000 and starred Michelle Rodriguez in the role of Diana, a 

troubled Brooklyn girl who trains to become a boxer. There’s a memorable scene near the 

movie’s end. Dianna goes into the ring with her boyfriend Adrian (played by Santiago Douglas) 

and they have a serious boxing match, neither holding back. He fights her as if she’s a male 

opponent, landing some solid punches. After they finish, she says something I’ll never forget. He

wonders if she’s angry, if their relationship is done. He asks, “So, now I lose your respect, huh?’ 
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Dianna answers “No,” then says, “Adrian, you boxed with me like I was any other guy. You 

threw down and you showed me respect. Don’t you see what that means?” she says. 

A critic’s feedback may by unpleasant, it may knock me on my ass, make me go through 

my emotion-clogged rewriting process. But if it makes sense and improves my writing, then I 

want my critic to have at it. When I write, I give my all. When I’m critiqued, I want my critic’s 

all, so that I can unequivocally say, “You threw down and you showed me respect.”

Rousing Bits of Assorted Wholes

Every December I used to rip out listings of best books of the year from The New York 

Times and The Boston Globe and store them in the glove compartment of my car, at the ready for

when I could get to a bookstore. I did the same with winners of the Pulitzer Prizes and the 

National Book Awards and the National Book Critics Circle Awards. And when NPR’s Tom 

Ashbrook had his wintertime discussion of the year’s best with a distinguished panel on his “On 

Point” podcast, I jotted down the titles and saved those too. 
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I purchased some of the books if they were in softcover, but held back from expensive 

hardcovers, unless there was a big discount or for some reason I just had to have them. Many of 

these wound up in my bookcase unread, which wasn’t my intention when I took them home with 

me, thrilled as I was to be in possession of the year’s best. I tried not to feel bad since I could 

read them any time I wanted. Many, however, remained shelved and untouched for a long while, 

gathering dust, which I can attest to because I needed a dust rag whenever I reorganized my 

bookcase. I was pleasantly surprised though, coming across great books I forgot I owned.

Books I did read weren’t necessarily on any “best” lists. Many were those I chanced upon

when browsing a bookshop or library or sought out after reading a compelling review. Some 

were recommended by friends as outrageously good but barely known. A professor I had for a 

course called “On Essays” once showed us her copy of W. Jackson Bate’s biography of Samuel 

Johnson. When I asked if I could see it, she said, “You can touch it,” and handed me the worn 

tape-repaired softcover, keeping her eye on me. She said she had audited Bate’s Harvard course 

on Johnson. I treated her book like the gem she thought she had, and handed it back to her, safe 

and sound. I ordered my own copy and read it cover to cover and it’s now in the “favorites” 

section of my own bookcase, hidden from borrowers.

I had the greatest respect for this professor. She imbued enthusiasm into everything she 

taught. In her “Essay” classes (she also taught “Writing the Essay”), we read works of Johnson, 

Charles Lamb, George Orwell, Michel de Montaigne, EB White, JB Priestly, Scott Russell 

Sanders, Henry David Thoreau, and William Hazlitt. I sought out additional writings by these 

authors, some of which I loved, and happily discovered an entire collection of Hazlitt’s works in 

Salem State University’s Library. 
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I’ve come to believe that what’s best for me isn’t necessarily something branded as best 

by experts. What’s best for me is something I’ll read. I’ll read if the reading makes me feel at 

home, or triggers my curiosity, or is suggested by someone I admire. I’ll read if reading remedies

a rift in my understanding.

A few years ago, as I was looking through old family photos, I found a picture of my 

paternal grandmother sitting comfortably in her cushioned chair engrossed in a hardcover. I 

never knew her – she died before my birth – but I obtained a copy of that book, thinking it would

be a connection with this woman my father had so revered. Titled “The Wayward Pilgrims,” the 

novel was written by a New England author, Gerald Warner Brace.

I thought its story – a lonely university instructor falls for a mysterious woman who 

opens his heart to life’s magnificence – wise and well-written. My father had told me how kind 

and loving his mother was. And strong – she came to the U.S. from Ireland at sixteen, by herself,

and made a good life with my grandfather and her three children in Salem. I didn’t know much 

more, and I regretted never being able to know her. I loved that my grandmother had read this 

sensitive piece of literary fiction, and that it had given me a hint of her interests.

A book like “The Wayward Pilgrims” may not receive an award or get selected as the 

year’s finest, but that doesn’t mean it lacks value. In fact, value can be found even in literature 

that might not work as a totality, because there may be satisfying bits of writing. I remember 

once in a writing workshop listening to a student present his paper about a trip to Iowa, 

describing the barren weather he encountered and his visits to a hospital to be with his gravely ill

girlfriend. He described how, when he embraced her, his hand sunk inside a gap in her back, a 

result of surgery. Classmates critiqued his attempts to intersperse the desolateness of the weather 

with the hopelessness of cancer. 
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As an aside, he mentioned a woman he saw every day in the waiting room, and got to 

know her, and described their conversations. The woman was attractive but plain, quiet but 

friendly. Her life was filled with books. She rarely went out socially, was perfectly content with 

her simple, bookish life. They developed a rapport, and it comforted him during this difficult 

time. I wanted to know her better, what books she read, where she was from originally, what her 

childhood was like, where she’d gone to school, what she did for work, what her relationship 

was to the person she was visiting. To me, she was the most captivatingly real part of the piece, 

as if the author relaxed when writing about her, not forcing things, savoring the memory.

In comparison, I found the main thread’s artistic thrust less interesting. I didn’t get a clear

image of the man’s partner, nor did I find the relating of Iowa’s barrenness and gloomy story 

convincing. Some students thought the narrator’s descriptions of his partner came across as 

sexist, and that the barrenness theme wasn’t working. Nobody mentioned the woman in the 

waiting room. It’s now decades later and I still think about this woman. I wish I’d spoken up so 

the writer could have known how interesting she was to at least one of us and perhaps done more

with her character. 

 A written work’s major point can be so riveting that the literary assessment of the piece 

as a whole is less important. There’s a short essay, “Small Gestures,” by psychiatrist and 

professor Robert Coles, from his book Harvard Diary, about an encounter he has with a 

distraught Harvard student. She’s been bullied by a privileged male student who writes for 

Harvard’s daily newspaper (The Harvard Crimson). She’s poor and cleans rooms at the campus 

through the university’s work-study program. She tells Coles that the Crimson guys: 

write great editorials and book reviews … always telling us how rotten apartheid is in 

South Africa … how rotten our foreign policy is … One morning I came into that room, 
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and I got talking with one of those guys … He had all these great posters in his room – 

denouncing South Africa and reminding you how much hunger there is in Africa … The 

next thing I knew … he was propositioning me … I tried to stop him and get away – well,

I had a tough time. He was a real skunk! He had a foul mouth on him … The worst of it 

wasn’t that a guy was putting the make on me … The worst of it was that he was the guy.

Coles concludes the piece with a reminder that character is reflected in behavior. 

“Character, my father used to tell me, is what you’re like when no one’s watching you – or, I 

guess, when you forget that others are watching… Let those of us who find that words come 

easy, and who like to play with ideas, and call the attention of others to our words and ideas, 

beware. Our jeopardy is real and continuing.”

“Small Gestures” is one of my favorite essays, one I’ve reread and made copies of for 

friends. It’s a simple story, with a profound message. It wasn’t selected for Best American 

Essays, wasn’t inside a best-selling book, or one that’s even stocked in most bookstores. It’s 

something I came across by chance, something I feel fortunate to have discovered.

An absorbing minor character or scene can make the reading of even a large book 

worthwhile. I never read anything by Stephen King until I came across an intriguing review in 

The Boston Globe about his book, 11/22/63, and decided to have a go. Its story sucked me in 

immediately. An English teacher named Jake Epping discovers a portal to the past. He’ll try to 

upend the assassination of President Kennedy. Early on, Jake is shown in his present-day life 

teaching an adult-ed class. One of his students, Harry, is a brain-damaged man who’s written a 

paper about his injury. One evening, when Harry was ten, his father came home drunk and went 

berserk, killing the boy’s mother and little sister and two brothers, hitting Harry on the head and 
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leg with a sledgehammer. Despite the tragedy, he’s lived a productive life. He limps and has 

trouble speaking, but his writing is plain and direct.

Jake reads this and is overwhelmed. He resolves to intervene. He travels to the past, is at 

the scene, outside the family’s house prior to the assault, hiding in the bushes, gun in hand. He’s 

been receiving enigmatic messages about the past being resilient, resistant to change. As the 

calamity draws near, Jake is accosted by a stranger who holds him at gunpoint. After they 

struggle, Jake breaks free and gets inside the house the moment the father’s drunken rage begins.

Jake ultimately shoots the father and helps save Harry and his siblings. 

As the tension mounted, nothing else existed in my world. I was there, next to Jake, 

helping him get that bastard. When he succeeded, I punched the air and shouted “Yes!” (I was 

upstairs, no one could hear.) 11/22/63 had other intense moments, but none – with the exception 

of a love affair between Jake and a woman of the past – was as vivid and thrilling to me as that 

episode. 

A quick perusal through my bookcase brings back favorites from my reading life. 

Scott Russell Sanders’ essay, “Reasons of The Body.” About sports and manhood and 

nonverbal communication between fathers and sons. As if Sanders had taken my relationship 

with my own father and with sports and served them up with passion. “Now that sports have 

begun to give me lessons in mortality, I realize they have also been giving me, all the while, 

lessons in immortality. These games, these contests, these grunting conversations of body to 

body, father to son, are not substitutes for some way of being alive. They are the sweet and 

sweaty thing itself.” This is from Secrets of The Universe, a book of his essays I picked up at the 

Buck-A-Book shop.
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Lessons in mortality can similarly describe EB White’s essay “Once More To The Lake,”

about White taking his young son to the lake he’d enjoyed as a boy. After a thunderstorm, 

White’s son decides to follow other campers into the lake. He notices the boy’s shiver: 

When the others went swimming, my son said he was going in too. He pulled his 

dripping trunks from the line where they had hung all through the shower and wrung 

them out. Languidly, and with no thought of going in, I watched him, his hard little body,

skinny and bare, saw him wince slightly as he pulled up around his vitals the small, 

soggy, icy garment. As he buckled the swollen belt, suddenly my groin felt the chill of 

death.

Goldengrove, a novel by Francine Prose that I read several years ago, and whose final 

words have lived inside me. A woman is at a museum, looking at a painting of a lake. The 

painting has transported her back to her beloved sister’s drowning, many years before: 

How could it have so overcome me that I was unaware of anything but the painted lake 

and the four figures and the mountains behind them and then my own shockingly grown-

up face, reflected in the glass?... I felt myself slip out of my skin and become that girl 

watching her sister dive into the water. I lost myself in the time before, and in that 

innocent landscape, until the spell was broken by a museum guard, shouting… He was 

speaking in a foreign language, but I understood. He was saying I’d gotten too close. I’d 

let the current pull me. I’d allowed myself to drift into that hushed and watery border 

zone where we live alongside the dead. I was grateful to him for calling me back and 

reminding me where I belonged, in the clamorous, radiant, painful kingdom of the 

living.
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I lost my father a few years before I read this passage and identified with the woman’s 

drifting off “into that hushed and watery border zone where we live alongside the dead,” and 

with her gratitude for the museum guard’s nudge bringing her back into the “clamorous, radiant, 

painful kingdom of the living.”

Chang-Rae Lee’s essay, “Coming Home Again,” one of the most loving, and lovely, 

pieces I’ve ever read. About the author’s budding independence at fifteen and his relationship 

with his mother, who has terminal cancer. His parents have dropped him off for his first day at a 

New Hampshire prep school. His mother packed a coolerful of food, but young Chang-Rae 

wants to attend a cookout with his new classmates. His mother tells him, “of course,” he 

“certainly should” go and be with the others. He walks his parents to the car and sees them off: 

One day, after she died, my father told me what happened on the long drive home to 

Syracuse… Traffic was light on the Massachusetts Turnpike, and the sky was nearly 

dark. They had driven for more than two hours and had not yet spoken a word. He then 

heard a strange sound from her, a kind of muffled chewing noise, as if something inside 

her were grinding its way out. “So, what’s the matter?” he said, trying to keep an edge to 

his voice. She looked at him with her ashen face and she burst into tears. He began to cry 

himself, and pulled the car over onto the narrow shoulder of the turnpike, where they 

stayed for the next half hour or so, the blank-faced cars droning by them in the cold, 

onrushing night… Every once in a while, when I think of her, I’m driving alone 

somewhere on the highway. In the twilight, I see their car off to the side, a blue Olds 

coupe with a landau top, and as I pass them by I look back in the mirror and I see them 

again, the two figures huddling together in the front seat. Are they sleeping? Or kissing? 

Are they all right?
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I read “Coming Home Again” in The Best American Essays 1996. If I hadn’t sought out 

“bests” to read, I might have missed it. And I might have missed many wonderful writings and 

books and stories. Just as there’s no need to select only what’s considered best, there’s no need 

to narrow sources of reading pleasure. Treasures are to be found in an assortment of places.

I celebrate those works I’ve valued in my life. What to read next? Henry David Thoreau, 

in Walden, says: “If a man does not keep pace with his companions, perhaps it is because he 

hears a different drummer. Let him step to the music he hears, however measured or far away.” 

As far as my reading goes, and in less highfalutin terms, I’ll just continue following my own 

damn nose. 

What’s in a Name
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My first name is Joseph. At present I go by Joe. Simple. But not simply Joe. I recently 

heard a catchy new song by Bruce Springsteen – “Sleepy Joe’s Café.” Donald Trump calls Joe 

Biden “Sleepy Joe.” My life’s simple but I’m not sleepy (i.e., dopey), I hope. Neither is Biden.  

I grew up with the nickname “Jody,” assigned by my parents. I liked its distinctiveness, 

and carried it through high school. It wasn’t until an older friend heard me called Jody and said it

sounded like a “girl’s” name that I decided to become 100% Joe. 

I love my morning cup of Joe, with a nice ripened banana.

A coworker of mine, pondering children’s names, said she’d want her child to have a 

unique, pleasant-sounding name rather than something boring or ordinary, like “Joe.” I was 

standing behind her, minding my own business, when she realized I’d heard and said “Sorry, 

Joe.” 

“No problem,” I said.  

I told my wife about a breaking news report that most of the KN95 masks, certified in 

China, failed US standards. “Well,” she said, “they shouldn’t be used by Intensive Care Nurses 

but are probably okay for regular Joe Schmoes.” Are there “irregular” Joe Schmoes?

I like the universality of “Joe,” its ordinariness. In his song, “Ordinary Average Guy,”  

rock star Joe Walsh sings: “We all go bowling at the bowling lanes / Drink a few beers / Bowl a 

few frames / We’re just ordinary average guys / Ordinary average guys.” As far as I’m 

concerned, an ordinary average guy is the best way to be. No better or worse than anybody else. 

There have been great Joes: Cocker, Namath, Pulitzer, Louis, DiMaggio, and Biden, our 

president. There have been bad ones too, like Stalin and Goebbels, both of whom get trumped by

the supreme one – Joseph, father of Jesus. 
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Joe is everywhere, in every language, although how would I know, I only do English, and

that’s a struggle. Joe’s ubiquity blends me in, gives me comfort, makes me part of the world.

Then there’s my last name, O’Day. Unlike Joe, O’Day’s uniqueness sets me apart, makes

me distinctive, which causes tribulations. Apostrophes don’t work in some computer programs. 

They turn me into an apostrophe-less ODay. It surprises me when bank clerks or hotel 

receptionists need instruction about entering my name. I can’t be the only apostrophized person 

they’ve ever met. Besides, isn’t it high time this glitch gets fixed, decades after Y2K?

Things are improving though, and apostrophes are finally getting their due. Now I can 

start worrying about past versions of my last name coming back at me. Will Mr. “O’Day” 

someday get nabbed for stealing Mr. “Oday’s” identity?

The uppercase “D” can also be an annoyance. In spite of filling out forms properly, the 

“D” gets transcribed with a lowercase “d.” Add this to the absent apostrophe and you have: 

“Oday.”

I don’t get flustered anymore. When giving my last name, I emphasize that it is spelled 

“with a capital O, an apostrophe, a capital D, then a lower case a and y.” If this presents a 

problem, or if I need to repeat it – as long as they’ve managed the correct letters: “o-d-a-y” – I 

leave it alone, accept my fate, and move on with my life.

 I recently had a problem with the clothing company Lands’ End. I’d purchased from 

them many times by phone, and wanted to buy some of their 100% combed cotton imported 

Super-T short sleeve Polo shirts. I tried to set up an on-line account but kept failing. When I 

called, they said I had no history. I asked them to try “O’Day,” then “Oday,” then my full name 

including my middle initial (M for Michael). Nothing. Finally, I read aloud the catalogue address
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label, and they discovered I was in their system as “Joseph O Day,” as if my middle initial were 

“O.” Maybe they were on to something: O for Ordeal. 

The nice lady took my order and made the corrections. “Our system handles 

apostrophes,” she said. “Your name will be completely accurate from this point forward.” 

“What a great company,” I thought. “Quality clothes and quality systems.”

Artistic-types have used my full name for creative purposes.  One boyhood pal liked to 

call me “Joe O’Doodle,” which is probably why I’m not drawn to golden doodles or anything 

sounding similar, like noodles. Another kid, at summer camp, made my name into a jingle: “Joe 

– O’Day – O’morning – O’night – O’noon.” Quite original for someone so young. Thankfully, 

his artistry didn’t go viral. 

I had a JV football coach who blended my name into two syllables, calling me “Joday.” 

During practice he’d yell “Joday, give me two laps,” or “Joday, you did good out there today.” 

Some students, hearing this, thought I had the same name as Joe Day, the Boston television news

reporter. 

One freezing November afternoon at football practice, I used a pair of socks over my 

hands, to keep them warm. I was the only player who did this. Not a macho move. After practice 

I carelessly left them out on the field as we jogged back to the locker room and my coach yelled 

over to me, loud enough to fill a stadium, “Joday, you left your glovesy wovesies behind.” Most 

of my teammates were already inside and didn’t hear, thank God. I retrieved my “glovesies” 

from my coach and never covered my cold hands again, and no one was worse for wear.
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Sitcoms in Mind

As a youth, I spent too much time watching television sitcoms. They were at their height 

of popularity during my grammar school years in the 1960s. I plopped myself on the couch for 

hours after school and on weekends, absorbing shows like My Three Sons, Bewitched, and I 

Dream of Jeannie. Sitcoms added joy to my life, but damaged my grades. I remember one night 

in seventh grade unable to sleep because I had gotten two consecutive twenty-twos in math. I 

blamed my sitcom addiction, but couldn’t give up watching beautiful witch Samantha and 

gorgeous genie Jeannie performing their incantations. 

When my academic struggles continued in my freshman year in high school, however, I’d

had enough. Rather than sitting in front of the TV, I decided to spend my after-school hours at the

library, and sure enough, my grades started improving. By the time a couple of 70s-era sitcoms 

entered my life – All in the Family, Mary Tyler Moore – I had my schoolwork under control. 

Now, decades later, I’m thinking that maybe those shows weren’t the unmitigated evil I 

had made them out to be. One recent December I attended Boston Ballet’s Nutcracker with my 

family. I’d seen The Nutcracker on TV as a young boy, sitting with my Aunt Mary on her living 

room couch, and remembered its joyful music and lively dancers. But I’d seen few ballets in 

person and was excited to take my wife and daughters to this classic holiday event on Christmas 

Eve. We sat together in the Boston Opera House, admiring the dancers’ finesse and athleticism, 

the musicians’ interpretations, the choreographer’s and director’s renderings. It was something to 

savor. 

The following week at a New Year’s Eve party, after telling a friend how wonderful it 

was, he sidled up to me and in a low voice said, “I never could get past the tights on the guys.” At

that moment, I thought of an episode of My Three Sons, where Robbie, the oldest boy, cringes at 
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the idea of wearing those tights. He’d taken ballet lessons to improve his vaulting for the track 

team. It works. He improves. But when his dance instructor asks him to appear in the year-end 

recital – they need a male dancer to lift the ballerinas – he refuses; no way is he going on public 

display. After a discussion with his father, Robbie comes to realize he’s been using ballet for his 

own ends but giving little back. He ends up performing in full gear and with head held high. 

When Robbie’s attitude changed, so did mine. And, decades later, instead of cringing at men in 

tights, I reveled in The Nutcracker’s artistry and beauty and in my luck to have shared the 

moment with my family. 

In the early 70s, I used to watch All in the Family. One episode has stayed with me. 

Archie Bunker, the ultra-conservative curmudgeon with “gentle” bigotry running through his 

veins, is trapped in a locked storeroom with Michael, his hippie, liberal son-in-law, whom he 

calls “Meathead.” They’ll need to tolerate each other until a security guard returns the next 

morning. Their conversation begins as usual, with their divergent views on people and society, 

then progresses to the idea of freedom of speech, of challenging past prejudices. Archie says he 

believes things because his father told him they were true. Michael thinks that is ridiculous, 

saying his own father was wrong many times. An irritated Michael raises his voice and asks, 

“Wasn’t your father ever wrong? Did you believe everything he told you?” 

“Of course I believed my father!” Archie responds. In a tender, quiet voice, Archie tells 

how his father “watched out for me every step of the way. He worked night and day, took care of 

my bruises, defended me with my teachers, helped me learn my lessons. He’d never tell me 

something that wasn’t true!” The camera focuses on Michael, speechless, his face softening as he 

begins to comprehend how Archie’s love for his father has contributed to his narrow-mindedness.
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The scene was a reminder of how blind acceptance, and prejudice, can be a consequence 

of what we’ve grown up with, and of the importance of challenging advice and views we’ve 

acquired. 

It was also a primer on the value of empathy. My father didn’t have Archie’s prejudices, 

but he could be rough and blunt. I remember once working at his carwash, assigned to the 

starting line, washing wheels and vacuuming the interiors. There were two of us, one for each 

side. Our conversations sometime slowed work flow. When my father noticed, he told us to “Cut 

the bullshit and vacuum the damn cars!” 

His harshness was embarrassing and got me angry, but we didn’t have to be locked in a 

storeroom for me to understand. He grew up during the Great Depression, had a policeman 

father, an older brother who was a fighter. He was a wounded WWII veteran, a college football 

player and graduate, had built his carwash with his own hands. No wonder he could be rough. 

Unlike Archie, I didn’t have a problem separating my father’s love from his ideas. I 

remember telling Dad he didn’t know everything, and wasn’t perfect, to which he responded with

a smile, “I’m as close to perfect as anyone can be!” Sure Dad. 

There’s an episode from The Andy Griffith Show that I’ve always treasured. Andy’s friend

Goober, the gas station mechanic, signs up for a dating service. He reads comic books but on the 

application declares that he reads thirty books a month. The manager of the dating service, a 

Doctor of Psychology, thinks she’s found a soulmate and decides she’ll date Goober. The next 

scene shows them at a restaurant, realizing their mistake. When she tells him how the dating 

service is supposed to work, he asks “Something like birds of a feather sticking together?”
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“That’s Aristotle,” she says. They decide to make the best of the situation. “Now that the 

pressure is off, we can just relax,” she says. They end up having a pleasant evening, and enjoying

each other’s company. At night’s end, they say goodbye, knowing they won’t be seeing each 

other again. 

Later the woman wonders if it’s wise to give similar traits such high priority in their 

matching process. “Maybe there are things more important in a relationship than matching exact 

replicas,” she says to a colleague. “Maybe people just want someone who’s pleasant, gentle, a 

nice person.”

We see Goober in his office, glancing at his phone, realizing how different he is from this 

woman but wanting to be with her. Rather than his usual comics, he’s reading an actual book – 

Aristotle. In the final scene, they’re together again, in Andy Griffith’s home with his girl and 

another couple, the six of them laughing, enjoying their time together. 

I discovered, in my own experience, the power pleasantness, gentleness, and niceness 

could have in a relationship, even a relationship that feels impossible. At my first full-time job, in

my twenties, I had an impossible boss. No matter how hard I worked, she made disparaging 

comments, or acted in a way to show displeasure. Our workplace had much enmity – from and 

towards her. After a year of working in this environment, I found a way to make it livable. If I 

stayed out of her sight, there was no friction. I did the best job I could, quietly, every day, and 

stopped expecting compliments that would never come. When our paths did cross, regardless of 

her behavior, I behaved respectfully. I tried to see things from her perspective. She’d been 

department director for 35 years, lived alone, never married, and had few friends. 

One Christmas, I surprised her with an animated Santa Claus toy that played Christmas 

Carols and every few seconds shook its arm to ring a bell. When she found it in her office and 
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switched it on, she laughed loudly. She came out of her office to thank me, her eyes moist, and 

we embraced in front of the staff. I wished her a Merry Christmas, and felt I’d put a crack in the 

shell she’d formed over the years. We were different, but we had connected. I felt a closeness to 

her I never would have imagined. 

In The Mary Tyler Moore Show, Lou Grant – Mary’s boss – likes to keep a bottle of 

booze handy in the bottom drawer of his desk, to numb his laments. On this evening, he won’t 

need it. His office has a window with a perfect view of the setting sun. He calls his staff into the 

office and says, “Look at that beautiful sunset!” He’s suddenly appreciating his life, grateful for 

his friends. He puts his arm around the group as they, at first, collectively roll their eyes. They 

think Lou has gone bonkers. But as they look through his window and see the purples and pinks 

and clear, darkening sky, their eyes widen, their expressions ease. They’re together recognizing a 

beautiful, eternal moment. After several minutes, they slowly separate, feeling content, calm, 

having briefly escaped their private miseries.

I used to complain about the stress of my hospital pharmacist job. To my friends, my 

family, my writing group. I carried work problems home and worried about errors causing patient

harm. As a result, I checked and rechecked everything repeatedly, making sure things were safe. 

That’s the job I’d chosen, but my obsessive rumination was endless, usually unnecessary, and not

healthy. When I recalled Lou and Mary and Ted looking out that window, savoring the moment, I

remembered to take a break. If I was at work, I’d go to the lobby for a few minutes and breathe 

deeply, or hang out there for a while and help visitors navigate the hospital. 

After an especially stressful day, however, there was nothing like a visit to Harvard 

Square. My wife’s a nurse at a hospital across town. When we made an after-work date at the 
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Square, she took the T and we met, usually in front of Bartley’s, where we grabbed dinner. 

Afterwards, we browsed at Harvard Book Store, and flipped through the latest biographies and 

histories and new softcovers. If we were lucky, there might be an author reading and signing, and

we could sit with the audience and split a hot chocolate from Starbucks while the author took us 

to another world. 

Sometimes, we strolled along the Charles River and watched the college students jogging 

or playing Frisbee or sitting quietly on park benches. Other times, we walked the streets of the 

Square and listened to the musicians and dipped inside the shops, especially the novelty jewelry 

shop near Border Cafe. Before leaving, we always visited J.P. Licks for a frozen yogurt to go – 

Mint Chip for Kris, Peanut Butter Chip for me – then hopped in my car and headed home, and 

the world felt larger and kinder than only hours before, when we had walked away from work’s 

stressed doors.

When I think back to those great sitcoms of the 60s and 70s, I sometimes wonder why 

they don’t make them like used to. Watching them didn’t help my grades but I believe some of 

their stories helped improve my character. There’s a refrain that Archie and Edith Bunker sing at 

the opening of each episode of All in the Family that comes to mind whenever I reflect on those 

times: “Those were the days.”
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Philosopher of the YMCA

I started out as one of the young adults, a group of us finishing high school, readying for 

college. The older folk consisted of those in their twenties and thirties – the firemen that hung 

together lifting weights and taking runs, the school teachers, the businessmen, the plumbers and 

electricians, the ex-high-school-stars maintaining their conditioning despite the passing of their 

glory years. Throughout high school and college, my teens through my late-20s, I spent an 

enormous amount of time at the Salem YMCA – my workout and social life combined. The 

membership ran the gamut of ages, up to the retirees, who we’d see in the weight rooms and 

stretching areas and steam room and sitting on benches next to their lockers engaged in 

conversation.

One older member became a friend and mentor. In his sixties when I first met him, he 

hadn’t retired, and most likely never wished to slow down or take it easy. He was a little, bald-

headed, lively guy by the name of Hyman Goldfarb. His friends called him “Hy.”

I hadn’t seen Hy since the mid-nineties and wondered about him. My presence at the Y 

had dwindled when I began working full-time, got married, and had three children. I figured that 

when things settled, I’d see him again, and we could catch up. Then one day I ran into a mutual 

friend, Kent, who told me Hy had passed away. “Hy died up in Vermont a few years ago, in 

2001,” he said. “He was ninety.” Though this should have been expected, it was a shock that my 

tough, vital friend no longer existed.

*

Hyman Goldfarb was a lifelong bachelor whose family consisted of a sister, a niece, and 

every member of the YMCA. He came to the Y every evening after work from his private 

accounting practice in Peabody. He was a self-described “scientist,” a proud, unabashed liberal,  
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controversial, outspoken, feisty. He loved discussing and debating politics and was a voracious 

reader, mostly of nonfiction. “I don’t have time for fiction,” he once told me. A member who 

helped Hy relocate told me he had to lug multiple boxes of his books. When he asked Hy if he’d 

read them all, Hy said “yes.”

I used to see Hy in the weight room when I lifted, pedaling atop a stationary bike. Other 

times I found him in the large wood-floor stretching area with a heavy bag at its center. I’d 

punch the bag and take a break to hear what Hy was discussing with the others. If I came back 

from a run, I cooled down and stretched in that room while Hy limbered up and asked how I was 

doing, how school was going, and how far I’d run. 

Hy spoke to everyone, including us college kids, as if we were adults, with respect and 

honesty, where no subject was out of bounds. We could get his opinions on topics like 

marijuana, birth control, career choices, or anything else that intrigued us, without fear of him 

getting flustered or uptight. In this way, he was an educator in his own right. He gave his 

attention to anyone who had something to discuss, a problem on their mind, or who just wanted 

to hang and chill.

Hy rarely held back his opinions, which made him such a joy to be with, and sometimes a

source of discomfort. One time, a distraught high school teacher asked for his advice. The 

teacher didn’t like the way the administration ran his school and despised the principal. He was 

ready to leave teaching as a career. After listening to the guy’s story in its entirety, Hy told the 

teacher to take a look at his own attitude. Hy suspected it as the source of his difficulties and 

something he needed to change. When Hy told me this story, I was struck by his notion of 

stepping back to examine attitudes rather than taking as truth knee-jerk complaints. It made me 

wonder about complaining I was doing in my own life. 
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My big complaint in those years was my five-hour round-trip commute every weekday to

pharmacy school in Boston. I hated wasting study time being stuck on busses and subways. 

When I got home at night I bitched endlessly to my parents. Until it hit me that I was making 

things worse, and getting my parents undeservedly upset. One night I decided to just stop. If my 

commute left me with only two hours of study time, I made it a productive two hours and ceased 

creating family misery.

Wherever in the Y building Hy appeared – the weight room, the stretching area, the 

locker room, the steam room – members greeted him as if he were a close friend or confidante. 

Someone would yell “Hi Hy” and he responded with a “Hey,” followed by their name, then a 

“How are you?” He made a point of knowing every member’s name. He wasn’t fond of 

nicknames, especially the one I’d grown up with, “Jody.” He said it sounded like a “girl’s” name.

One member was known as “Beaver.” Nobody knew him by his real name, “Lucian,” or cared, 

except Hy. When Beaver walked by one night, we were surprised to hear Hy’s greeting. “How 

are you, Lucian!” he said, emphatically, so we’d take notice. We started referring to Beaver as 

Lucian, gently mocking Hy. After a while, though, it felt like we were embracing his real name, 

like Hy had done, respectfully. Lucian loved it. 

Hy abhorred phoniness. He refused to join the health club at the Y, preferring to hang out

with us regulars. The health club was more expensive and had the whiff of exclusivity. One 

regular member, freshly out of dental school, joined the health club, saying he wanted to meet 

“the right kind of people.”

“What are we, the wrong kind of people!” Hy said. 

Hy found a person’s distinctiveness compelling, even beautiful. I remember him 

mentioning a young member’s “Roman nose.” He said the guy was quiet and reserved because 
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he was self-conscious about his Roman nose, when it was something that should have made him 

proud. I had noticed the guy’s nose was large, and that he was modest, but the rendering of this 

trait as an asset was vintage Hy. This wasn’t mockery. Hy was being genuine. It made me 

reassess the way I looked at others.

In the seventies and early eighties, the weight room at the Y was occupied almost solely 

by males. Some females, however, dared to enter. I remember a woman, always by herself, who 

used the machines and free weights. The few times she said anything was to ask if we were 

finished using a bench or a workout station. 

Hy walked over to her one night and asked about the photo appearing on her t-shirt. It 

was a picture of a famous woman whom she named. I don’t recall what Hy told us about her or 

the woman on the shirt, but I remember his approving smile. I still see them standing together 

near the Universal Gym, engaged in quiet conversation. She’s halted her exercise, giving Hy her 

full attention. He’s posture-straight, hands at his side, looking at her with curiosity, with interest, 

then walking away as the woman resumes her workout. It was as if an elder had finally 

acknowledged her presence, had finally welcomed her into membership as a YMCA regular. 

*

Politics was a major concern of Hy’s. He loved to state his opinions and always sided 

with the disadvantaged, something I admired. He told us his views of issues of the day – 

Vietnam (“a mistake”), affirmative action (“of course”), the economy (“tax the rich, provide for 

the poor”), conservatism (“BS”), liberalism (“of course”), Democrats (“yes”), Republicans 

(“no”), the news (“stay informed”), Richard Nixon (“a disgrace”). I remember someone telling 

Hy that Nixon deserved credit for normalizing relations with communist China and Hy 

responding, “Okay! – I’ll give him that one thing – Okay?”
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Sometimes after a workout, a group of us, including Hy, went to Pewter Pot or 

McDonalds for a muffin or hot chocolate or coffee. I remember the way the older guys  

interacted with Hy. They brought up the local news, or asked Hy his thoughts about some topic 

from The Boston Globe. Hy laughed and complimented them on keeping abreast of current 

events, something he valued most.

One night when we were leaving the Y, I asked Hy which newspaper he preferred – The 

Boston Globe or The Boston Herald. “Well Joe, I read The Globe every day. It’s one of the best 

newspapers in the country. As far as The Herald goes, it leans to the right and is a Republican 

newspaper. Which means I wouldn’t wipe my ass with it.” I was glad he’d whispered so nobody 

could hear. Ever since, though, it’s been The Boston Globe for me.

He subscribed to two progressive magazines – The New Republic and The Nation. I think 

he favored The New Republic, especially the one-page lead column titled “TRB from 

Washington,” written by Richard Lee Strout from 1943 – 1983. I decided to subscribe and 

started reading Strout’s columns and found him excellent, simple and direct, reminding me of 

Essayist EB White, someone Strout had admired. When I told Hy I’d found a book of Strout’s 

past writings he told me to also read Walter Lippmann, The New Republic’s founding editor. I 

looked up Lippmann’s books but didn’t pursue reading them. Too much politics; not my greatest 

interest. Of course, I never mentioned this to Hy. I also never mentioned how often I skipped 

over the politics portions of The New Republic in preference for their superb arts section – 

Stanley Kauffman on films and the book reviews.

One day in the locker room Hy called me over, acting as if he had an important secret, 

and whispered, “Don’t go by how Russia operates. It’s supposed to be about one thing. 

Ownership of land! That’s all!”
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“Okay,” I said, and nodded as if I understood. But I didn’t. I figured if I wanted to 

someday pursue studies in socialist/communist political systems, I’d keep the concept of “land 

ownership” in mind. I did, however, purchase Michael Harrington’s book, Socialism: Past and 

Future. When I told Hy I found it boring, he grumbled about socialists being too intellectual and 

unreadable, so that nobody understands them.

Hy was thrilled with the election of Socialist François Mitterrand as President of France 

(1981-1995). Every once in a while Hy advised us to “Remember Mitterrand!” He enunciated 

“Mitterrand” with a French accent and wagged his index finger at us. (Whenever I think of 

France, I hear Hy’s admonition to “Remember Mitterrand!”)  

In my scant reading of Marxism, I found a passage stating that “the people” would “rise 

up” and transform government into a form of socialism. Hy loved when I mentioned this, and 

gave me the impression that he thought the transformation was preordained. I don’t know if Hy 

truly believed this, or if he was just trying to be provocative. But I do know that he was serious 

about government’s duty to take care of its citizens, to safeguard equality and dignity, to 

guarantee decent jobs and living wages and quality education and healthcare for all.

Needless to say, Hy was pro-labor, pro-union. I remember him arguing with another 

member that “It’s about Labor!” He was saying that “Labor” was the most critical thing in 

economics and had to be treated as such. Having been a manager most of my working life, I’ve 

never been a member of a union, but have kept Hy’s reverence for labor close. When my hospital

employers were in the midst of collective bargaining, I made sure to keep my interactions with 

unions and their representatives respectful. 
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Hy was on the liberal side of just about every argument, so it surprised me when he 

sounded unsympathetic during a discussion of gay rights. “I don’t get this identification-by-

whom-you-sleep-with thing. That should be keep private.” I didn’t agree. 

I once made the mistake, early in our relationship, of telling Hy that I “hated” politics, 

that politicians were phonies and politics a waste of time. To someone like Hy, this was 

blasphemy. “Hating politics is unacceptable!” he retorted. “You need to know what’s happening 

in the world so you can see through all the BS.” I came to agree. A lesson in humility.

*

Hy was passionate about academics. He got his degree in accounting and achieved his 

CPA. He’d completed two years of law school but fell short because he lacked the time and 

finances. 

He didn’t take it well when some of my peers at the Y complained about their schools. 

They didn’t like the professors, didn’t like their programs. They wished they’d gone to an Ivy 

League University. Exasperated, he told them to take notice of Joe O’Day. “Joe’s excited by 

what he’s learning. He’s not complaining. He has the right attitude. The attitude of a scholar.”

The guys told me about Hy’s compliment and how he heaped praise on me. They weren’t

envious. They were used to Hy’s exhortations. But it’s something I appreciated, coming from 

someone I so respected. 

His view of me as a “scholar” came in handy one rainy evening. When I was leaving the 

Y one night, Hy asked me to check his car because he thought a wire or fuse was loose. I poked 

around underneath the inside front panel of his Chevy Nova but couldn’t find anything unusual. 

A few nights later, while studying at Salem State’s library with my girlfriend, I looked up to see 

Hy walking towards me. “Hey Joe, I wondered what a true scholar would be doing on a Sunday 
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night and knew you’d be in the library. It’s raining and my windshield wipers aren’t working. I 

think you may have detached something. Can you come and check it out?” Sure enough, a fuse 

had fallen and I clipped it back in place.

*

I stopped by Hy’s accounting office a few times to say hello, as did many others. On one 

such visit, I shared with him my love of essays and literature. Although I was preoccupied with 

my job as a hospital pharmacy director, I’d taken some graduate courses in English. 

Hy said he rarely mentioned his personal hobbies to people, because he didn’t think 

anyone cared. Then he proceeded to tell me about his interest in art, especially impressionism. 

He turned in his swivel chair and reached for a calendar of the impressionists and placed it 

before me. Flipping through paintings of Claude Monet, Auguste Renoir, Mary Cassatt, and 

Edgar Degas, his face beamed and he kept saying, “Look at the magnificence!” 

He had read a novel many years before which had opened his eyes to art’s splendor – 

Lust For Life – about the life of Vincent van Gogh. When I said I’d check it out at the library, Hy

said “You’ll want your own copy.”

He mentioned visiting Boston’s Museum of Fine Arts and how in the past it used to be 

more accessible because entrance on certain days had been free.

Even though Hy loved cultural things like books and art, he cautioned about its 

limitations, saying with incredulity, “The Germans, before the Holocaust, were the most cultured

of peoples!” 

The Holocaust came up once when we were discussing cars. Hy said that it was the 

reason he could never purchase a German-made car. It made me think of how purchases can 

unknowingly contribute to the economies of governments, or businesses, we don’t support.
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I finally purchased a copy of Lust For Life, the book Hy so revered. I couldn’t help but 

wonder about art’s power to elevate humanity when I googled the meaning of its title: a strong 

desire to live a full and rich life. 

*

Hy thought regular exercise was essential to our health and well-being. He made his 

workout enjoyable by keeping it simple and intermingling it with his lifestyle. He used the 

stationary bike for 20 to 30 minutes at a time, then stretched. The first time I saw Hy he was 

leading a calisthenics class in the main gym, everyone bending and twisting according to his 

lead. He’d had back pain in the past and discovered a stretching move that helped, something 

he’d read about and used in his class. He’d lie down with his back to the mat and bend 

alternating knees to his chest, pulling them gently with his hands, then repeating for several sets. 

Hy was steadfast about proper nutrition. Hy believed in a diet of fruits and vegetables and

minimal fat. He bemoaned the death by heart attack of a member’s father, suggesting its cause 

was the man’s eating habits, especially his habit of having ice-cream every night.

I told Hy that a doctor at my hospital said that heart disease was genetic and not a result 

of diet. “Bullshit!” he responded, and that was that. Although I respected the doctor, I thought his

claim was too absolute. I believed diet to be a major factor and shouldn’t be discounted.

“Thanks to you,” I told Hy, “when someone tells me something like that, I think to 

myself, ‘He’s full of shit!’” That made Hy laugh.

At the Y one evening, Hy said he’d heard of a new health food restaurant in 

Newburyport, so a friend and I decided to travel with him to check it out. Finding it closed, we 

ate at a local pub – two college-aged guys with our grey-suited, Fedora-wearing, elderly pal – 

and mixed seamlessly with the leather-jacketed, tattooed, bearded crowd. 
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I once bragged to Hy that vigorous exercise meant I could eat anything without risk of 

cardiovascular disease. He laid into me about how this made me seem unintelligent. He knew his

comment stung, and I think he regretted his harshness, but it made me question my deluded 

assumption. The next evening, I saw him walking outside the Y and blew my car horn and 

waved. When I later saw him, he smiled and said “You’re alright, Joe,” delighted we were still 

tight.

*

Although Hy regularly attended synagogue, he didn’t believe in God or the afterlife. I 

took him to task on the hypocrisy, and he said he attended because there were people there who 

needed him. These were the first times I entertained the possibility that there might be no 

Heaven, that religious teachings could be historical and cultural rather than literal. I eventually 

came to believe that God and the afterlife were unknowable, but I respected my Catholic 

teachings, and continued practicing my religion. 

I asked Hy if he’d hold it against a politician if he or she were deeply religious. 

“Of course I would! It means they believe in fantasy!” 

“What about Ted Kennedy?” Hy thought Ted would have been a great president.  

“I think Ted attends church just to go along,” he said, suggesting that he was acting 

similarly to Hy with synagogue.

“Do you think Jesus existed?” I asked. 

It’s a “good story,” he said. “A good way to live.”

“Why would someone be good if they didn’t believe in the afterlife?” I asked.

“If there’s nothing after we die, we’ll treat life with reverence because it’s all we have.”
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Hy believed death should be the furthest thing from our minds. In my final semester in 

college, I had to write a Sociology paper about Elizabeth Kubler-Ross and picked up her book, 

Death, The Final Stage of Growth. When I started describing the book to Hy, he stopped me at 

the title. “Bull Shit. Who the hell wants to die! I don’t want to die!” His thing was life and 

friendships and books and politics.

In the 1970s, self-help books were widespread and I remember coming across advice 

about worry: “Why spend precious time worrying. One hundred years after you’re dead, who 

will even care that you had lived?” 

When I mentioned this to Hy, his response was immediate: “One hundred years? How 

about the next day!”

*

Hy was tough. There wasn’t much that kept him away from the Y. He’d decided many 

years ago to never let bad weather interfere in his life. If the Y was going to be open, even in the 

midst of a snowstorm, he’d be there.

Hy developed shingles, with classic lesions around his waist. As the lesions healed, the 

severe pain – postherpetic neuralgia (PHN) – remained. PHN can persist in the elderly for many 

years, and sometimes never ends. 

After Hy went through the initial episode of shingles and the associated pain, he acted 

like his old self, talking to members about their lives and about issues of the day. He seldom 

mentioned the pain, but I wanted to know how he was feeling because I cared and as a 

pharmacist wanted to check on his therapy. 

“Has the neuralgia subsided? How have you been feeling?”
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“I feel horseshit,” he said. “Right now, standing here, I’m in excruciating pain. But I’m 

not allowing this thing to run my life.”

I searched out remedies for him, consulting with my pharmacology contacts in Boston. I 

gave Hy suggestions, and after months of his suffering, a medication I suggested was trialed and 

began to work. Hy told me how much he appreciated my kindness during those months. It was 

the least I could do.

*

Hy visited my father’s carwash from time to time. He told my father I asked a lot of 

questions and that he enjoyed our conversations. I know he enjoyed our conversations because 

one time, after a heated discussion, Hy said, “Joe, please never stop talking to me.” I don’t think 

I could have ever stopped talking to Hy, he was such a friend and source of wisdom. 

One evening, as a group of us left the Y with Hy to go to a MacDonald’s for a late meal, 

Hy looked at us and said, “Don’t say I’m your father.” The comment felt random, and one guy  

asked, “What was that about?” I didn’t know either, but later on, in a rare moment of regret, Hy 

told me that if he had married and had his own children, he wouldn’t have needed to spend so 

much time with us. That would have been our great loss. 

I wish Hy were here right now so I could tell him that I consider myself a liberal, believe 

in government’s duty to help the disadvantaged, eat healthy (usually), value all academics, and 

sometimes even enjoy politics. I wish Hy were here right now so I could listen to his opinions 

about issues of our time, from the degradation of Trump’s presidency to the hopefulness of 

Biden’s. Although I’ll never again set eyes on my little, bald-headed, feisty friend, his spirit lives

on, so when I ask myself, “What would Hy say?” I’m able to answer, with conviction, what Hy, 

and I, would say. 
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The Thing About Fatal Attraction

In the May 11, 2021 New York Times, Author Carmen Maria Machado published a guest 

essay titled “Banning My Book Won’t Protect Your Child,” in which she mentions how parents 

in Leander, Texas had “demanded the removal of [her] book and several others from district 

reading lists for high school English class book clubs from which students were allowed to select

one of fifteen titles.” When Machado was in her early twenties, she’d been in an abusive 

relationship with another woman. After it ended, she “looked for art that spoke to [her] 

experience…but found shockingly few memoirs of domestic violence or verbal, psychological 

and emotional abuse in queer relationships. So [she] wrote into that silence: a memoir, In The 

Dream House, which describes that relationship and [her] struggle to leave it.” 

Machado’s In The Dream House does contain explicit passages. There are descriptions of

anatomical parts and sexual acts, but they are embedded inside the narrative of her relationship 

and the abuse she experiences, and gives readers the sense that they’re receiving the clear, 

unsanitized picture of what went down.

I read it last year for a graduate course in writing. I loved the author’s crystalline prose 

and the fascinating way she told her story, in chapters short and pithy. I also admired her 

courage, putting her personal life out there like she did. In our final class, we were asked our 

opinions of the readings we’d been assigned. One of my classmates, who had written of her own 

encounter with abuse, said she’d found In The Dream House inspirational. I sat silently in my 

chair at home – we were on Zoom – nodding in agreement. Although Machado’s book dealt with

what had happened in the context of her lesbian love affair, I felt that her story had much to offer

anyone living in a relationship cursed with the demon of abuse. It had spoken to my classmate’s 
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experience inside her abusive heterosexual relationship. And it had spoken to my own 

experience, from decades before, inside an abusive non-sexual relationship.

I was in my late twenties at the time, in the best physical condition of my life, and 

working at a hospital as a staff pharmacist. After my shifts, I religiously went to the YMCA and 

lifted weights or ran outdoors with groups of ex-track-stars and often went out to eat afterwards 

with friends I’d bumped into at the Y. I was happy and single and free.

At work one day, a pharmacist I’ll call “John” surprised me by asking if he could join me

at the Y and if I could show him some exercises. Working out hadn’t been a big part of his life 

and, as far as I knew, he’d never participated in school sports. We weren’t that friendly – he had 

his own clique at the hospital – but we got along okay and he was a decent worker. I had some 

trepidation about him because I’d seen him act mean-spiritedly to our supervisor. He basically 

called the supervisor a “do-nothing,” within earshot of other staff members. It had been a long 

time since the incident, though, and I knew he and his wife were planning on having children. 

Maybe he’s grown up, I thought. “Sure,” I said.

We began with running, a few days a week, at Nahant Beach and different routes through

Salem and Swampscott and Marblehead. Then I brought him to the Y and introduced him to the 

weight room and started him on the bench press and curling for his biceps and the like. It went 

well; he got stronger and his stamina on runs improved. We entered a few races together and he 

was on his way. We stopped at my parents’ house after a run and they saw how proud he was of 

his burgeoning muscles and athletic abilities. We also noticed his excitement when he told of his 

baby on the way.

I met his wife and his brothers and sister. I was proud of the strides he was making, his 

gains in strength and speed. He was becoming one of the regular weight-room crowd, getting 
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spotted for his 95-pound bench press by the muscle-men who could bench 300 or more. They 

stood behind his head and shouted for him to do “One more rep,” to “Lock it out,” sometimes 

touching under the bar to assist. Then, if he made the lift, we’d hear, “You’ve got it! Yes! 

Alright!” 

John loved it. He told me, “When Max was spotting, he put his head directly over mine 

and sweat was dripping off his nose and into my eyes. I kept having to blink, but I made the lift!”

Then everything went to hell. John was with me every day at work. He was with me 

every evening at the Y. I‘d be entering medication orders onto patient profiles and checking for 

duplications and interactions and he was at my side bragging of his increasing prowess in the 

bench press and asking how strong he could actually become, unendingly. When I went out with 

friends after the Y, John starting coming along. If one of the guys used a slang term in fun, 

saying something like, “Hey Joe, how you doing for quiff” (“quiff” meaning a hot woman), I 

couldn’t rely on John to keep it to himself at work, and I’d be embarrassed. I’d seen his big 

mouth in action, for instance derisively quoting to others a “cow” comment he’d heard about a 

female pharmacist, then acting like he was her friend. It made me distrust him.

I no longer wanted to spend every minute of my time with him. I wanted to go out 

without having him along. I wanted to run a race without having him with me. I wanted to be left

alone at work and not harassed about his “progress,” or hear jokes about the way my friends 

talked. 

He’d ask me what my plans were for the week so that he could be with me and I told him 

I didn’t like to make plans, which was true. I went to the Y after work, and sometimes, if I felt 

like it, I went out afterwards. He said he couldn’t operate that way because he was married. He 
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needed to schedule his time and that’s why he kept pushing me to schedule something with him. 

I relented somewhat, but I didn’t like it. I remember complaining to my mother and her 

defending him, saying, “He’s so thrilled that you’re helping him and so excited to be having that 

baby!”

His started calling me “coach,” and asking me “why.” When I said I didn’t feel like going

out after the Y tomorrow night, he asked, “Why don’t you want to go? You’re still my coach, 

right? You’re not going to stop coaching me, are you? We are good friends, right?”

I remember at work checking the patient medication cassettes for accuracy and John 

coming over and wondering if he’d done something wrong and if I were mad at him. When I said

“no,” he asked if we could get together after the Y that night for some pizza. When I hedged – 

“I’m not sure about tonight” – he got annoyed and asked, “Why not? What’s wrong!” I kept 

trying to placate him with my responses – that everything was alright, everything was fine, yes 

we were certainly “good friends,” that it was just me, my quiet personality, not wanting to be tied

to any schedule, that no, it wasn’t personal. This back-and-forth became never-ending, and I 

worried about losing my focus and making an error. 

I spent less time at the Y and began my runs from my apartment. One time, John came to 

my apartment just after I had returned from a run and closed my apartment door. When I heard 

the knock I looked through the peephole and there was John, in running gear (shorts, t-shirt, 

running shoes) pacing back and forth, looking troubled. It felt like I was being stalked. I opened 

the door and welcomed him in and gave him some grapes. For more than an hour he told me how

much he valued our friendship and how much my mentorship meant to him and how he hoped he

hadn’t offended me. I kept telling him that I just needed to do my own thing and this was just my
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way of being. To my relief, he finally left. I remember being angry at the waste of time disputing

his maddening ideas about losing my friendship, and realizing that I had to get away from him.

At this point, even though I was with him all-day, all-evening, every day we worked 

similar shifts, and sometimes even on off days, I tried to appease him because I had a hard time 

thinking this was real, wondering if my imagination was running crazy. I wondered if I had some

defect inside me relating to other people (That's what John had begun telling me.). 

Then things got worse. At work he repeatedly asked me to go out after the Y, and I stuck 

to my mantra about doing my own thing, that if I decided to go out after a workout and he 

wanted to come along, well, that’d be fine. He repeatedly asked if this meant I wasn’t going to 

coach him anymore, and I said I thought he should be independent and that he’d learned enough 

now to be on his own. He said this made him sad. 

I wondered if he was nearing a breakdown, perhaps about the new baby, and that he was 

using exercise, and my support, as a calming lifeline. I talked to my parents about what was 

happening and my mother warned me not to push him over the edge because “if he’s that 

troubled, he might take it out on his wife and she could have a miscarriage. Wait till the baby is 

born!” she said. Her words stuck inside my brain.

I made the mistake of telling him, following a workout at the Y: “You’re a good friend.” 

I think I was hoping this would calm his fear of losing me as a “coach.” But later on, when he 

asked me several times, “Can you repeat what you said the other night at the Y?” I knew I was in

trouble. 

One time when we were driving back from an outdoors run, he lambasted me about 

pulling away from our friendship. When I yelled back for him to cut the shit, he started sobbing. 

I pulled the car over. He told me that his father had never taken an interest in him like he had in 
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his other brothers and had treated him coldly. I spoke tenderly, saying that it was past, to move 

on. When I saw him at work the next day, he thanked me for the way I’d reacted. “If you thought

you were rid of me, let me tell you, you’ve got me doubly now.” My heart sank.

When I started overtly pushing him away, advising him to become more independent, 

refusing to work out with him, no longer asking him to join me after Y workouts, he began 

badmouthing me at work, saying I was a “f-ing phony who had no friends and was a 

backstabber.” I refused to get into the muck, and thought I was achieving the upper hand and 

maintaining my dignity. But it got to me, and one time, when I’d ignored some dig he’d given 

me, I excused myself to go to the men’s room across the hall. I remember being grateful that I 

was alone in that bathroom. I was as upset as I’d ever been, not comprehending what was 

happening, not knowing where to turn, finally taking several deep breaths and returning to the 

pharmacy. When I walked back in, I felt John’s wild stare and somehow managed to ignore him 

and get back to my duties. Though I probably appeared calm, I was at a breaking point, 

struggling with all my might to stay in control. If I had failed, I don’t know what could have 

happened.

One night, when I was walking from the Y to my car, John walked out at the same time 

and asked where I was going. When I didn’t respond, he asked again, and I said “I don’t know,” 

and smiled. Then he said, angrily, “Aren’t you going to tell me?” I said “No, I’m not going to tell

you.” Over the next few months, he kept referring to that night and saying something like, “You 

don’t go anywhere except for a pizza or to the V-Bar (across the street from the Y). Where’d you

go that night?” I never relented.
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With my mother’s lament (about not causing his wife to miscarriage), and my vision of 

him breaking down in my car and how much he must be hurting, I felt I had no options, and I 

was scared.

I could no longer let him badmouth me at work. I’d taken enough, so when I heard him 

mutter something disparaging, I gave it back. It was ridiculous, but I forced myself to do it. I 

retorted for all to hear that he was a “mean-mouthed bastard!” Hearing this exchange, the 

assistant director called us into his office, thank God. He wasn’t taking sides, he said, and was 

holding us both accountable and this had better stop or we’d be taken to Human Resources and if

necessary, terminated. 

During these months of our conflict, John had kept saying that I was the one at fault, that 

I was the weird one. I felt shame that this had happened. It was so weird, had I caused it? I 

brought it up to a friend, an older gentleman named Hy, who went to the Y every evening after 

work from his accounting office. He’d known me since I was in high school. I stopped by his 

office one afternoon and described the details as best I could. I mentioned that perhaps I’d 

enabled this by saying one time after a workout that he was a “good friend.”

“Do you know how sick this is?” Hy responded. “I can imagine how kind you’ve been to 

the guy.” Although Hy didn’t have any ready solutions for me, his support helped. He was the 

only one at the time, other than my parents, that I felt comfortable sharing this with. When I saw 

Hy a few weeks later at the Y, he asked, “Is your situation tolerable?” 

The situation had become tolerable, thanks to the threat of termination that the assistant 

director had levied. John settled down, and kept his distance, and we got along when we had to 

deal directly with work matters. After several weeks, he asked me to resume my coaching role. I 

said “no,” that it was best that he stayed independent. 
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John eventually left the hospital for a new venture in pharmacy, where he said he had an 

opportunity to become a partner with the business’s owner. About this time, I had an occasion to 

talk to a priest about what had happened. I told him that John was married with a child on the 

way. The priest immediately asked, “Why wasn’t he home with his wife?” When I said, “well, 

she was pregnant,” he made a gesture that said: “even more reason for him to be with her at 

home.” Then he suggested that john may have been “bisexual,” and making his move on me. It 

made me recall an incident that occurred during the turmoil. John came by my apartment with 

magazines I’d told him I didn’t like or want to read. I’d read Playboy, certainly, and liked it, but 

not Penthouse or the rest. But there he was, at my door with Penthouse and some others, handing

them to me. I told him I didn’t want them, but he left them on my bureau. Don’t get me wrong. I 

wasn’t too prudish to check these magazines out, and would have under normal circumstances. 

But this felt so strange that when he left, I brought them over to my trash barrel and threw them 

away, without a glance. 

A few years later, when I had progressed to Assistant Director of Pharmacy at my 

hospital, the owner of the pharmacy that had hired John called my office. Sounding distraught, 

he said John had gone berserk. It began slowly, he said, with him sponsoring John for the 

exclusive health club where he belonged (even though it felt uncomfortable, mixing work with 

pleasure). The owner described how John kept saying how much this meant to him and how he 

was like a father to him and that John had broken down in his presence, sobbing uncontrollably. 

Then he told me that John kept asking, repeatedly, when he was going to be made 

partner. Feeling harassed, the owner decided he no longer wanted him as a partner, and John 

suddenly quit and became threatening enough that the owner feared for his family. 

“Are you kidding me?” I asked.
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“It’s the honest to God truth,” he said.  “Did you have any problems with John?”

After I told him my story, I said that, “this sounds like the movie Fatal Attraction,” and 

we both gave a sardonic laugh.

At the end of Carmen Machado’s New York Times piece, she makes the following 

observations: “Preventing children from reading my book, or any book, won’t protect them. On 

the contrary, it may rob them of ways to understand the world they’ll encounter, or even the lives

they’re already living. You can’t recognize what you’ve never been taught to see. You can’t put 

language to something for which you’ve been given no language.” 

When I read Machado’s memoir, her story took me back to the emotions I’d had so long 

ago. I’d felt guilt, that I may have contributed to the situation. I’d felt fear, that I couldn’t make it

stop. I’d felt shame, that something like this was happening to me. Even though her story was 

about a lesbian relationship and mine was about a platonic friendship, reading her book brought 

me into an experience not unlike my own, and made me feel less alone in the world. 

Machado mentions how painful it was revisiting the abuse, “to lay plain my 

vulnerabilities and dark moments. But I’m glad I did it. Now that it’s out in the world, I receive 

easily a dozen messages a week from readers. They thank me; they open up to me; they describe 

the life-changing experience of feeling seen. People have told me my book gave them the clarity 

and strength to leave an unhealthy relationship.”

By putting into words one’s humanness, warts and all, memoir can be an offering to 

another. I had my experience nearly forty years ago, and this is the first time I’ve written it 

down. Doing so has brought up feelings I’ve long set aside. Especially the sense of having little 

control over what was happening. And the thought that I could have been at fault, although I no 
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longer believe that I was. “As a writer, I believe in the power of words to cross boundaries at a 

time of deep division. Now more than ever, literature matters,” Machado says.

Perhaps my story will resonate with a reader who finds him or herself in an embattled, confusing 

relationship, and help clarify their situation so they can make a rational decision in their own 

lives.
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However Mean

1. Henry David Thoreau, in Walden, writes: 

However mean your life is, meet it and live it; do not shun it and call it hard names. It is 

not so bad as you are. It looks poorest when you are richest. The fault-finder will find 

faults even in paradise. Love your life, poor as it is. You may perhaps have some 

pleasant, thrilling, glorious hours, even in a poorhouse. The setting sun is reflected from 

the windows of the alms-house as brightly as from the rich man’s abode; the snow melts 

before its door as early in the spring. 

I find this passage to be one of the most compelling in his magisterial Walden. It not only

directs us to “meet and live” whatever situation we find ourselves in, but suggests that barriers to

happiness we think derive from hardships are actually a consequence of “our badness.” Our 

badness being our obsession over life’s meanness and our failure to “meet it and live it.” 

Thoreau is saying we have a choice to “love our life poor as it is.”

2. I’ve been a fault-finder in my own life, someone looking at difficulties and assigning 

blame. I’ve allowed problems to blind me. For example, after a hard day at work, I’d perseverate

at home for hours, feeling miserable, hardly conscious of the family in front of me, blaming my 

boss for my misery. 

But when I heeded Thoreau’s sentences, I’d step back and realize that my bad boss was 

not so bad as I was at that moment. I’d consider my fortune: three beautiful children and 

beautiful wife, all happy. Work misery didn’t vanish, but shrunk in the presence of joy.

In Walden, I had found an author whose exhortations I greatly valued.
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3. On the other hand, what would Thoreau’s words mean to someone with significant 

hardship?

In Maggie Nelson’s book, Bluets, she talks about her friend’s spinal injury, and how 

irritated they both become upon hearing advice for living, sayings like “We’re only given as 

much as the heart can endure,” “What does not kill you makes you stronger,” “Our sorrows 

provide us with the lessons we most need to learn.” Nelson says: 

These are the kinds of phrases that enrage my injured friend. Indeed, one would be hard-

pressed to come up with a spiritual lesson that demands becoming a quadri-paralytic. The

tepid ‘there must be a reason for it’ notion sometimes floated by religious or quasi-

religious acquaintances or bystanders, is, to her, another form of violence. She has no 

time for it. She is too busy asking, in this changed form, what makes a livable life, and 

how she can live it. 

Anyone espousing such sayings would quickly realize their feebleness if they found 

themselves to have had the misfortune of Nelson’s friend. 

Thoreau is not mentioned, perhaps because Walden’s message seems addressed more to 

those whose misery is due to their disturbed way of seeing their lives rather than to those 

suffering a major hardship. But I believe Nelson comes close to Thoreau’s conclusions in her 

description of her friend, despite her suspicions about “uplifting” sayings. Thoreau says, 

“however mean your life is, meet it and live it.” Nelson’s friend is “too busy asking, in this 

changed form, what makes a livable life, and how she can live it.” Nelson’s friend is acting out 

Thoreau’s words.
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4. Thoreau’s words offer hope. He’s not denying the existence of bad situations or saying

they are lessons in strength. He’s not saying that difficulties are blessings in disguise. Or that 

they happen for a reason. He’s saying that no matter where we find ourselves, no matter how 

poor we imagine our lives to be, there’s a world for us. As long as we live, we have the power to 

see, to love our lives, to find joy. 

5. After Nelson’s comments on the enraging suggestion that “there must be a reason for it

(the injury),” in the next paragraphs she says, 

As her witness, I can testify to no reason, no lesson. But I can say this: in watching her, 

sitting with her, helping her, weeping with her, touching her, and talking with her, I have 

seen the bright pith of her soul. I cannot tell you what it looks like, exactly, but I can say 

that I have seen it.... Likewise, I can say that seeing it has made me a believer, though I 

cannot say what, or in what, exactly, I have come to believe… Imagine someone saying, 

‘Our fundamental situation is joyful.’ Now imagine believing it… Or forget belief: 

imagine feeling, even if for a moment, that it were true.
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Hope

1. 

I attended a reading by an African-American writer of non-fiction prose, where, during the 

Q&A, someone asked about race relations in the US and where she finds hope. “I have no hope,”

she responded. She’s considered leaving the country, but right now, for her children’s sake, she 

remains. Standing alone at the podium, she looked out at us, and said it again. “I have no hope.” I

sensed she wanted someone to ask her why. I was tempted to speak up but felt ill-prepared to 

step into the hot topic of racial inequality and injustice, that I’d stumble with uninformed, ill-

conceived, questions. 

The audience sat silent. Someone thanked her for providing intellectual nourishment. Then there 

was applause and it was done. It felt abrupt and unfinished and sad. Like an unpleasant issue had 

been raised but ignored. 

2. 

Hope: To wish for something with expectation of its fulfillment.

 -American Heritage College Dictionary, 4th edition

3. 

“When there’s no hope, there’s chaos.”

- L. Chris Stewart, family attorney of Rayshard Brooks, after Brooks’ fatal shooting by 

police, June 12, 2020
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4. 

Evan Handler, actor/author, in Time On Fire, after his diagnosis with acute myelogenous 

leukemia, talking about the idea of “false” hope:

There seems to be a great fear of something known as “false hope.” I’ve heard the phrase 

used by doctors and nurses again and again, in a very self-congratulatory way, as if, by 

exterminating it, they were providing a great philanthropic service to the community. 

Now, I scratch my way through this world as nothing if not a pessimist, and I will state, 

unequivocally, that there is no such thing as false hope. It’s an oxymoron. It can’t exist. 

Hope has no connotation of certainty. Hope carries no assurance of success. Hope is the 

one thing in this world that can never, ever, be false. Hope is just exactly what it says. A 

longing. A desire. Is there such a thing as a false, aching desire?

I think, too often, that some doctors are protecting themselves from the aching desires, the

hope, of their patients. It must be very painful to fail to save the life of someone who 

never concealed his passion to survive. His hope. Much more painful than the death of a 

patient willing to hide the intensity of his wish. If only they could learn what a potent 

source of energy they’re wasting.

5. 

After more than 600,000 American Civil War deaths, President Lincoln secured the Union in the 

short window of time between the South’s surrender and his death, on April 15, 1865. In his 
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second inaugural, delivered March 4, 1865, he issued a national hope, for healing and 

reconciliation: 

With malice towards none, with charity for all, with firmness in the right as God gives us 

to see the right, let us strive on to finish the work we are in, to bind up the nation’s 

wounds, to care for him who shall have borne the battle and for his widow and his 

orphan, to do all which may achieve and cherish a just and lasting peace among ourselves

and with all nations. 

6. 

John Lewis, Georgia Congressman and civil rights great, succumbed on 7/17/2020 to Stage 4 

pancreatic cancer. 

A New York Times tribute, from Katharine Q. Seelye (7/17/2020): 

“On the front lines of the bloody campaign to end Jim Crow laws, with blows to his body

and a fractured skull to prove it, Mr. Lewis was a valiant stalwart of the civil rights 

movement and the last surviving speaker from the March on Washington for Jobs 

and Freedom in 1963…”

A John Lewis tweet, from June 27, 2018: 

“Do not get lost in a sea of despair. Be hopeful, be optimistic. Our struggle is not the 

struggle of a day, a week, a month, or a year, it is the struggle of a lifetime. Never, ever 

be afraid to make some noise and get in good trouble, necessary trouble.” 
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A spokesman for Democratic Representative Hakeem Jeffries of New York, Michael Hardaway, 

told the New York Times (Mike Ives-7/18/2020) how he had dropped by to see Mr. Lewis last 

year, and they had spoken about social injustice on President Trump’s watch: 

“Mr. Lewis, Mr. Hardaway said, was unworried. He told me we will win. And that young

people will lead the way. The last thing he said was, ‘Be hopeful. Be optimistic. Be 

brave.’”

7. 

Sherrilyn Ifill, president of the NAACP Legal Defense Fund, on 60 minutes (June 7, 2020), 

responding to journalist Bill Whitaker’s question, “After all you have witnessed about race 

relations in the United States, what gives you hope?” 

Well, I don’t know of anything in the history of black people in this country, in which 

I’ve read some account in which it ended with, ‘And then they gave up.’ That’s just not 

what we do. I know that we work for the future of our children, and our grandchildren, 

and their children. That’s our obligation. We don’t have any other choice.

We always have the possibility of improving the republic. But the people have to have 

the will to do it. And the consequences of not doing the work are what we’ve been 

seeing. So for anyone who’s lamenting what we’ve been seeing over the last two weeks, 

ask them how much they have worked to improve the country…. to do the work of trying

to make this country better is the highest form of patriotism. The highest form of 

patriotism. And in fact, it is the lack of patriotism in this country, the unwillingness of too
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many Americans to make this country better that actually accounts for the conditions in 

which we find ourselves.

8. 

Cornel West (CW), on CNN, 6/29/2020, interviewed by Anderson Cooper (AC):

CW: But remember now, what Goethe says. He or she who has never despaired has never

lived. Nothing wrong with wrestling with despair. The question is not allowing it to have 

the last word. 

AC: What gives you hope then, today? 

CW: Hope is as much a verb as a virtue. We have to stay in motion, and always know 

that we got some memories of love and justice, we’ve got some joy tied to our witness 

that the world can never take away and if we have a collective effort lo and behold we 

can hold up… just a little longer… But there’s no guarantee that the American empire 

will not collapse…. But we have to fight until the end. We’ve got to go down swinging. 

It don’t mean a thing if it ain’t got that swing.
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